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November 3, 1999
2CAN1 19903
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station OP1-17
Washington, DC 20555
Subject:

Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Proposed Technical Specification Change Request Supporting
Containment Building Design Pressure Increase to 59 Psig

Gentlemen:
Attached for your review and approval is a proposed Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2)
License Amendment associated with the Replacement Steam Generator Project. This
amendment addresses the containment post-accident response resulting from the new
replacement steam generators (RSGs) that will be installed for operation beginning with Cycle
15. As a result of the reanalysis performed, Entergy requests approval to increase the design
pressure of the containment building from 54 psig to 59 psig. The increase in design pressure
has been determined to be an unreviewed safety question (USQ) in accordance with
1OCFR50.59(a)(2) since it can be interpreted to reduce the margin of safety as described in
the bases of the technical specifications.
The heat transfer capability of the ANO-2 original steam generators (OSGs) has been
degraded due to various corrosion related phenomena that have occurred over the years of
operation. Therefore, the two OSGs will be removed and two RSGs will be installed during
the 2R14 refueling/steam generator replacement outage. This outage is currently scheduled to
begin on September 15, 2000. It is our intention to operate ANO-2 for one cycle, Cycle 15,
following steam generator replacement at its current licensed power and then to operate it at
an uprated licensed power level. A license amendment(s) will be submitted in advance of
refueling outage 2R15 for a 7.5% power uprate from 2815 to 3026 MWt for Cycle 16 and
beyond.
The ANO-2 containment building is currently rated at 54 psig. The RSGs, which have a
larger primary and secondary inventory when compared to the OSGs, make this rating
unacceptable for Cycle 15 and beyond. Analyses have been performed to assess the impact of
the increased inventory on the containment building structure, containment post-accident
response, as well as components inside the containment building. The containment peak
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pressure analyses have been conservatively analyzed at the uprated power level of 3087 MWt,
which accounts for a 2% instrument uncertainty. This analysis shows a peak accident pressure
of 57.7 psig, which is rounded to 58 for defining P,, the peak containment accident pressure.
Rounding Pa to 58 psig provides margin for L,. All other analyses, such as offsite dose
consequences, have been performed, as a minimum, at the current power rating of 2815 MWt.
To account for the increase in peak accident pressure, the ANO-2 containment building was
reanalyzed to a 59 psig design pressure. The reanalysis, described in Enclosure 4, was
performed using the original design requirements. The two finite element computer codes
used, ALGOR and the Bechtel Structural Analysis Program (BSAP), are widely known and
respected codes. The BSAP program was used to design the containments at Palo Verde, San
Onofre 2 and 3 and Vogtle. The reanalysis was performed using the concrete stress
allowables of the ASME Section III, Division 2, 1975 design code in the BSAP computer
programs. The ACI 318-1963 original concrete allowables were compared to the ASME
design concrete allowables and the latter were found to be more stringent. The code of
record, however, remains the ACI 318-1963 concrete code. The ANO-2 containment design
for 59 psig was compared to similarly designed Bechtel containments with respect to the
minimum required prestress levels and the ratio of the minimum required prestress levels to
the design pressure. Both the minimum required prestress levels and the ratio compared
favorably. The margins of safety associated with the design and construction of the
containment are, as a minimum, the accepted margins associated with nationally recognized
codes of practice.
Prior to resuming plant operation following replacement of the steam generators during 2R14,
a structural integrity test (SIT) will be performed at 1.15 times the new design pressure of
59 psig. The SIT will provide acceptance criteria to assure that measured responses are
within the limits predicted by analyses.
Evaluations of systems, structures and components (SSCs) within the containment building
demonstrate that the components are qualified to the increased pressure. If an evaluation
could not demonstrate this, the SSC will be modified accordingly.
Based upon the reanalyses, certain technical specifications are being revised. Marked up
technical specification pages are enclosed. Additionally, certain sections of the ANO-2 Safety
Analysis Report will require revision. Proposed changes are enclosed for review of the USQ.
The proposed change has been evaluated in accordance with IOCFR50.91(a)(1) using criteria
in IOCFR50.92(c) and it has been determined that this change involves no significant hazards
considerations. The bases for these determinations are included in the attached submittal.
Entergy requests that approval of this change be granted by September 1, 2000, with an
effective date prior to the commencement of heatup from refueling outage 2R14 which is
scheduled to begin on September 15, 2000. Although this request is neither exigent nor
emergency, your prompt review is requested. Entergy realizes this submittal has a large scope
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and is committed to meet and coordinate with the staff to expedite our responses to NRC
questions or concerns.
Should you have any questions or comments, please contact me.
Very truly
7

/
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To the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements contained in this submittal are
true.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public in and fo\\
4.1__.
County and the State of Arkansas, this 9
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cc:

Mr. Ellis W. Merschoff
Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-8064
NRC Senior Resident Inspector
Arkansas Nuclear One
P.O. Box 310
London, AR 72847
Mr. Chris Nolan
NRR Project Manager Region IV/ANO-2
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Mail Stop 04-D-03
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
Mr. David D. Snellings
Director, Division of Radiation
Control and Emergency Management
Arkansas Department of Health
4815 West Markham Street
Little Rock, AR 72205
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGES
Entergy proposes to revise the following Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2) Technical
Specifications and ANO-2 Safety Analysis Report (SAR) sections in support of steam
generator replacement:
Technical Specifications
"

Technical Specification 3/4.3.2, "Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
Instrumentation," Table 3.3-3, is revised to reflect the addition of a Containment Spray
Actuation Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment building pressure to selected
components to isolate main feedwater and terminate main steam flow from the
unaffected steam generator.

"

Technical Specification 3.6.1.4, including Figure 3.6-1, "Containment Internal
Pressure vs. Average Air Temperature." The containment analyses allows for an
expanded region of acceptable operation for the containment atmosphere. The
analyses eliminate the need to monitor relative humidity to ensure compliance with
Technical Specification 3/4.6.1.

"* Technical Specification 3/4.6.2, "Depressurization, Cooling, and pH Control Systems."
The surveillance requirement for the containment spray system will be revised to
reflect an increased percentage value from 6.3% to the 10% permitted by ASME
B&PV code Section XI for pump allowable degradations.
"* Technical Specification 6.15, "Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program", is revised
to reflect an increased calculated peak internal pressure (from 54 psig to 58 psig) for
the design basis loss of coolant accident. La, the allowable leakage rate, defined as
0.1% per day of air weight at Pa, is also clarified to be equivalent to 0.1% per day of
containment volume.
Technical Specifications Bases
"* Technical Specification Bases 3/4.6.1.2, "Containment Leakage", is revised to reflect
an increased peak design basis loss of coolant accident pressure (P,) from 54 psig to
58 psig.
"* Technical Specification Bases 3/4.6.1.4, "Internal Pressure, Air Temperature and
Relative Humidity," is revised to remove the reference to relative humidity and to
reflect an increased containment building design pressure from 54 psig to 59 psig. An
administrative change revises 5.0 psid to 5.0 psi since, in context, this pressure clearly
refers to differential pressure.
A statement that the containment fan motor
qualifications are maintained is added.
"* Technical Specification Bases 3/4.6.1.5, "Containment Structural Integrity", is revised
to reflect an increased containment building design pressure from 54 psig to 59 psig.
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Safety Analysis Report
"* Table 1.3-1, "Plant Parameter Comparison" is revised to reflect the containment
building design pressure increase from 54 to 59 psig.
"* Section 3.1, "Conformance with AEC General Design Criteria". The text describing
compliance with the General Design Criteria (GDC) is revised to reflect the increased
Revisions are necessary to the text
containment building design pressure.
Containment Design; GDC 50
demonstrating compliance with GDC 16
Containment Design Basis; and GDC 51 - Fracture Prevention of Containment
Pressure Boundary.
"* Section 3.6, Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated
Rupture of Piping" is revised to include information regarding the new application of
CSAS, and deletes a statement regarding a loss of two of four containment cooling
coils with another single active failure.
", Section 3.8, "Design of Category I Structures" is revised to incorporate the new
structural analysis details associated with uprating the containment building to 59 psig.
"* Section 3.11, "Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment", is
revised to cite section 3.11.5 for current EQ requirements instead of Chapter 6.
"* Section 6.2.1, "Containment Functional Design," has been rewritten to reflect the
reanalysis of the containment response to a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and main
steam line break (MSLB) as well as the uprated containment design pressure of
59 psig.
"* Section 6.2.2, "Containment Heat Removal Systems," documents the effects of
reduced spray flow on spray droplet size during the injection mode.
"* Section 6.2.3, "Containment Air Purification and Cleanup Systems" is revised to
change the containment spray flow rate from 2000 to 1875 gpm, the uprated
containment design pressure to 59 psig, and to address reduced spray droplet size.
*

Section 6.6, "References" is updated.

*

Table 7.5-3, "RG 1.97 Post Accident Monitoring Variables" is revised to delete the
reference to the containment design pressure of 54 psig (69 psia) for variable type
code B 13.

*

Section 9.4.5, "Containment Building" is revised for the uprated containment design
pressure of 59 psig, clarify text for air duct reliefs, and change the Containment
Cooling Actuation Signal pressure from 18.4 to 18.3.

*

Sections 10.3, "Main Steam Supply System" and 10.4 "Other Features of Steam and
Power Conversion System" are revised to include information regarding the new
application of CSAS.
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*

Section 15.1.14.2, "Feedwater Line Break Accident" is revised to include the new
application of CSAS.

The proposed changes are discussed in detail in the sections that follow. Six enclosures are
included:
Enclosure 1

ANO-2 Technical Specifications Proposed Changes (including markups
provided for information only)

Enclosure 2

ANO-2 Safety Analysis Report Proposed Changes

Enclosure 3

Safety Analysis Impact of Uprating the ANO-2 Containment Building to
59 psig

Enclosure 4

Structural Analysis Impact of Uprating the ANO-2 Containment Building
to 59 psig

Enclosure 5

Impact of Uprating the ANO-2 Containment Building on Containment
Components and Issues

Enclosure 6

Comparison of Replacement Steam Generators to Original Steam
Generators (For Information Only)

BACKGROUND
Over the years of operation, the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2) original steam
generators (OSGs) have lost heat transfer capability from tube plugging due to various
degradation mechanisms. Therefore, the two OSGs will be removed and two replacement
steam generators (RSGs) will be installed during the 2R14 refueling/steam generator
replacement outage. This outage is currently expected to begin on September 15, 2000. It is
desired to operate ANO-2 for one cycle, Cycle 15, following steam generator replacement at
its current licensed power level. Required license amendments will be submitted in advance of
refueling outage 2R15 for a 7.5% power uprate from 2815 to 3026 MWt for Cycle 16 and
beyond.
The RSGs differ in several respects from the OSGs. The RSGs, manufactured by
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, have a greater heat transfer area, a greater water volume
on the primary and secondary sides, higher secondary side operating pressure, a flow limiting
device in the steam outlet nozzle, and a larger metal mass. These differences, and the
differences that will result from the planned power uprate, will affect the post-accident
containment building environment, i.e., peak pressure and temperature and the harsh
conditions experienced by equipment within the containment. A comparison of the design
parameters between the OSGs and RSGs is provided in Enclosure 6, which is provided for
information only.
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Analyses have been performed to assess the impact of the increased inventory on the
containment post-accident response for a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and main steam
line break (MSLB), the containment structure itself, and components inside the containment
building. The results of the analyses indicate that peak accident pressure (Pa) will exceed
54 psig with containment initial conditions within the current acceptable region of Technical
Specification 3.6.1.4, Figure 3.6-1 (Enclosure 1).
Analyses performed to support this submittal allow technical specification Figure 3,6-i to be
revised to expand the acceptable operating area in the upper right quadrant but decrease it in
the upper left quadrant. The expanded area provides additional flexibility for containment
operating conditions. The effects of expanding the upper right quadrant are discussed in
Enclosure 3. The basis for decreasing the upper left quadrant is discussed in Enclosure 5.
For the initial conditions of revised Figure 3.6-1 limits, included in Enclosure 1 of this
submittal, the calculated peak pressure will increase to 57.7 psig, which is rounded to 58. The
increase in design pressure has been conservatively determined to be an unreviewed safety
question (USQ) in accordance with 1OCFR50.59(a)(2) since it reduces the margin of safety as
described in the bases of the technical specifications. However, the increase in design
pressure of the containment building is within the inherent design margin of the structure.
Equipment associated with the containment uprate will continue to meet its design
requirements. Therefore, it is concluded that the requested change does not involve a
significant reduction in the safety margin.
A new containment design pressure of 59 psig was selected. The structural analysis for the
containment building could have supported a higher design pressure than 59 psig; however,
59 psig was established as the new design pressure for several reasons. The new maximum
postulated accident pressure was calculated to be 57.7 psig then rounded to 58 for P,;
therefore, 59 psig was believed to be sufficiently above that pressure to allow for adequate
design margin.
The ANO-2 containment building compares favorably with other similarly designed
containment buildings with a 59 psig design pressure. As detailed in Enclosure 4, the ANO-2
containment building is very similar to the ANO-1 reactor building, which has a design
pressure of 59 psig. Additionally, there is excess conservatism built in to the original analysis
since actual test strengths of the concrete are considerably higher than the assumptions used in
the original analyses and because the ANO-2 containment building contains more tendons than
were credited in the original analysis. During construction of the containment building, nine
(9) surveillance tendons (3 dome, 3 hoop and 3 vertical) were installed but not credited in the
original analysis used to calculate the minimum prestress levels. In addition to the surveillance
tendons, nine (9) additional tendons were installed (6 hoop and 3 vertical) but not credited in
the original analysis. The reanalysis credits all of the tendons, i.e., eighteen (18) tendons more
than the original analysis, to meet the required prestress levels. Broken wires and detensioned
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tendons during tendon surveillance activities, where one tendon is detensioned at a time
during operations of the plants, are not considered in the reanalysis.
The containment design has a prestress capability of 1.5 times design pressure in contrast to
the 1.2 times design pressure used in more recent containment designs for other sites. With
the conservative concrete and tendon design, the ANO-2 containment was robustly
constructed and has ample margin for the uprate. Uprate of the containment building to
59 psig is considered acceptable and results in only a minimal reduction in the margin of
safety.
The safety analysis results demonstrate that the calculated peak accident pressure is well
within the revised design pressure of the containment building. The reanalysis was performed
using the concrete stress allowables of the ASME Section III, Division 2, 1975 design code in
the BSAP computer programs. The ACI 318-1963 original concrete allowables were
compared to the ASME design concrete allowables and the latter were found to be more
stringent. The code of record, however, remains the ACI 318-1963 concrete code. The
ANO-2 containment design for 59 psig was compared to similarly designed Bechtel
containments with respect to the minimum required prestress levels and the ratio of the
minimum required prestress levels to the design pressure. Both the minimum required
prestress levels and the ratio compared favorably. Additionally, evaluations of components
within the containment building demonstrate that the components are qualified to the
increased pressure.
Regulatory Basis
Originally, the ANO-2 containment building was designed to the criteria proposed by the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in 1967. The SAR describes how, to the extent possible,
the plant conforms to the later AEC General Design Criteria (GDC) published as Appendix A
to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50 (IOCFR50) in 1971. The texts
discussing compliance with GDC 38, "Containment Heat Removal", and GDC 50,
In addition,
"Containment Design Basis", are impacted by the proposed changes.
environmentally qualified electrical equipment relied upon to function during and following a
DBA must be qualified to the revised DBA conditions. Analyses were performed to
demonstrate that the current plant configuration meets all applicable criteria. Specifically, the
following criteria are used to judge the acceptability of these analyses:
"* the peak containment accident pressure, (Pa) must be less than the revised maximum
design pressure,
"• the containment structure temperature associated with Pa must be less than the
maximum design temperature,
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"* the containment heat removal system must reduce the containment pressure and
temperature to an acceptably low level following an accident and maintain this
condition thereafter, and
"* the equipment needed to mitigate design basis accidents (DBAs) within containment
must be qualified to operate under the resulting environmental conditions.
Coordination with other ANO-2 RSG Submittals
Several Plant Protection System (PPS) setpoints, discussed in Enclosure 5, section G, will be
affected by the analysis performed to support containment uprate. However, these setpoints
will also be affected by changes in the analytical limits assumed in the RSG/Power Uprate
safety analyses, as well as changes in the physical dimensions and characteristics of the new
steam generators. Therefore, the PPS setpoints changes will be included in a separate RSG
licensing amendment request related to PPS changes.
DISCUSSION OF CHANGE
As discussed previously, the RSGs have a larger primary and secondary side inventory when
compared to the OSGs. Enclosure 6 is provided for information only to compare the design
parameters between the OSGs and RSGs. Analyses have been performed to assess the impact
of the increased inventory on the containment post-accident response for LOCA and MSLB,
the containment structure itself and components inside the containment building. The analyses
address operation during Cycle 15 following installation of the RSGs and operation during
Cycle 16 following the proposed 7.5% power uprate. The containment peak pressure
analyses have been conservatively analyzed at the uprated power level of 3087 MWt, which
accounts for a 2% instrument uncertainty. All other analyses, such as offsite dose
consequences, have been performed, as a minimum, at the current power rating of 2815 MWt.
Containment Peak Pressure
The safety analysis results show the peak containment pressure (P.) to be 58 psig for both the
MSLB and LOCA. For long term cooling, the containment reanalysis shows that the
containment heat removal systems are able to reduce and maintain containment pressure to a
low level following design basis accidents.
Containment Desigm Temperature
The containment design temperature remains unchanged at 300 'F. The peak temperature
considers the impact of both LOCA and MSLB. For the design basis LOCA, which causes
the highest building pressure, the temperature increased from 288 to 291 'F.
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Consistent with the current licensing basis for MSLB, the containment vapor space
temperature will exceed the design temperature due to the release of steam directly to the
containment airspace (superheating). Once containment spray initiates, the temperature
rapidly drops to saturated conditions. The favorable impact of the flow-limiting device in the
steam generators is apparent in the evaluation of the MSLB. Peak temperature is bounded by
the current analysis of record. Therefore, the new peak temperature remains within the
existing design basis for temperature qualification.
For LOCA, subcooled RCS liquid at 2300 psia is released to containment. A portion of the
liquid flashes to vapor and the remainder is spilled to the containment floor as a saturated
liquid. Considering the impact of the containment spray and the thermodynamic phenomena
associated with this type of break, peak containment temperature will very closely correspond
to the saturation temperature of the vapor at its partial pressure (in some cases there is a very
small amount of superheat.) Containment peak pressure is the sum of the partial pressure due
to the initial air plus the partial pressure of the vapor added from the LOCA. Initial conditions
in containment therefore dictate the maximum temperature that can be achieved for a LOCA.
Failure Modes and Effects
For both LOCA and MSLB, single failures of the most limiting component were considered.
These are discussed below.
Main Steam Line Break
The plant response to a MSLB is not changed nor are failure modes and effects analyses
(FMEA). Currently, a Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS) is used to trip the Condensate,
Main Feedwater and Heater Drain Pumps, and to close Main Feedwater Isolation, Backup
Feedwater Isolation and Main Steam Isolation Valves. Flow limiting orifices have been added
as a design feature of the RSGs to slow the release of steam energy into containment from a
MSLB. However, the flow limiting orifices also delay initiation of MSIS. Therefore, a
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) will be added to selected secondary system
components in order to maintain the MSLB design basis. The CSAS signal is discussed
below.
For MSLB, the limiting single active failure is a loss of a containment spray train at 0%
power. Offsite power available cases are more limiting than the loss of offsite power cases.
This is due to the increase in mass and energy release to containment from the availability of
reactor coolant pumps versus the delay of engineered safety features equipment operation.
The analysis also considers single active failures of secondary equipment such as a failure of
main feedwater isolation or a main feedwater back-up isolation valve to close, or a failure of a
main feedwater or a condensate pump to trip. The details of the safety analyses are discussed
in Enclosure 3 and in proposed section 6.2 of the SAR (see Enclosure 2).
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As indicated in the MSLB analyses, low steam generator pressure initiation of a Main Steam
Isolation Signal (MSIS) will be delayed longer by the flow restricting orifices due to the
slower rate of depressurization following a MSLB. MSIS is currently relied on to mitigate the
rise in containment building pressure. With the RSGs, MSIS (low steam generator pressure)
will not occur soon enough to keep the containment pressure below the proposed design
pressure of 59 psig. As a result, a CSAS will be added as a trip signal to selected secondary
system components to terminate main feedwater flow, isolate main feedwater and terminate
main steam flow from the unaffected steam generator upon receipt of high-high containment
building pressure. This additional signal from CSAS will provide a parallel actuation of
selected components previously actuated by an MSIS signal. CSAS will actuate only a
portion of those components actuated by MSIS. An evaluation performed for this CSAS
application indicates that the design does not adversely affect any accident analyses. The
evaluation also verified that event analyses that do not credit the CSAS actuation, but which
might result in containment pressures reaching the high-high setpoint, would not be adversely
affected by the actuation. Enclosure 3, Section A provides additional information regarding
this new application of CSAS. The actuation of other systems and components by CSAS,
such as containment spray, remains unchanged.
LOCA
The basic design features that respond to a LOCA are not changed nor are failure modes and
effects analyses. The containment response impact of replacing the steam generators was
assessed for the design basis large break LOCA, i.e., a guillotine area slot break in the hot leg,
pump suction and pump discharge locations. The results indicated that peak accident pressure
would exceed the current design pressure of the containment building.
The ANO-2 containment heat removal systems have the capability, as required, to reduce the
containment pressure to less than 50% of the peak calculated pressure for the design basis
LOCA within 24 hours after the postulated accident.
For 1OCFR50 Appendix J considerations, Pa is determined from the limiting LOCA for
evaluation of containment leakage. Pa is not based upon results of the MSLB since this event
could have a release either inside or outside containment and as such the calculated dose
would be independent of break location and containment leakage. In addition, a MSLB
results in a much lower source term than a LOCA. The acceptance criteria for containment
leakage will remain unchanged.
For LOCA, a loss of offsite power is more limiting than offsite power available. The limiting
single failure was the loss of a diesel generator which results in less mass being added to the
reactor coolant system due to the loss of a high pressure and low pressure safety injection
pump. The loss of an emergency diesel generator also results in the loss of both a
containment cooler and containment spray train. Other single failures of only a containment
spray or a containment air cooler were also considered (in those cases both EDGs are
available). For cold leg breaks, the loss of a containment spray train was more limiting than
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loss of a containment air cooler. For the hot leg break safety injection, containment spray and
air coolers are not sequenced back into operation until after peak containment pressure
occurred; hence, single failure of these components have no impact on the peak pressure.
Offsite Dose Consequences
La, the allowable containment leakage, is the allowable percent of air weight leakage per day

at Pa, which is equivalent to the allowable percent per day of containment volume leakage. L,
will not change. Core power at 2815 Wt is also unchanged, so the amount of radionuclides
released in a maximum hypothetical accident (MHA) will not change. Therefore, offsite dose
resulting from the MHA will not change due to the containment uprate. Technical
Specification 6.15, "Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program", is revised to clarify that for
L,, 0.1% of weight at Pa is equivalent to 0.1% of the containment free volume.
Structural Effects
The reanalysis was performed using the concrete stress allowables of the ASME Section III,
Division 2, 1975 design code in the BSAP computer programs. The ACI 318-1963 original
concrete allowables were compared to the ASME design concrete allowables and the latter
were found to be more stringent. The code of record, however, remains the ACI 318-1963
concrete code. The ANO-2 containment design for 59 psig was compared to similarly
designed Bechtel containments with respect to the minimum required prestress levels and the
ratio of the minimum required prestress levels to the design pressure. Both the minimum
required prestress levels and the ratio compared favorably. The peak containment pressure
that results from the larger inventory in the RSGs is within the new design pressure of 59 psig.
The details of the structural reanalysis are discussed in Enclosure 4 and in section 3.8 of the
SAR (see Enclosure 2).
Prior to resuming plant operation following replacement of the steam generators during 2R 14,
a structural integrity test (SIT) will be performed at 1.15 times the new design pressure of
59 psig. The SIT at 68 psig will provide acceptance criteria to assure that measured
responses are within the limits predicted by analyses.
Effect on Containment System, Structures or Components (SSCs)
In addition to reanalysis of the containment structure and the safety analyses, evaluations were
performed on containment components. Enclosure 5 contains the details of the impact of
uprating the ANO-2 containment building on containment components and issues. Issues
such as compartment pressurization, environmental qualification and Appendix J testing were
also evaluated. Each evaluated component or issue was determined to be acceptable for
operation with an increased containment design pressure of 59 psig and 300 'F or a
modification is planned to make the component acceptable. Two SSCs will be modified
during refueling outage 2R14. The seals or modules for fifteen Amphenol Sams electrical
penetrations will be modified due to aging. Some seals are not qualified for the 68 psig SIT
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pressure. Replacement seals will be qualified for the SIT pressure. The pitch of the CSWCC
fans will be decreased. Additionally, the containment service water cooling coil (CSWCC)
current drain capability is being evaluated and may require modification to increase its drain
capability. For a fourth SSC, the containment wide range pressure transmitters, we request
concurrence with our conclusion that the current transmitter range satisfy the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.97. The bases for this conclusion is provided in Enclosure 5, section G.2.
In summary, this conclusion is made due to the small difference between the new required
range and the current range and because the current upper range value is significantly above
ultimate containment failure pressure. A fifth SSC modification will be required; however, it
is not directly associated with a containment building component. It is the application of the
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment pressure to terminate
main feedwater flow, isolate main feedwater and terminate main steam flow. Additional
information about this modification regarding CSAS is provided in Enclosure 3.
Revised technical
Revisions are proposed to several technical specification pages.
for information
provided,
are
also
Markups
1.
specification pages are provided in Enclosure
only, in order to facilitate the review. The following changes are proposed to the ANO-2
technical specifications:
Proposed Technical Specification Changes
1. Technical Specification 3/4.3.2, "Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
Instrumentation," Table 3.3-3 - This table is revised to reflect the addition of a
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment building pressure
to selected components to terminate main feedwater and main steam flow from the
unaffected steam generator. The addition of CSAS for this application is discussed in
Enclosure 3, Section I.
2. Technical Specification 3.6.1.4. including Figure 3.6-1, "Containment Internal Pressure vs.
Average Air Temperature" - The containment analyses, described in Enclosure 3,
eliminate the need to monitor relative humidity to ensure compliance with Technical
Specification 3/4.6.1. Humidity lines are therefore removed from revised Technical
Specification Figure 3.6-1. Removing the lines simplifies the process for determining
acceptable operating conditions of the containment atmosphere for operations personnel.
The revision to Technical Specification Figure 3.6-1 also increases the region of
acceptable operation in the upper right quadrant but decreases the upper left quadrant.
Using Technical Specification Figure 3.6-1 as the basis for the containment analysis, the
new SAR limiting design basis accident (loss of coolant accident) will be the bounding
case for operation within this window. Therefore, the limiting design basis accident
pressure and temperature presented in the SAR will be based upon the limiting point from
Technical Specification Figure 3.6-1.
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The proposed containment operating conditions are acceptable based on the increase in
containment design pressure and the addition of the new CSAS actuation to selected
components that previously received only an MSIS actuation signal.
3. Technical Specification 3/4.6.2, "Depressurization, Cooling, and pH Control Systems"
As a result of increasing the containment building design pressure to 59 psig, the
containment spray pump performance curves were recalculated at the new pressure. The
reanalysis removed some of the excess conservatism built into the original calculations.
Lower containment spray flow rates were assumed in the safety analysis to allow for the
increase in design pressure and the allowable containment spray pump degradation above
that currently allowed by the technical specifications. As a result of the analyses, the
allowable containment spray pump degradation may be increased from 6.3% to 10%,
permitted by ASME B&PV code Section XI for pump allowable degradations, without
compromising the required containment spray flow that must be delivered to the
containment building to satisfy the safety analysis.
4. Technical Specification 6.15, "Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program" - This
administrative technical specification is revised to reflect an increased calculated peak
internal pressure for the design basis loss of coolant accident. The new peak accident
pressure (P.) will increase from 54 psig to 58 psig. The details of the safety analysis that
support this change are described in Enclosure 3. L., the allowable leakage rate, defined
as 0.1% per day of air weight at Pa, is also clarified to be equivalent to 0.1% per day of
containment volume.
Proposed ANO-2 Technical Specification Bases Changes:
1. Technical Specification Bases 3/4.6.1.2, "Containment Leakage" - The bases are revised
to reflect an increased peak design basis loss of coolant accident pressure (Pa) from
54 psig to 58 psig. As mentioned previously, the supporting safety analysis details are
provided in Enclosure 3.
2. Technical Specification Bases 3/4.6.1.4, "Internal Pressure, Air Temperature and Relative
Humidity" - The bases are revised to remove the reference to relative humidity and to
reflect an increased containment building design pressure from 54 psig to 59 psig. The
supporting structural analysis details are provided in Enclosure 4 and the effects of the
An
increased pressure on containment components is provided in Enclosure 5.
administrative change revises 5.0 psid to 5.0 psi since, in context, this pressure clearly
refers to differential pressure. A statement that the containment fan motor qualifications
are maintained is added.
3. Technical Specification Bases 3/4.6.1.5, "Containment Structural Integrity" - is revised to
reflect an increased containment building design pressure from 54 psig to 59 psig (see
Enclosure 4 for structural analysis details and Enclosure 5 for effects on components
inside of the containment building).
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ANO-2 Safety Analysis Report Changes
Several marked up SAR sections are provided in Enclosure 2 for NRC review and approval.
These sections provide additional supporting information to justify increasing the containment
building design pressure. A marked up version is not provided for SAR section 6.2.1 since
this section has been completely rewritten and reformatted to eliminate excessive detail and to
reorganize the text. However, a cross reference table is provided at the beginning of SAR
section 6.2.1 that documents the disposition of each portion of the existing SAR. Revisions to
the affected portions of the following SAR sections are provided in Enclosure 2:
"* Table 1.3-1, "Plant Parameter Comparison" - Text is revised to reflect the containment
building design pressure increase from 54 to 59 psig.
"* Section 3.1, "Conformance with AEC General Design Criteria" - Text describing
compliance with the General Design Criteria (GDC) is revised to reflect the increased
containment building design pressure. Revisions are necessary to the text demonstrating
compliance with GDC 16 - Containment Design; GDC 50 - Containment Design Basis;
and GDC 51 - Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary.
"

Section 3.6, Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture
of Piping" - Text is revised to include information regarding the new application of
CSAS, and deletes a statement regarding a loss of two of four containment cooling coils
with another single active failure.

"

Section 3.8. "Design of Category 1 Structures" - Text is revised to incorporate the new
structural analysis details associated with uprating the containment building to 59 psig.

"

Section 3.11, "Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment" - Text is
revised to cite section 3.11.5 for current EQ requirements instead of Chapter 6.

"

Section 3.8, "Design of Category 1 Structures" - Text is revised to incorporate the new
structural analysis details associated with uprating the containment building to 59 psig.

"

Section 6.2.1, "Containment Functional Design" - This section has been rewritten to
reflect the reanalysis of the containment response to a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
and main steam line break (MSLB) as well as the increased containment design pressure of
59 psig.
Section 6.2.2, "Containment Heat Removal Systems" - Text changes document the effects

"

of reduced spray flow on spray droplet size during the injection mode.
"* Sections 6.6. "References" - References are updated.
"* Table 7.5-3, "RG 1.97 Post Accident Monitoring Variables" - The table is revised to
delete the reference to the containment design pressure of 54 psig (69 psia) for variable
type code B13.
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"

Section 9.4, "Air Conditioning, Heating, Cooling and Ventilation Systems" - Text is
revised regarding operation of four containment cooling units during accident conditions,
to change ductwork relief from psig to psid, and for the increased containment design
pressure of 59 psig.

"

Section 3.6,. Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture
of Piping" - Text is revised to include information regarding the new application of CSAS.

"

Sections 10.3, "Main Steam Supply System" and 10.4, "Other Features of Steam and
Power Conversion System" - The text in these two sections is revised to include
information regarding the new application of CSAS.

"

Section 15.1.14.2, "Feedwater Line Break Accident" - Text is revised to include the new
application of CSAS.

The increase in design pressure is concluded to be an unreviewed safety question in
accordance with 1OCFR50.59(a)(2) since it reduces the margin of safety as described in the
bases of the technical specifications. NRC approval is requested to increase the existing
containment building design pressure of 54 psig (current acceptance limit) to 59 psig
(proposed acceptance limit). In support of this request, proposed technical specification
changes are included in Enclosure 1, proposed SAR changes in Enclosure 2, a safety analysis
summary in Enclosure 3, a structural analysis summary in Enclosure 4, a summary of the
impact of the increased pressure on containment components and issues Enclosure 5, and a
design comparison of the OSGs and RSGs in Enclosure 6.
DETERMINATION OF NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
Entergy Operations is proposing an amendment to the Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2 (ANO-2)
Operating License to increase the containment building design pressure from 54 psig to
59 psig. The changes are necessary to support replacement of the steam generators scheduled
to begin September 15, 2000, and a planned 7.5% power uprate following the next refueling
outage (spring of 2002). The proposed changes that are evaluated in this determination of no
significant hazards consideration are:
"* increasing the containment structural design pressure from 54 psig to 59 psig,
"* adding a Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment
building pressure to selected components to terminate main feedwater and main steam
flow from the unaffected steam generator,
"

revising the allowable containment initial conditions to be consistent with analysis
assumptions, i.e., expand the region of acceptable operation of the containment
atmosphere,
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increasing the calculated peak accident pressure (P,) in the containment leakage rate
testing program and the technical specification bases from 54 psig to 58 psig, and
increasing the allowable containment spray pump degradation from 6.3% to 10.0%.
The proposed changes will require revisions to the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2)
Technical Specifications and the ANO-2 Safety Analysis Report (SAR). An evaluation of the
proposed changes has been performed in accordance with 10CFR50.91(a)(1) regarding no
significant hazards considerations using the standards in 1OCFR50.92(c). A discussion of
these standards as they relate to this amendment request follows:
Criterion I - Does Not Involve a Significant Increase in the Probabilityor Consequences
of an Accident PreviouslyEvaluated.
The containment building will meet structural requirements for the higher design pressure.
Except for the application of CSAS in a different manner than used previously, the electrical
penetration seal modifications and the containment cooling fan pitch change, increasing the
containment structural design pressure is analytical. There are no changes to the allowable
containment leakage rate. The increase in design pressure requires changes to the bases of the
technical specifications and the SAR. However, the peak accident and design pressures are
below the failure pressure of any potentially affected system, structure or component. The
change does not increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated. Since the
containment leakage rate will not increase, the consequences of any previously evaluated
accident will not increase. Therefore, the increase in design and peak pressures does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.
A structural integrity test (SIT) will be performed at 1.15 times the new design pressure of
59 psig. The SIT will provide acceptance criteria to assure that measured responses are
within the limits predicted by analyses.
Additionally, evaluations of components within the containment building demonstrate that the
components are qualified to the increased pressure.
Revising the allowable containment operating conditions provides more operating flexibility
than current requirements. The proposed change is consistent with the assumptions made in
the revised containment peak pressure analyses. Since the change only affects containment
atmosphere conditions allowed during normal operation, it has no impact on the probability of
initiation of a previously evaluated accident. Therefore, this aspect of the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.
The increase in peak accident pressure will also require leakage rate testing of the containment
structure and its penetrations to be performed at a 4 psi higher pressure than was required
previously. Increasing the value of P, in the containment leakage rate program changes the

.............
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conditions for performing the tests. Since the revised value is well within the design
capabilities of SSCs that could be affected during the performance of the test, it will not
weaken any of the protective barriers. Many past local leak rate tests have been performed at
increased pressures (59-60 psig) with no significant difference in leakage results. Based on
the leakage testing history, no problems are expected from the increase in Pa. Further, since
these tests are not performed when the plant is operating, they have no impact on normal plant
operation or the outcome of any previously evaluated accident. Therefore, this aspect of the
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.
Revising the allowable degradation of the containment spray pump does not create the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Although the allowable
pump degradation increased from 6.3% to 10%, analysis has shown that at 10% degraded, the
pumps can deliver to containment the flow required at 59 psig and required to reduce
containment pressure to an acceptably low level.
Criterion2 - Does Not Create the Possibility of a New or Different Kind of Accidentfrom
any PreviouslyEvaluated
Increasing the containment structural design pressure due replacing the steam generators and
the future 7-1/2% power uprate does not result in the failure of any system, structure or
component during the progression of any previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the
progression of the previously evaluated accidents will not change. Further, the change in
design pressure is primarily administrative and does not affect the way the plant is operated.
Therefore, this aspect of the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any previously evaluated.
The added CSAS actuating signal results in isolating the steam generators for events that
generate a containment pressure high-high signal. CSAS, a four channel safety grade system,
is part of the reactor protection system (RPS). The RPS is designed to reliably mitigate the
effects of an accident. The only new condition created by this change would be the isolation
of the steam generators upon an inadvertent actuation of CSAS. The possibility of steam
generator isolation currently exists for an inadvertent MSIS. This condition is not considered
to be an accident given the safety grade equipment available to mitigate this event and minor
consequences due to its occurrence. The CSAS change will be implemented such that no new
or failure modes or effects will be created that could cause a new or different kind of accident
from any previously evaluated.
Revising the allowable containment operating conditions permits the plant to be operated for a
wider range of containment atmospheric conditions. This aspect of the proposed change
reduces the likelihood of a plant upset as a result of shutting the plant down in response to
exceeding a limiting condition for operation. The proposed change is consistent with the
assumptions made in the accident analysis and will insure that the containment peak pressure
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and temperature do not exceed design limits following design basis accidents. Therefore, this
aspect of the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any previously evaluated.
Revising the value of Pa in the containment leakage rate program changes the conditions for
performing the 1OCFR50 Appendix J leak rate test. The revised value is well within the
design capabilities of SSCs that could be affected during the performance of the test.
Therefore, this aspect of the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any previously evaluated.
Revising the allowable degradation of the containment spray pump does not increase the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated. Although the
allowable pump degradation increased from 6.3% to 10%, analysis has shown that when
degraded 10%, the pumps can deliver the required flow to the containment building at the
increased containment pressure of 59 psig.
Criterion3 - Does Not Involve a SignificantReduction in the Margin of Safety
Increasing the containment structural design pressure from 54 to 59 psig causes a small
reduction in the design margin for the containment response. Based on the analyses
performed, the reduction has been determined to be acceptable since code allowable stresses
are not exceeded. The analyses demonstrate that the containment meets all applicable codes
and standards at 59 psig. Since the physical containment structure is not changed as a result
of this reanalysis, the stresses on the containment structure following a design basis event are
increased as a result of this change. Since the margin of safety is the difference between the
stresses that would result in containment failure and the stresses at design conditions, this
change involves a reduction in the margin of safety. However, the containment failure
pressure is much higher than the design basis accident pressure. Also, the DBA peak pressure
is currently very close to the design pressure. With the proposed change, there is margin
between the DBA and design pressures. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase
the probability of containment failure for design basis events. The ANO-2 containment
building was designed and constructed using significant conservatisms.
The new application of the CSAS signal is proposed to reduce the severity (i.e., reduce the
mass and energy addition) of the increased effect of a main steam line break inside
containment. Since this aspect of the proposed change improves the response of the plant to
this design basis event, it does not involve a significant reduction in margin of safety.
Revising the allowable containment operating conditions provides additional operating
margin. The proposed allowable operating conditions are consistent with the accident
analyses performed to demonstrate that the peak containment pressure is less than the design
pressure. The relaxation in containment operating conditions was made possible by the
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increase in containment design pressure and the addition of the new CSAS actuation to
selected components that previously received only an MSIS actuation signal.
Increasing the value of P. in the containment leakage rate program changes the conditions for
performing the tests. 59 psig is well within the design capabilities SSCs that could be affected
by the test. The leakage rate tests will not weaken any of the protective barriers. Past local
leak rate tests have been successfully performed at increased pressures (59 - 60 psig) with no
significant difference in leakage results. Therefore, this aspect of the change does not involve
a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
As discussed previously, increasing the allowable containment spray pump degradation does
not increase the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Although
the allowable pump degradation increased from 6.3% to 10%, analysis has shown that at 10%
degraded, the pumps can deliver the required flow to the containment building at the increased
containment pressure of 59 psig.
Therefore, based upon the reasoning presented above and the previous discussion of the
amendment request, Entergy has determined that the requested change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION
10 CFR 51,22(c) provides criteria for and identification of licensing and regulatory actions
eligible for categorical exclusion from performing an environmental assessment. A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a facility requires no environmental assessment if
operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant hazards consideration, (2) result in a significant change in the types or significant
increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released off-site, or (3) result in a
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Entergy
Operations, Inc. has reviewed this license amendment and has determined that it meets the
eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to
10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or environmental assessment need be
prepared in connection with the issuance of the proposed license amendment. The basis for
this determination is as follows:
1.

The proposed license amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration
as described previously in the evaluation.

2.

As discussed in the significant hazards evaluation, this change
significant change or significant increase in the radiological doses
Accident. The proposed license amendment does not result in a
the types or a significant increase in the amounts of any effluents
off-site.

does not result in a
for any Design Basis
significant change in
that may be released
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3.

The proposed license amendment does not result in a significant increase to the
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. No changes are proposed to
the acceptance criteria for containment leakage. Additionally, no physical changes to
plant structures, systems or components are proposed that could result in an increase
in occupational radiation exposure.

ENCLOSURE 1

PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES

TABLE 3.3-3
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
MODES

2 sets of 2

1 set of 2

2 sets of 2

1,

2,

3,

Containment Pressure
High

4

2

3

1,

2,

3

10,11

Pressurizer Pressure
Low

4

2

3

1,

2,

3(a)

10,11

ESFAS Logic
Matrix Logic
1.
Logic
Initiation
2.

6
4

1
2

3
4

1,
1,

2,
2,

3
3,

4

12
9

Automatic Actuation Logic

2

1

2

1,

2,

3,

4

13

2 sets of 2

1 set of 2

2 sets of 2

1,

2,

3,

4

9

Containment Pressure High - High

4

2 (b)

3

1,

2,

3

ESFAS Logic
Matrix Logic
1.
Logic
Initiation
2.

6
4

1
2

3
4

1,
1,

2,
2,

3
3,

4

12
9

Automatic Actuation Logic

2

1

2

1,

2,

3,

4

13

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
1.

SAFETY INJECTION (SIAS)
Manual (Trip Buttons)
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
2.

CONTAINMENT SPRAY, MAIN
STEAM, AND MAIN FEEDWATER
ISOLATION (CSAS)
Manual (Trip Buttons)
a.
b.

c.

d.

4

ACTION

9

10,11

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
INTERNAL PRESSURE AND AIR TEMPERATURE
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
The combination of containment internal pressure and average air
3.6.1.4
temperature shall be maintained within the region of acceptable operation shown
on Figure 3.6-1.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2,

3 and 4.

ACTION:
With the point defined by the combination of containment internal pressure and
temperature outside the region of acceptable operation shown on
average air
Figure 3.6-1, restore the combination of containment internal pressure and
temperature to within the above limits within 1 hour or be in at
average air
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
least
following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.6.1.4

The primary containment internal pressure and average air temperature

The
once per 12 hours.
shall be determined to be within the limits at least
in the
temperature shall be the temperature of the air
containment average air
duct upstream of the fan/cooler units.
containment HVAC common return air
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FIGURE 3.6-1
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Amendment No.

,

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION,

COOLING,

AND pH CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.1 Two independent containment spray systems shall be OPERABLE with
each spray system capable of taking suction from the RWT on a Containment
Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) and automatically transferring suction to the
Each spray
containment sump on a Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS).
system flow path from the containment sump shall be via an OPERABLE
shutdown cooling heat exchanger.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2,

and 3.

ACTION:
With one containment spray system inoperable, restore the inoperable spray
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.6.2.1
a.

b.

ARKANSAS

Each containment spray system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
At least once per 31 days by:
1.

Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or
automatic) in the flow path is positioned to take suction
from the RWT on a Containment Pressure-High-High test
signal.

2.

Verifying that the system piping is full of water from the
RWT to at least elevation 505' (equivalent to > 12.5%
indicated narrow range level) in the risers within the
containment.

By verifying that each pump demonstrates degradation of i 10%
from its original acceptance test pump performance curve when
tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

- UNIT 2
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49

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
6.15

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE RATE TESTING PROGRAM

A program shall be established to implement the leakage rate testing of the
containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J,
This program shall be in
Option B, as modified by approved exemptions.
accordance with the guidelines contained in Regulatory Guide 1.163,
"Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test Program," dated September 1995.
The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design basis loss of
coolant accident, Pa, is 58 psig.
The maximum allowable containment leakage rate, La, shall be 0.1% of containment
air weight per day at Pa which is equivalent to 0.1% of containment volume per
day.
Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:
a.

During the
Containment leakage rate acceptance criteria is • 1.0 La.
unit startup following each test performed in accordance with
first
this program, the leakage rate acceptance criteria are f 0.60 La for
the Type B and Type C tests and • 0.75 La for Type A tests.

b.

Air lock acceptance criteria are:
1.

Overall air lock leakage rate is

2.

Leakage rate for each door is
to Ž 10 psig.

• 0.05 La when tested at Ž Pa

• 0.01 La when pressurized

The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 do not apply to the test frequencies
specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.
The provisions of Specification 4.0.3 are applicable to the Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program.
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3/4.6

CONTAINMENT

SYSTEMS

BASES
3/4.6.1

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT

3/4.6.1.1

INTEGRITY

Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive
materials from the containment atmosphere will be restricted to those
leakage paths and associated leak rates assumed in the accident analyses.
This restriction, in conjunction with the leakage rate limitation, will
limit the site boundary radiation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR 100
during accident conditions.
CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

3/4.6.1.2

The limitations on containment leakage rates ensure that the total
containment leakage volume will not exceed the value assumed in the
accident analyses at the peak design basis loss of coolant accident pressure, Pa,
of 58 psig. As an added conservatism, the measured overall integrated leakage
rate is further limited to • 0.75 La during the performance of the periodic tests
to account for possible degradation of the containment leakage barriers between
leakage tests.
The surveillance testing for measuring leakage rates are consistent
with the requirements of Option B of Appendix "J" of 10 CFR 50.
The containment will be periodically leakage tested in accordance
These periodic testing
with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.
not exceed the
does
rate
leakage
containment
the
verify
requirements
At • 1.0 La the offsite dose
assumptions used in the safety analysis.
consequences are bounded by the assumptions of the safety analysis.
unit startup following testing in accordance with this
During the first
rate acceptance criteria are • 0.60 La for the
leakage
the
program,
combined Type B and Type C leakage, and ! 0.75 La for overall Type A
At all other times between required leakage tests, the acceptance
leakage.
criteria is based on an overall Type A leakage limit of • 1.0 La.
CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

3/4.6.1.3

Each containment air lock forms part of the containment pressure boundary.
As part of the containment, the air lock safety function is related to control
Thus, each air lock's
of the containment leakage rate resulting from a DBA.
structural integrity and leak tightness are essential to the successful
For the purposes of this specification, the
mitigation of such an event.
vertical end plates of the air lock barrel, on which the doors themselves are
mounted, shall be considered part of the door.
For the air lock to be
Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE.
considered OPERABLE, the air lock must be in compliance with the Type B air
The interlock
lock leakage test, and both air lock doors must be OPERABLE.
This
allows only one air lock door of an air lock to be opened at one time.
provision ensures that a gross breach of containment does not exist when
Closure of a single door in each
containment is required to be OPERABLE.
air lock is sufficient to provide a leak tight barrier following postulated
Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock is not
events.
being used for normal entry into and exit from containment.
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CONTAINMENT

SYSTEMS

BASES
INTERNAL PRESSURE AND AIR TEMPERATURE

3/4.6.1.4

The limitations on containment internal pressure and average air
temperature, assuming a worst case relative humidity value of 0 %, ensure
design
that 1) the containment structure is prevented from exceeding its
with respect to the outside atmosphere of
negative pressure differential
5.0 psi, 2) the containment peak pressure does not exceed the design
pressure of 59 psig during design basis conditions, and 3) the ECCS analysis
assumptions are maintained, and 4) the containment cooling fan motor
qualifications are maintained.
temperature ensures that
The limitation on containment average air
exceed the design
not
does
temperature
plate
liner
the containment
The containment temperature
temperature of 300OF during LOCA conditions.
Figure 3.6-1 represents
limit is consistent with the accident analyses.
analysis limits and does not account for instrument error.
CONTAINMENT

3/4.6.1.5

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

of the
This limitation ensures that the structural integrity
containment will be maintained comparable to the original design standards
is required to ensure
Structural integrity
of the facility.
for the life
that the containment will withstand the maximum design pressure of 59 psig.
The visual examination of tendons, anchorages and containment surfaces and
of the Unit 2 containment in conjunction with the
the Type A leakage tests
to
of the Unit 1 containment are sufficient
required surveillance activities
capability.
demonstrate this
The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the containment's
are in compliance with the recommendations of
integrity
structural
Regulatory Guide 1.35 "Inservice Surveillance of Ungrouted Tendons in
Prestressed Concrete Containment Structures", January 1976.
CONTAINMENT VENTILATION

3/4.6.1.6

SYSTEM

The containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves are
required to be closed during plant operation since these valves have not
Maintaining these
been demonstrated capable of closing during a LOCA.
valves closed during plant operations ensures that excessive quantities of
radioactive materials will not be released via the containment purge
system.
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MARKUP OF CURRENT ANO-2 TECHMCAL SPECIFICATIONS
(FOR INFO ONLY)

TABLE 3.3-3
JN(TN EERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
MODES

2 sets of 2

1 set of 2

2 sets of 2

1,

2,

3,

4

2

3

1,

2,

3

10,11

4

2

3

1,

2,

3(a)

10, 11

ESFAS Logic
Matrix Logic
1.
Logic
Initiation
2.

6
4

1
2

3
4

1, 2,
1, 2,

3
3,

4

12
9

Automatic Actuation Logic

2

1

2

1,

2,

3,

4

13

2 sets of 2

1 set of 2

2 sets of 2

1,

2,

3,

4

9

Containment Pressure High - High

4

2 (b)

3

1, 2,

3

ESFAS Logic
Matrix Logic
1.
Logic
Initiation
2.

6
4

1
2

3
4

1,
1,

2,
2,

3
3,

4

12
9

Automatic Actuation Logic

2

1

2

1,

2,

3,

4

13

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
1.

SAFETY INJECTION (SIAS)
Manual (Trip Buttons)
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
2.

Containment Pressure
High
Pressurizer
Low

Pressure

CONTAINMENT SPRAY.,MA4IN
STEAM, AND MAIN FEEDWATER
ISOLATION (CSAS)
Manual (Trip Buttons)
a.
b.

c.

d.

ARKANSAS
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Amendment No.

ACTION

9

10, 11

134,4--49
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............
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
INTERNAL PRESSUREr-AND AIR TEMPERATURE AND

E..IVE HUI.DIT.V
..

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.4 The combination of containment internal pressurer and average air
temperature and relative hun-id4ity shall be maintained within the region of
acceptable operation shown on Figure 3.6-1.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2,

I

3 and 4.

ACTION:
With the point defined by the combination of containment internal pressurer
and average air temperature and ralative hu•itdity outside the region of
acceptable operation shown on Figure 3.6-1, restore the combination of
containment internal pressure-r and average air temperature and relative
huridity-to within the above limits within 1 hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.6.1.4 The primary containment internal pressure-r and average air temperature
and iralative hua,--•-, shall be determined to be within the limits at least
The containment average air temperature shall be the
once per 12 hours.
temperature of the air in the containment HVAC common return air duct
upstream of the fan/cooler units.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION,
CONTAINMENT

COOLING,

AND pH CONTROL SYSTEMS

SPRAY SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

with
3.6.2.1 Two independent containment spray systems shall be OPERABLE
Containment
a
on
RWT
the
from
suction
taking
of
each spray system capable
to the
Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) and automatically transferring suction
spray
Each
(RAS).
Signal
containment sump on a Recirculation Actuation
system flow path from the containment sump shall be via an OPERABLE
shutdown cooling heat exchanger.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2,

and 3.

ACTION:
spray
With one containment spray system inoperable, restore the inoperable
STANDBY
HOT
least
at
in
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be
30 hours.
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
SURVEI LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.6.2.1
a.

b.

ARKANSAS

Each containment spray system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
At least once per 31 days by:
1.

Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or
automatic) in the flow path is positioned to take suction
from the RWT on a Containment Pressure-High-High test
signal.

2.

Verifying that the system piping is full of water from the
RWT to at least elevation 505' (equivalent to > 12.5%
indicated narrow range level) in the risers within the
containment.

&-.310%
By verifying that each pump demonstrates degradation of
when
curve
performance
pump
test
acceptance
original
from its
tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

-

UNIT 2

3/4 6-10

Amendment No. -1"

ADMINISTRATIVE
6.15

CONTROLS

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE RATE TESTING PROGRAM

A program shall be established to implement the leakage rate testing of the
containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J,
This program shall be in
Option B, as modified by approved exemptions.
accordance with the guidelines contained in Regulatory Guide 1.163,
"Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test Program," dated September 1995.
The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design basis loss of
coolant accident, Pa, is &458_psig.
The maximum allowable containment leakage rate, La, shall be 0.1% of containment
air weight per day at PaT which is equivalent to 0.1% of containment volume per
Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:
a.

During the
Containment leakage rate acceptance criteria is • 1.0 La.
unit startup following each test performed in accordance with
first
this program, the leakage rate acceptance criteria are • 0.60 La for
the Type B and Type C tests and • 0.75 La for Type A tests.

b.

Air lock acceptance criteria are:
1.

Overall air lock leakage rate is

2.

Leakage rate for each door is
to Ž 10 psig.

• 0.05 La when tested at Ž Pa

• 0.01 La when pressurized

The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 do not apply to the test frequencies
specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.
The provisions of Specification 4.0.3 are applicable to the Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program.

ARKANSAS - UNIT 2
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3/4.6

..................

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES
3/4.6.1
3/4.6.1.1

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive
materials from the containment atmosphere will be restricted to those
leakage paths and associated leak rates assumed in the accident analyses.
This restriction, in conjunction with the leakage rate limitation, will
limit the site boundary radiation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR 100
during accident conditions.
3/4.6.1.2

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

The limitations on containment leakage rates ensure that the total
containment leakage volume will not exceed the value assumed in the
accident analyses at the peak design basis loss of coolant accident pressure, Pa,
of -5458 psig. As an added conservatism, the measured overall integrated leakage
rate is further limited to • 0.75 La during the performance of the periodic tests
to account for possible degradation of the containment leakage barriers between
leakage tests.
The surveillance testing for measuring leakage rates are consistent
with the requirements of Option B of Appendix "J" of 10 CFR 50.
The containment will be periodically leakage tested in accordance
These periodic testing
with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.
requirements verify the containment leakage rate does not exceed the
At s 1.0 La the offsite dose
assumptions used in the safety analysis.
consequences are bounded by the assumptions of the safety analysis.
unit startup following testing in accordance with this
During the first
program, the leakage rate acceptance criteria are s 0.60 La for the
combined Type B and Type C leakage, and • 0.75 La for overall Type A
At all other times between required leakage tests, the acceptance
leakage.
criteria is based on an overall Type A leakage limit of : 1.0 La.
3/4.6.1.3

CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

Each containment air lock forms part of the containment pressure boundary.
As part of the containment, the air lock safety function is related to control
Thus, each air lock's
of the containment leakage rate resulting from a DBA.
structural integrity and leak tightness are essential to the successful
For the purposes of this specification, the
mitigation of such an event.
vertical end plates of the air lock barrel, on which the doors themselves are
mounted, shall be considered part of the door.
For the air lock to be
Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE.
considered OPERABLE, the air lock must be in compliance with the Type B air
The interlock
lock leakage test, and both air lock doors must be OPERABLE.
This
allows only one air lock door of an air lock to be opened at one time.
provision ensures that a gross breach of containment does not exist when
Closure of a single door in each
containment is required to be OPERABLE.
air lock is sufficient to provide a leak tight barrier following postulated
Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock is not
events.
being used for normal entry into and exit from containment.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
BASES

3/4.6.1.4

INTERNAL PRESSURE 7 AND AIR TEMPERATURE AND REL7'JIVE HUMIDITY

The limitations on containment internal pressurer and average air
temperature, assuming a worst case relative humidity value of 0 %, and
relative humidity ensure that 1) the containment structure is prevented
from exceeding its design negative pressure differential with respect to
the outside atmosphere of 5.0 psiq, 2) the containment peak pressure does
not exceed the design pressure of 559 psig during design basis conditions,
and 3) the ECCS analysis assumptions are maintained, and 4) the containment
cooling fan motor qualifications are maintained.
The limitation on containment average air temperature ensures that
the containment liner plate temperature does not exceed the design
The containment temperature
temperature of 300OF during LOCA conditions.
Figure 3.6-1 represents
analyses.
accident
the
with
consistent
is
limit
analysis limits and does not account for instrument error.
3/4.6.1.5

CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

This limitation ensures that the structural integrity of the
containment will be maintained comparable to the original design standards
Structural integrity is required to ensure
for the life of the facility.
that the containment will withstand the maximum desicn pressure of -59 psig--i-4
The visual examination of tendons, anchorages and
the event ef a LOCA.
containment surfaces and the Type A leakage tests of the Unit 2
containment in conjunction with the required surveillance activities of
the Unit 1 containment are sufficient to demonstrate this capability.
The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the containment's
structural integrity are in compliance with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.35 "Inservice Surveillance of Ungrouted Tendons in
Prestressed Concrete Containment Structures", January 1976.
3/4.6.1.6

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

The containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves are
required to be closed during plant operation since these valves have not
Maintaining these
been demonstrated capable of closing during a LOCA.
quantities of
excessive
that
ensures
valves closed during plant operations
radioactive materials will not be released via the containment purge
system.
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SAR Chapter 1
TABLES

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 1.3-1 (continued)

CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
PARAMETERS (continued)

ANO-2

FSAR
REFERENCE
PSAR*** SECTION

CALVERT CLIFFS*
UNITS I & 2

Design Parameters - Containment

ANO-1

SAN ONOFRE*
UNITS 2 & 3

130
181 2/3
50

116

3 3/4
3 1/4

3 3/4
3 1/4

3 3/4
3 1/4

4
3 3/4

Containment Leak Prevention And
Mitigation Systems

Leak-tight pene
tration and cont
tinuous steel liner.
Automatic isolation
where required.

Leak-tight
penetration
and contin
uous steel
liner. Automatic
isolation where
required. The
exhaust from
penetration
rooms to vent

Leak-tight
penetration and
continuous
steel liner.
Automatic isolation
where required.

Leak-tight
penetration and
continuous
steel liner.
Automatic isolation
where required.

Gaseous Effluent Purge

Discharge
through vent.

Discharge
through vent.

Discharge
through vent.

Discharge
through vent.

Inside Diameter, ft.
Height, ft.
Design Pressure, psig
Concrete Thickness, ft.
Vertical Wall
Dome

116
208 1/2

Amendment No. -1-516.

6.2

5459

6.2

11.3

1.9-14

208 /2

59

150
151
60

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 1.3-1 (continued)

CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
PARAMETERS (continued)
Engineered Safety Features
Safety Injection System
No. of High Head Pumps
No. of Low Head Pumps
Containment Fan Coolers
No. of Units
Air Flow Capacity each, at
emergency condition, cfm

ANO-2

FSAR
REFERENCE
PSAR*** SECTION

CALVERT CLIFFS*
UNITS 1 & 2

ANO-1

SAN ONOFRE*
UNITS 2& 3

6.3
3
2

3
2

3
2

3
2

4

4

4

55,000

30,000

Not Specified

6.2.2
4
"3000 N0,000

(72,000)

Containment Spray
No. of Pumps

2

6.2.2

2

2

2

Emergency Power
Diesel-Generator Units

2

8.2

4 total for
both units

2

2

Safety Injection Tanks, Number

4

6.3

4

2

4

2
90,000

4
58,000

2+2
Not Specified

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Liquid Waste Processing Systems
Reactor Coolant Waste Holdup Tank
(BMS)
Number
Capacity (gal.), each

Amendment No. 4-51_L66

11.2.2
4
51,270
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SAR Section 3.1
CONFORMANCE WITH AEC GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
UNIT 2
Response
The design criteria and bases for the RCPB are described in the response to Criterion 14.
The operating conditions established for normal steady state and transient plant operations are
discussed in Chapter 5. The normal operating limits are selected so that an adequate margin
exists between them and the design limits. The plant control systems are designed to ensure that
plant variables are maintained well within the established operating limits. The plant transient
response characteristics and pressure and temperature distributions during normal operations are
considered in the design as well as the accuracy and response of the instruments and controls.
These design techniques ensure that a satisfactory margin is maintained between normal operating
conditions, including design transients, and design limits for the RCPB.
The RPS functions to minimize the deviation from normal operating limits in the event of
anticipated operational occurrences (ANS N18.2 Condition II occurrences). Analyses for this
plant show that the design limits for the RCPB are not exceeded in the event of any ANS N18.2
Condition II occurrence.
CRITERION 16 - CONTAINMENT DESIGN
Reactor containment and associated systems shall be provided to establish an essentially leaktight
barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment and to assure that the
containment design conditions important to safety are not exceeded for as long as postulated
accident conditions require.
Response
Reactor containment and associated systems are provided
barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity
requirements of Regulatory Guides 1.10, 1.15, 1.18 and
containment leakage is 0.1 percent volume per day at
containment is tested prior to initialiplant operation,
throughout plant life.

and establish an essentially leaktight
to the environment. The quality
1.19 are met. The upper limit for
6459-psig internal pressure. The
and periodically
p,

of
pressure
designare
has a structural
and penetrations,
access openings
The containment, including
qualified
penetrations
electrical
The
300°F.
s
at
of
temperature
.
an•__at-desi
5459 psig
a
to design basis accident conditions. The greatest transient peak condition, associated with
postulated rupture of the piping in the RCS and the calculated effects of a metal-water reaction,
does not exceed these values.
The containment and engineered safety features have been evaluated for various combinations of
credible energy releases. The analysis accounts for system energy and decay heat. The cooling
capacity of the containment heat removal systems are adequate to prevent overpressurization of
the structure.
Sections 3.8.1, 6.2, and 6.5 describe and evaluate the containment and its associated system.
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CRITERION 45 - INSPECTION OF COOLING WATER SYSTEM
The cooling water system shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic inspection of important
components, such as heat exchangers and piping, to assure the integrity and capability of the
system.
Response
The SWS is designed to permit the required periodic inspections of heat exchangers and piping.
Three service water pumps are provided which serve the two system loops. The third pump can
operate on either loop, allowing inspection and maintenance of a pump while maintaining
redundant system capability.
CRITERION 46 - TESTING OF COOLING WATER SYSTEM
The cooling water system shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic pressure and functional
testing to assure (1) the structural and leaktight integrity of its components, (2) the operability and
the performance of the active components of the system, and (3) the operability of the system as a
whole and, under conditions as close to design as practical, the performance of the full operational
sequence that brings the system into operation for reactor shutdown and for LOCAs including
operation of applicable portions of the protection system and the transfer between normal and
emergency power sources.
Response
The SWS is designed to permit the required testing. See Section 9.2.1.4.
3.1.5

REACTOR CONTAINMENT

CRITERION 50 - CONTAINMENT DESIGN BASIS
The reactor containment structure, including access openings, penetrations and the containment
heat removal system shall be designed so that the containment structure and its internal
compartments can accommodate, without exceeding the design leakage rate and, with sufficient
margin, the calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from any LOCA. This
margin shall reflect consideration of: 1) the effects of potential energy sources which have not
been included in the determination of the peak conditions, such as energy in steam generators and
energy from metal-water and other chemical reactions that may result from degraded emergency
core cooling functioning, 2) the limited experience and experimental data available for defining
accident phenomena and containment responses, and 3) the conservatism of the calculational
model and input parameters.
Response
The containment, including access openings and penetrations, has a structural design pressure of
0
5954 psig and a design temperature of at least at-300 F, The electrical penetrations are qualified
to design basis accident conditions. The greatest transient peak condition, associated with a
postulated rupture of the piping in the RCS and the calculated effects of metal-water reaction,
Amendment No. 16
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does not exceed these values. Additionally, The containment was given-subjected to an initial
Structural Integrity Test (SIT) .. ength test-at 62 psig. Following the containment uprate. Tthe
containment will be subiected to a second SIT stuengthreste to 68 psig, which is 1.15 times the
new design pressure, prior to start up following steam generator retplacement outage 2R14.
Design pressure and associated conditions specified for the containment consider both blowdown,
post-blowdown and long-term mass and energy releases resulting from postulated LOCA's. These
design conditions include peak pressure margins and long-term design capability margins which
envelop the accident performance predictions using established analytical methods and
conservative assumptions. The design margins specified reflect an inherent containment capability
which is demonstrated to exceed, at all times, the expected conditions during postulated LOCAs.
Design margins are related to additional releases of reactor system energy not actually expected.
These design margins are considered sufficient to envelop any remaining thermodynamic,
geometric or accident phenomena effects currently considered in the containment design.
The cooling capacity of the CCS, CSS, and SIS is adequate to prevent overpressurization of the
structure. Electric motors and valves which must function within the containment during accident
conditions are designed to operate in a steam-air atmosphere at design basis accident
conditions300 0 F and 59 psig. Sections =6.2.2 and 15.1.13 describe the analyses and margin
available.
CRITERION

51

-

FRACTURE PREVENTION
BOUNDARY

OF

CONTAINMENT

PRESSURE

The reactor containment boundary shall be designed with sufficient margin to assure that under
operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions (1) its ferritic materials behave
in a nonbrittle manner and (2) the probability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. The
design shall reflect consideration of service temperatures and other conditions of the containment
boundary material during operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions, and
the uncertainties in determining (1) material properties, (2) residual, steady state, and transient
stresses, and (3) size of flaws.
Response
The details of provisions for sufficient margins of safety have been described in Section 3.8 and
meet the requirements of this criterion.
Basically, two different levels in design basis have been evaluated to predict the performance and
the capacity of the containment structure and its components: 1) the lower level is that needed to
withstand design basis loads during the normal operating condition, and 2) the higher level is that
needed to withstand the most severe design basis loads generated from natural phenomena or
from postulated accident conditions.
A further level of conservatism results from the use of capacity reduction factors which derate
components, elements or materials below the strength levels found by tests.
The margins provided and the manner in which the materials are used provide assurance that the
ferritic materials behave in a nonbrittle manner and thus minimize the probability of a rapidly
Amendment No. 16
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PROTECTION AGAINST DYNAMIC EFFECTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE POSTULATED RUPTURE OF PIPING
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UNIT 2
these figures are contained in Tables 3.6-9 and 3.6-10. The systems and equipment necessary to
mitigate the consequences of a main steam break are described in Sections 10.3 and 15.1.14.
Break points were postulated at the terminal ends of the piping and at two intermediate locations
in accordance with the criteria outlined in Section 3.6.2.1. The steam generator nozzles and the
flued heads at the containment penetration are considered terminal ends. A total of eight
restraints are provided on 2EBB-1 and seven are provided on 2EBB-2. The 15 restraints
provided will prevent impact on the containment liner by the main steam piping. The
environmental conditions in containment which result from main steam breaks are discussed in
Section 6.24-446.2.1.1.3.2.2. A main steam break inside containment cannot, due to separation
and location of structures and restraints, affect the initiation of Main Steam Isolation Signal
(MSIS), Containment Spray Actuation System (CSAS); or prevent isolation of feedwater to the
affected -steam generator. Also, a break will not affect the integrity of the other steam generator
or its association main steam line or cause loss of the emergency feedwater, shutdown cooling, or
safety injection systems.
3.6.4.2.3
3.6.4.2.3.1

Main Feedwater
General Description

The main feedwater piping inside containment is Schedule 80, 24-inch O.D. carbon steel piping.
Each line is Seismic Category I up to the motor operated isolation valve outside containment and
the piping is designed in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 criteria. The
location and configuration of the main feedwater headers with respect to structures, equipment,
and other piping is shown on Figures 3.6-35 through 3.6-38. With the exception of the 18-inch
steam generator nozzles, the entire main feedwater line lies outside the secondary shield walls.
Immediately outside the steam generator cavity walls, the piping drops down with a 90 degree
18 inch by 24 inch reducing elbow. Check valves are provided in both main feedwater lines
which prevent blowdown of the steam generators in the event of a main feedwater break on the
pump side of the valves.
3.6.4.2.3.2

Safety Evaluation

Isometrics of main feedwater header #1 (2DBB-1-24") and #2 (2DBB-2-24") inside containment
indicating postulated break points and restraint locations are provided in Figures 3.6-39 and 3.6
40. Historical calculated stress level values at the postulated break points shown on these figures
are contained in Tables 3.6-11 and 3.6-12. The systems and equipment necessary to mitigate the
consequences of a main feedwater break are the same as those required for a main steam break.
Six pipe break restraints are provided on each main feedwater header. These 12 restraints
together with structures and physical separation guarantee the ability to mitigate the consequences
of the event and bring the plant to cold shutdown.
Break points were postulated at the terminal ends of the piping and at two intermediate locations
in accordance with the criteria outlined in Section 3.6.2.1. The steam generator nozzles and the
flued heads at the containment penetration are considered terminal ends. For the breaks
postulated at the steam generator nozzles, one restraint is provided on each line which will
prevent pipe whip. The steam generator and steam generator cavity wall also act as physical
barriers which limits the effects of a break at the nozzles. The effects of breaks which are
Amendment No. 16
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postulated at the piping penetrations are limited by separation and the steam generator cavity
walls. A break on 2DBB-2 at the penetration could also cause loss of emergency feedwater
supply to the same steam generator and/or loss of sevice water supply to two of four containment
cooling coils. Loss of both emergency and main feedwater to one steam generator does not affect
the ability to mitigate the consequences of the break or to reach cold shutdown. The MSIS will
isolate both steam generators and Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal (EFAS) then will
supply emergency feedwater to the intact steam generator only. The loss of two of four
containment cooling coils, in addition to a single active failure, will also not affect the ability to
mitigate the consequences of this event. The energy released to containment atmosphere will be
limited by check valves in the feedwater lines which prevent blowdown of the affected steam
generator and isolation of main feedwater flow effected by MSIS. There are no safety-related
electrical equipment or cables, that are required to mitigate the event or shutdown the plant,
which could be adversely affected either by direct jet impingement, pipe whip, or environmental
conditions associated with breaks postulated at the piping penetrations.
In addition to the breaks postulated at the terminal ends, two intermediate break points are
postulated on 2DBB-1. The first postulated break point is located at the 18 inches by 24 inches
reducing elbow just outside of the steam generator cavity wall. One restraint at this elbow and
another on the horizontal piping run at Elevation 402 feet will limit pipe whip and prevent plastic
hinge formation due to either a longitudinal or circumferential break. Any break at this location
cannot impair emergency feedwater supply or main steam from 2E24B, the instrumentation
or EFAS, or system required to reach cold shutdown. The
required to initiate MSIS, S
second intermediate break postulated on 2DBB-1 is located at the 90' elbow located at elevation
355 feet, 6 inches. The only required equipment or piping in the area of the break are 2HCB-4
10", one of two containment spray headers and 2CCA-23-8", one of four safety injection headers.
The containment spray header is located eight feet below the main feedwater line and the safety
injection header is equally far away. The combination of restraints provided will preclude loss of
either of these lines and limit the effects of the pipe whip. Two intermediate breaks were also
postulated on 2DBB-2, main feedwater supply to steam generator 2E24B. The two breaks are
located at two 90' elbows on the expansion loop below flood Elevation 357 feet. The first break
is located at the third elbow before the steam generator. The safety system components which
could be affected by this break are 2HCB-4-10", one of two containment spray headers, and an
excore neutron flux monitor preamplifier, one of four safety channels. The restraints provided
will prevent damage to 2HCB-4-10" and prevent plastic hinge formation. The loss of one excore
preamplifier, in addition to a single failure and a channel in bypass, could prevent a high linear
power, low DNBR, or high local power density Reactor Protective System (RPS) trip. However,
these trips are not relied on for a break in the feedwater header.
The environmental conditions caused by a main feedwater break inside containment are less
severe than that due to a main steam line rupture. Safety features equipment required to mitigate
the consequences of a secondary system pipe rupture have been designed for a main steam break
for the environmental conditions associated with
.62!1.3-2.2
environment. See Section 652..I. 1
the worst case main steam break.
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DESIGN OF CATEGORY I STRUCTURES
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BN-TOP-1

"Testing Criteria for Integrated Leak Rate Testing of Primary
Containment Structures for Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1,
November 1972.

BN-TOP-2

"Design for Pipe Break Effects," Revision 2.

BN-TOP-3

"Performance
Revision 3.
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3.8.1.2.7

Structural Specifications

Structural specifications are prepared to cover the areas related to design and construction of the
containment. These specifications emphasize important points of the industry standards for this
containment and reduce options such as would otherwise be permitted by the industry standards.
Unless specifically noted otherwise, these specifications do not deviate from the applicable
industry standards. These specifications cover the following areas:
A. Concrete Material Properties
B. Placing and Curing of Concrete
C. Reinforcing Steel and Splices
D. Structural Steel
E. Post-Tensioning System
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F. Liner Plate and Penetration Assemblies
Loads and Loadin&Combinations

3.8.1.3
3.8.1.3.1

Load Definitions

The design loads in the load combinations were identified as dead loads, live loads, prestressing
loads, accident pressure loads, pipe rupture loads, thermal loads, seismic loads, wind and tornado
loads, external pressure loads and missile loads.
A.

Dead Loads
Dead loads considered were those produced by the weight of structures.

The

following specific weights were used:
1.Reinforced Concrete 150 lb/ft3
2. Structural Steel

490 lb/ft3

Dead loads were also assumed to be those produced by hydrostatic and soil loads.
B.

Live Loads
Equipment loads were those specified by the equipment manufacturers. Snow load
was considered to be 20 psf.

C.

Prestressing Loads
Prestressing loads were considered in all loading combinations.

D.

Accident Pressure Loads
The minimum design pressure of the containment is greater than the calculated peak
pressure occurring as the result of any rupture of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).
The basis for the containment design pressure of 54-59psig is presented in Section
6.2.1.

E.

Pipe Rupture Loads
The local forces or pressures on structures or penetrations caused by the rupture of
any pipe were considered. Pipe rupture effects are further discussed in Section 3.6,

F.

Thermal Loads
The conditions considered in determining thermal stresses in the containment were
temperature gradients through the containment wall and the thermal expansion and
contraction of liner plate, piping and equipment. The temper•a•rc
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the eefntaimnmnt wall during operating eenditizns and during1- a LOCA afe shownm
G.

int

Seismic Loads

Seismic loads for the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) and the Operating Basis
Earthquake (OBE) were considered. A more detailed discussion is presented in
Section 3.7.1.
H.

Wind and Tornado Loads
Wind and tornado loads were considered. A more detailed discussion is presented in
Section 3.3.1.

I.

External Pressure Loads
An external pressure of 5.0 psi on the containment was considered. A more detailed
discussion is presented in Section 6.2.1.3.6.

J.

Missile Loads
External and internal missile loads were considered. A more detailed discussion is
presented in Section 3.5.2.
The following terms are used in the loading combination equations:
C
D

E
E'
F
H
L
P
R

=
=
=
=

Required capacity of the containment to resist factored loads

=

Prestress loads
Pipe expansion loads
Live loads
LOCA pressure loads
Pipe rupture loads
LOCA thermal loads
Operating thermal loads
Tornado wind and tornado missile loads
Capacity reduction factors

=
=
=
=

TA

3.8.1.3.2

To
W

=

0

=

=

Dead loads

Operating basis earthquake loads
Design basis earthquake loads

Capacity Reduction Factors

The capacities of all load carrying structural elements are reduced for the factored loading case by
capacity reduction factors (o) as given below. These factors provide for the possibility that small
adverse variations in material strengths, workmanship, dimensions, and degree of supervision,
while individually within the required tolerances and the limits of good practice, occasionally may
combine to result in undercapacity.
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3.8.1.4

Design and Analysis Procedures

The containment is analyzed for various loading combinations, considering the values of
individual loads that generate the most significant stress condition for each component and
member of the structure.
The critical areas for analysis are the base slab, the intersection between cylinder wall and base
slab, the ring girder, the liner plate, the tendon anchorage zones and the penetration openings.
Classical theory and numerical methods are applied as necessary for the analysis of structural
elements. They are described in Section 3.8.1.4.1 and in Section 5.2.1.5 of the Arkansas Nuclear
One - Unit I SAR.
The design methods of the containment incorporate several phases as described herein. Analysis
and design of tendon anchorage zones and reinforcement in buttresses are discussed in BC-TOP-7
(Reference 18), and BC-TOP-8 (Reference 39). The methods used to provide reinforcing steel
are discussed in Section 3.8.1.4.1. The methods of analyzing the effects of penetrations, the
thickening of walls, reinforcing and embedments, etc., are discussed in Section 3.8.1.4.1.2. The
design of the liner and its anchorage system is covered in BC-TOP-1, Revision I (Reference 6),
and Section 3.8.1.4.2. Information on analyses for computation of seismic loads is provided in
Section 3.7.
3.8.1.4.1

Analytical Techniques for Containment Uprate

etrie analysis and (2othc
The analysis of thecontainmentconsistedof twe pais: (1) The axisyamo
a finite clement
utilizing
performed
was
nnaxisymmetrice analysis. The alise ementi analysis
computer prcegram for- combinatiens of the individual loading eases of dead, live, temperature-,
pressures, and prestress leads. The axisynunctmitfinite element representation of the cfntaine
e axisymmetric. This did not account for the buttresses, penetrations.
that the st
assu ined
br-ackets, and anchors. These items, together- with the lateral leads due to earthquakes, winds
tornadces, and various hownentrated leads, were considered in the nonaxisymmetrie analysis.Thg
analysis of the containment consisted of five .primar anpvia~ md~~ u moel use non-:
me
for the cylindrical sbell.
axisymmenc three dimensional finite element modelins techniuesh
resresentation-of
basemat and equipment hatch. The fifth model is. an axist mmetric finite element
the containment structure to proidie an overall analysis and address localized effects in the
transition zones of the containment for the ring airder and the haunch area connecting-the basemnat
to the cylindrical shell. The axisvmmetric model did not account..for the buttresses, Denetratios
brackets.. and anchors,,. however, these items were considered in the non-axisvmmetric analysis
model-s.- The axisvmmetric finite element analysis assumed the structure as symmetrcal aboutfth
axis and-included load eases of dead live. temperature. pressure. and prestress loads. The non
and tornadoes
axisymmetric analysis, included -these loads "Ius lateral loadssch as earthquakes ..
that were allowed to vary denending upon condition and localized containment aoetv
3.8.1.4.1.1

Axisymmetric Analysis

st.ucture for the ever-all analysis
to be an
.dsyfi-.etri.
.
The containment was considered
Although there are deviatins frm this ideal shape; the deviations arc localized and were handle
by special analses; hence, a ismetric analyses were considered1 accep-,table.
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The ax.sy.un.et.. + analysis e_ the conta-inmen~t was performed by Beehte's "FfNEL" computr
proegram (CE 316) based on th finite clement mnethod. The upper- and !ewer otoso h
containment were analyzed separately to pefrmi the use of a greatcr-number of
-eleet
fore these
arfeas ef the struetur-e whiceh were of major-concern and to incrort the bounda,-' conditions-,
i.e., the ring gOder- and the haunch connecting the eylindrical -sh-elltoA the base slab.
The entire concr~ete strucetur-e was moedeled by continuously interconnected elements. The effects
of the pest tensioning system were simulated by the applieation of pressur-es and onenter-ated
loads at appropr-iate locations on the finite element model.
in order-to consider-creep and shrink~age deformations, the modulus of elasticaity of concrete unde
sustained loads such as dead lead and prestr~ess was diffierentiated from the moedulus of elasticity
of eoncrete under instantaneeus loads such as internal pr~essur-e and earthquake loads.
The liner- plate was simuwlated by a layer of elements attached to the interior- surfaces of the
concrete structur-e.
The finite element mesh of the structur-e was extended into the foundation to account frteF
elastic nature of the foundaion materials and its effect on the behwaefo of the base slab.
The use of the finite element analysis pennitted accuirate determi~nation of the stress pattern at any
lecation on the structure.
Since the finite clement analysis used did not consider- concrete er-aclng, the str-esses obtained
from the analysis were modified using the methods presented in Chapter- 5 of the Askansas
Nuclear- One Unit I SAR The moedified stress distribution took into aeeount the redistribution
of stresses due to concr-ete er-aclng and the self-r-elieving effect of thermal stresses.
he aisyetr-ic analysis is shevff in Figurcs 3.9 11 antd 3.8 12. The
The
eleentmeshfor
init
containment is considered to be an axisvmmetric structure for an overall --analysis aInd to
specifically address the transition areas of the structure. Although there are deviations from this
ideal shape, the deviations are addressed by the combined five analytical models which provide a
complete structure analysis evaluation of the pressure uprated condition of 59 psig.
The single axisymmetric model was used to look at the transition areas of the containmentatthe
ring girder between the dome and cylindrical shell. and the haunch between the basemat and the
cylindrical shell. The axisyrmmetric analysis wa used in these areas due to the limitations of the
plate elements used in the non-axisymmetric models.
The tendons are modeled by a combination of applied pseudo pressure and nodal force lo as
representing the hoop and vertical tendons in the cylindrical shell and the three overlapping
tendon groups in the dome.
The liner plate was simulated by a layer of elements attached to the interior surfaces of the
concrete structure.
The finite element mesh of the structure was extended into the foundation to account for the
elastic nature of the foundation materials and its effect on the behavior of the base slab.
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3.8.1.4.1.2

Non-axisymmetric Analysis

The ncnxdsymmetrie analyses
A,

the
of

contaiment inoluded the follyvAng-r

Seismic Leadings
The analysis of scismie loadings en the eontaimnent was performed usingth
methods outlined in Section 3.7.

B.

Wind and Tornade Loadings

Wind and tornado loadings consider-ed in the design of the containment arc discussed in Section
shell. dome. basemat. and the equipment hatch to analyze the containment for 59 psig design
pressure. Each of the analyses models the liner plate being bonded to the inside face of the
element and the temperature is varied to introduce thermal forces into the analyzed element. A
temoerature gradient is introduced across the shell element to depict the operating and accident
temperature effects into the model. The evaluation of all the loading combinations insures the
most critical condition is analyzed for design.
The cylindrical shell model is a three dimensional model that incororates the basemat, cylindrical
shell, buttresses, dome, and internal D ring using shell elements. Also included in the model are
brick elements for the reactor and steam generator pedestals along with the rock foundation, The
shell tendon and dome prestress loads were modeled using overlapping elements with
pseudothermal methods. The cylindrical shell model is used to check the adequacy of the
cylindrical shell with the dome. basemat, and the internals included into the model for improved
accMuacy.
The dome analysis is a three dimensional model that includes the dome, cylindrical shell, and
buttresses using shell elements with fixed based boundary conditions along the bottom row of
elements around the full circumference of the cylindrical shell. The tendon prestress loads were
modeled using the same overlapping pseudo thermal element method used in the cylindrical shell
model. The dome tendon prestress shell loads were simulated by a=plying vectored nodal forces
normal to the tendon locations. The dome model is used in determining the adequacy of the dome
area only and excludes the basemat and internal structure due to their remote location relative to
the dome.
The basemat model is effectively the same three dimensional analysis model as that used for the
cylindrical shell that includes the dome, cylindrical shell, buttresses, internal structure basemat,
and foundation. The difference between the two analyses is that the basemat and foundation
elements were modified to better analyze the overturning condition in the basemat. All loading
conditions in this model are statically analyzed. including the dynamic seismic conditions which
are considered as a psuedo static load using the dynamic results from the cylindrical shell analysis.
The equipment hatch analysis model is a three dimensional model using brick elements combined
with plate and truss elements to represent liner plate and tendons in the equipment hatch area.
respectively. The remaining cylindrical shell and dome are modeled the same as the cylindrical
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shell analysis. but have fixed base boundary conditions alone the bottom circumference (i.e.. no
basemat). The tendon prestress loads around the opening. were applied using pseudo thermal
methods on interlaced truss elements.
3.8.1.4.1.3 Load Combinations and Stress Analysis
After the five finite element analyses were performed, the resulting forces and moments were
converted to stress utilizing a post Mrocessor computer program that uses ASME Section III, Div.
2 criteria which is different than the ACT 318-63 Code of Record for the containment. The
differences in the codes were reconciled and ACI 318-63 remains the code of record.
The calculations for out of plane shear in the base slab uses the equation 17-2 found in ACT 318
63 section 1701 (d), This section states that the limit of M not less than Vd does not apply when
using M'=M-N(4t-d)/8 in section (e) for members subiected to axial load in addition to shear and
flexure. This does not address the extra capacity for shear when the concrete is in compression.
The wall and basemat juncture has compression from the tendons in this area. Section (e) of ACT
318-63 would apply, however, the code is not clear about the shear limit. The later 1992 ACI
code and ASME Section I, Div. 2 code specifically points this omission out. The limit for M
was not used in this analysis and the additional shear capaciy from the compression is included.
Radial shear (through thickness shear) is considered using the criteria stated in Section 3.8.1.3.4.5
of the SAR, The criteria for tangential shear was developed by combining ASME Section I.
Div, 2 criteria for tangential shear with the Unit 2 shear criteria in Secion 3.8.1.3.4.5 of the SAR.
A,.

Seismic Loadings
The analysis of seismic loadings on the containment was performed using the
methods outlined in Section 3.7. The computer models simulate the accelerations
and loadings as closely as possible to assure the seismic input is not changed.

B.

Wind and Tornado Loadings
Wind and tornado loadings were not considered in this analysis of the containment.
The wind loads are negligible and do not appear in the loading combinations in
section 3.8.1.3.3. The factored loading combination #4 in 3.8,1.3.3 containing
tornado loads was not included in this analysis because none of the other loads in the
formula changed from the original analysis.
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C.

Buttress and Tendon Anchorage Zones
The containment has three buttresses. At each buttress, two out of any group of
three adjacent hoop tendons are anchored on opposite faces of the buttress, with the
third tendon continuing past the buttress.
Between the opposite anchorages in the buttress, the compressive forces exerted by
the anchored tendons are twice as large as elsewhere on the buttress. This value,
combined with the effect of the tendon which continues past the buttress, is 1.5 times
the prestressing forces acting in the containment wall. The thickness of the buttress
is approximately 1.5 times the thickness of the wall. Hence, the hoop stresses and
strains, as well as the radial displacements, may be considered as being nearly
constant all around the structure.
The vertical stresses and strains, caused by the vertical post-tensioning, become
constant a short distance away from the anchorages because of the stiffness of the
cylindrical walls. The effects of the buttresses on the overall behavior of the
containment are negligible under dead and prestressing loads. The stresses and
strains remain nearly axisymmetric despite the presence of the buttresses.
The design of the tendon anchorage zones was based on two test programs
conducted by Bechtel to demonstrate the adequacy of several reinforcing patterns for
use in anchorage zone concrete in the base slab, buttresses and ring girder. These
tests were undertaken to develop a more efficient design to reduce reinforcement
congestion and thereby facilitate the placement of high quality concrete around the
tendon anchorages. The test programs were as follows:
1.

A full scale model of a simulated containment buttress containing several
patterns of reinforcement and types of tendon anchorages was constructed and
tested. A detailed description of the test is presented in Bechtel Topical
Report BC-TOP-7 (Reference 18).

2.

Two large concrete test blocks containing two patterns of reinforcement with
different proportions of reinforcing bars were constructed and tested. A
detailed description of the test is presented in Bechtel Topical Report BC
TOP-8 (Reference 39).

The test results demonstrated satisfactory performance of the test anchorages, The
design of the tendon anchorage zones was based on the results and recommendations
of these tests.
D.

Large Penetration Openings
Large pcnetr-atiens w.ere defined as these havn ninide diameter equal tc or
gr-eater than 2.5 timnes the contaihnment wall thickness. The equipment hatch fals into
tis eate,...
A detailed descr.iptin. the m.eth.ds.fused in analyzing thequipmnt
hatch is presented in Section 5.2.1.5.6 of the Arkansas Nuclear One U1n-4t 1ISSAa.
Typical details at the equipment hatch cpening arc shovn in Figure 3.8 3.-
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Larme penetrations were defined as those having an inside diameter equal to or
reater than 2.5 times the containment wall thickness. The equipment hatch and
personnel airlock fall into this category. The equipment hatch openin- was evaluated
a finite element model addressed above. The personnel airlock was analyzed as
using
an opening in a cylindrical shell with forces and moments acting upon it the same as
the small penetrations described below. Both penetrations were found to be

E.

Small Penetration Openings
Small penetration openings were defined as those having an inside diameter less than
2.5 times the containment wall thickness.
The stresses at the openings due to applied moments and forces were determined
using the methods outlined in References 47 and 48.
hwdtestresses to be well within the allowable limiits.
Results oftccaaye
gs are shown in Figure 3.8 6--.h
r-einf.ring at small p.n.tratio-Typical,
main steam. main feedwater, and the emergency escape lock were analyzed. The
results of these analyses showed the stresses to be within the allowable limits. The
remaining penetrations were found to be reinforced identically to the Unit 1
penetrations and were not analyzed because these penetrations are tvBicaYtv designed
for plastic nine forces and Unit 1 is designed to 59 psig. .Typical reinforcing at small
penetration openings are shown in Figure 3.8-6.

3.8.1.4.2

Steel Liner Plate and Penetrations

The steel liner plate and penetrations were designed to serve as the leakage barrier for the
containment. Typical details for the liner plate and penetrations are shown in Figures 3.8-7
through 3.8-9.
The design of the liner plate considered the composite action of the liner and the concrete
structure and included the transient effects on the liner due to temperature changes during
construction, normal operation, and the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). The changes in
strains to be experienced by the liner due to these effects, and those at the pressure testing of the
containment, were considered.
The stability of the liner was achieved by anchoring it to the concrete structure. At all
penetrations, the liner was thickened to reduce stress concentration. The thickened plate was also
anchored to the concrete.
Embedded plates were provided in the liner to transfer concentrated loads to the wall, slab, and
dome of the containment. Examples of these concentrated loads are polar crane brackets and
floor beam brackets. A typical bracket detail is shown in Figure 3.8-8.
All components of the liner which must resist the full design pressure, such as the equipment
hatch, personnel locks, and penetrations, were designed to meet the requirements of the applicable
subsection of Section III, Nuclear Vessels, of the ASME Code.
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Flued head design was used for all containment penetration connections, except for 2P-53 which
has closed flanges on both ends to allow for temporary access to containment. 2P-53 does not
require a flued head as process piping does not pass through this penetration.
Penetration connections are butt welds without backing bars. All welds were radiographed.
Table 3.8-1 gives pipe sizes and materials for all penetrations. Table 3.8-2 shows results of
radiographic examinations and corrective measures for defects.
The Topical Report BC-TOP-1, Revision 1, Reference 6, constitutes the basic approach used in
the design of the liner plate.
There is a minor difference in the design of the Unit 2 liner plate from that presented in the topical
report. The 1/4-inch liner plate material is ASTM A-516, Grade 60, with a specified yield stress
of 32,000 psi, instead of ASTM A-442, which has a specified yield stress of 30,000 psi.
3.8.1.4.3

Computer Programs Used in the Analysis

Computer programs used in the orj.nlanalysis of the containment are presented in Table 3.8-3.
3.8.1.5

Structural Acceptance Criteria

The fundamental acceptance criterion for the completed containment is the successful completion
of the initial and uprate structural integrity tests which measure responses within the limits
predicted by analyses. The limits are predicted based on test load combinations and code
allowable values for stress, strain, or gross deformation for the range of material properties and
construction tolerances. In this way the margins of safety associated with the design and
construction of the containment are, as a minimum, the accepted margins associated with
nationally recognized codes of practice.
The Structural Integrity Test (SIT) is -pla.ed-!•-yields information on both the overall response
of the containment and the response of localized areas, such as major penetrations or buttresses,
which are important to its design functions.
The design and analysis methods, as well as the type of construction and construction materials,
were chosen to allow assessment of the structure's capability throughout its service life.
Additionally, surveillance testing provided further assurances of the structure's continuing ability
to meet its design functions.
Table 3.8 4 shows the values of ealculated stresses and strains At cr~itial sections of the
contanmen, alowabe vlues of stresses and wta-infs. These values indicate the mnargin of sAfcy
pr..vided in the design. During the 2Rt4 Steam Generator Replacement Outage the containment
design pressure will be increased from 54 psig to 59 psig. An uprate Structural Inte.ritv Test
(SIT) will be performed to demonstrate the acceptability of the containment at the 59 .sin

The values of calculated stress and strains for critical sections of the containment and equipment
hatch are found in the 97-E-0009 series of calculations. Calculation 97-E-0009-01 provides an
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The mar-gins of safety related to the eentanmn cgipnt hateh are iniae nTable 3. 8 5.
The values of calculated stress and strains for critical sections of the containment and equipment
hatch are found in the containment uprate calculations. The test information documented in BC
TOP-8 permits the assessment of the margins of safety for anchorage zones.
3.8.1.6

Materials, Ouality Control, and Special Construction Techniques

The containment is constructed of concrete and steel using proven methods common to heavy,
industrial construction. The basic categories for steel are reinforcement, prestressing system, and
liner plate. The range of properties for design were generally identified by standard industry
specifications.
3.8.1.6.1

Concrete

The 90-day compressive strength of the concrete used is 5,750 psi for walls and dome and 4,000
psi for all other portions of the containments. Structural concrete is batched and placed in
accordance with "Specifications for Structural Concrete for Buildings" (ACI-301-66) and
"Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete" (ACI 318-63) with the additional specific
information and exceptions as noted below.
3.8.1.6.1.1

Cement

Cement in Type II conforming to the "Specification for Portland Cement" (ASTM C 150-70).
The cement does not contain more than 0.60 percent by weight of alkalies calculated as Na20 plus
0.658 K2 0. Certified copies of mill test reports showing the chemical composition and physical
properties are obtained for each load of cement delivered. The limitation of the alkali content of
the cement may be waived provided that the aggregates pass required laboratory tests and have
no history of alkali aggregate incompatibility.
In addition to the tests required by the cement manufacturers, the following tests are performed:
ASTM C 114 - Chemical Analysis

ASTM C 115 - Fineness of Portland Cement (Turbidimeter) or
ASTM C 204 - Fineness of Portland Cement (Air Permeability)
ASTM C 151 - Autoclave Expansion

ASTM C 191 - Time of Set (Vicat Needle) or
ASTM C 266 - Time of Set (Gillmore Needle)
ASTM C 109 - Compressive Strength
ASTM C 190 - Tensile Strength

The purpose of the above tests is to ascertain conformance with ASTM Specification C 150. In
addition, tests ASTM C 191 or ASTM C 266 and ASTM C 109 are repeated periodically during
construction to check storage environmental effects on cement characteristics. The tests
supplement visual inspection of material storage procedures.
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3.8.1.6.3

Liner Plate and Penetrations

The containment is lined with welded steel plate conforming to the requirements of the ASTM A
516, Grade 60, to ensure low leakage. The A-516, Grade 60 material was chosen on the basis
that it has sufficient strength, as well as ductility, to resist the expected strains from design criteria
loading and, at the same time, preserve the required leaktightness of the containment. It is readily
weldable by all commercially available arc and gas welding processes.
The liner plate is considered as a leaktight membrane. Applicable portions of the ASME Code are
referenced in setting the standards for materials, fabrication, inspection, and testing of the liner
plate. Mill test results performed according to the requirements of ASTM A-516 are obtained for
the liner plate material. In addition, all floor liner plate sections greater than 1/4-inch thick used
with Cadweld connectors or other anchorages were ultrasonically examined. All welding
procedures, welders, and welding operators used in the fabrication and erection of the steel liner
plate and penetration sleeves are qualified by tests in accordance with Section IX of the ASME
Code.
Nondestructive examination of primary containment liner welds is conducted in accordance with
the procedures established for Unit I and complies with the procedures described in Regulatory
Guide 1.19 except at noted:
A.

Reference: Paragraph C. l.a. For each welder, one spot (not less than 12 inches in
length) in the first 10 feet of weld and in each additional 25-foot increment thereafter
is radiographed in accordance with the methods and techniques described in UW-51
of the ASME B&PV Code, Section VIII.

B.

Reference: Paragraph C. 1.b. Where nonradiographable welds are used, a minimum
of 10 percent of all such welding (which includes at least one-third of the locations
where there are welded backing strip splices and intersections of joints) is examined
by magnetic particle or liquid penetrant examination. Welding which does not satisfy
acceptance standards is repaired and retested to the same extent as stipulated for
radiography.

C.

Reference: Paragraph C. I.c. The leak detection solution used for vacuum box testing
is checked against a standard sample with a known leak path to verify the bubble
formation property of the solution.

D.

Reference: Paragraph C. 1.d. Leak chase system channels are pressurized to a test
pressure of 80 psi which exceeds containment design pressure of 45-9 psig. All
channel to liner welds are soap bubble tested and checked for any pressure decay
within 15 minutes.

E.

Reference: Paragraph C.2. All welds are examined in accordance with the methods
and techniques noted in Items A through D above.

F.

Reference: Paragraph C.5. Locations for spot radiograph examination are selected at
random.

Amendment No. 4--516
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SAR section 3.11
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
EOUIPMENT

3.11

The current Environmental Qualification (EQ) Program is based on 1OCFR50.49, "Environmental
qualification of electric equipment important to safety for nuclear power plants," and IEB 79-01B,
Enclosure 4, "Guidelines for Evaluating Environmental Qualification of Class 1E Electrical
Equipment in Operating Reactors" (commonly known as the DOR Guidelines). This program,
which encompasses electrical equipment important to safety located in a harsh environment, is
described in section 3.11.5. The remainder of this section and sections 3.11.1 through 3.11.4
contain the information required to be in section 3.11 of the SAR by the guidelines to which the
SAR was written. This covers environmental conditions and design bases for the electrical and
mechanical portions of the Reactor Protective System (RPS) and Engineered Safety Features
(ESF) to assure acceptable performance in all environments.
The electrical and mechanical equipment of the Reactor Protective System (RPS) and Engineered
Safety Features (ESF) system is designed to assure acceptable performance in all environments
(normal and accident). The RPS (including the Core Protection Calculator system and the reactor
trip switchgear) and the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (including the auxiliary
relay cabinets) were originally qualified for use using IEEE 323-1971 as a guide, even though
IEEE 323-1971 was not a requirement for Unit 2 at the time of issuance of the construction
permit.
The design criteria for the RPS and the ESF system are based on equipment location. As far as
practical, equipment for these systems is located outside the containment or other areas where
high activity levels or adverse environmental conditions could exist.
The RPS and ESF are capable of performing their intended functions under the following
environmental service conditions:
A.

All RPS and ESF components are capable of meeting their rated performance
specifications under the environmental service conditions expected as a result of
normal operating requirements and expected extremes in operating requirements.

B.

All RPS and ESF equipment required to accomplish protective actions in response to
a design basis event are capable of completing their function under the environmental
service conditions related to the design basis event. The environmental service
conditions related to a design basis event are specified to include normal operating
conditions before the event, conditions produced by the event, and conditions
existing subsequent to the event for such time as is required for the protective actions
to be carried to completion.

C.

The RPS and ESF equipment is capable of meeting the specified performance
requirements for the most degraded conditions resulting from the long-term
environment to which the equipment is normally exposed.

The required qualification envelope for equipment inside containment is defined in Section
6-13 -1.5. Figure 6.2 29A shows' the DBA pressrurc proefile; Figure 6.2 29B shows the DBA
temperature proefile; and, Seetion 6.2.3.3.1.2 deser-ibcs the spray pH char-acteristies. Those
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
TABLE 3.8-5
DELEME
SEE FSAR FOR HISTORICAL INFORMATION
CONTAINMENT STRESSES & STRAWNS IN EQUIPMENT~ HATH-AREA
NOT-ATION AND NOTES FOR STRESS
NTTAT-T"IO
D-

ANDl

STRAIN TABLES

T
Dead load

*antced nrestrc
Fj,Iitrial
prestress lead
-

P

Internal pressur-e lead
Operating Basis Earthquake in:%4
Design Basis Earthquake lead

_As

A-- ident temperature lead
Operating t.m.erature load

Comeression
NoTTI-•S
Eight points, positioned-radal abit thecenter-of the equipment hatch,ar eetdfrtblto.Tfi-s
coversth--local area where stressconcentrations due to the pr-eseneeof a largeopening can be felt. The
em~aet leatiensof these points are shevm in Table 3.8 3 in the FS~AR.
Equipment hatch polar-cor-dinate system is used. For-locations 1 & 2, radial stress (mer-dienal in the
table) is negligible, and thus is net tabulated.
For-concrete,onlycmresie

stess isconsidered.

The linerplateyields in some leading ecmbinations. Strain YAIl govern the design. Thferefore,onl
maxinmum str-ain is tabulated for-thelinr-pate
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T-abl1e 3. 8 5 (eeftituad)
DAD LOAD. FINAL PRESTRESS. AND 1159'a DESIGN PRESSURE

L
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MER.
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_

1
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_
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PSI pN46

HOOP
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ALLOWABLE

___

__________

HOOP
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MER.
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A

LINEAR-STRAIN
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_4400
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-

.8090

-
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*3O8
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-

*2309

-

44524

-
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-1-7324+22916
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-3
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4530

-8584

4

-398

4056
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-599

34056

804-9

-2-2

-2-0
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i4232

4-4604

*5456

t46050

+20023

+300

*500

6

-794

4277

4-4930

124834

-4232

-6:77

-44-0

-227

-7

-M7-2

-5-29

-44-84

2577

444480

+41283

4223

*42

8

-3-34

4529

-2054

*2000

-2616
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Table 3.8-5 (eentinued)
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-47
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 3.11-1
POST LOCA ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS SPECIFIED FOR
PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT

Environmental
Design
Time
Category

Temp

Pressure

Humidity
(Note 1)

Radiation
(Note 2)

I-A

0-10 sec
10 sec-2 min
2-10 min
10 min-I hr
1-4 hr

230 OF
289 OF
260 OF
180 OF
210 OF

25 psig
48 psig
35 psig
10 psig
16 psig

100%
100%/0
100%
100%
100%

4.2(+6)R/HR
4.0(+6)R/HR
3.0(+6)R/HR
1.2(+6)RIHR
5.0(+5)I-HR

I-B

4-24 hr
1-31 day

180 OF

100 OF

10 psig
5 psig

100%
100%

0.87(+5)R-HR
1.0(+4)R/HR

I-C

Continuous

110 OF

Atmos

90%

28.5 R/HR

I-D

Continuous

104 OF

Atmos

50%

Negligible

I-E

Shutdown Heat
Exchanger Rms

140 OF

(Note 3)

Emergency Feed 135 OF
Water Pump Rms

(Note 3)

Switchgear
Areas

110 OF

High Pressure
Safety Injection
Pump Room

140 OF

Electrical
Equipment Rm

120 OF

Amendment No. 4-513-6

(Note 3)

3.13-188

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 3.11-1 (continued)
(1)

In the event of a reactor coolant pipe rupture inside the containment, the atmosphere will be a
mixture of steam and air. Upon initiation of the CSAS the containment spray will consist of a
solution of boric acid and sodium hydroxide with a nominal pH of 10.5 (at 77 "F).

(2)

Radiation resistant requirement of 3.3E+7 rads based on the dose calculated for plant operation
of 40 years plus a LOCA at the end of 40 years.

(3)

Radiation resistant requirement of 1.OE+7 rads based on footnote (2).
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Table 3.11-2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED FOR
PROCUREMENT OF CE SUPPLIED CLASS 1E PROCESS INSTRUMENTATION
(HISTORICAL)

Environmental Design Category I-A and I-B, Containment Following LOCA or MSLB
Ambient

Worst Case

Duration

10 mins.
300 OF
1 hour
250 OF
20 hours
200 OF
3 hours
54 psig
Atmospheric
Pressure
Continuous
100% RH
20-70% RH
Humidity
40 yearIntegrated Dose
3.3 x 107 RADS
28.5 RAD/HR
Radiation
spray deluge during
chemical
a
withstanding
of
capable
be
Chemical Spray: This equipment must
and humidity
pressure,
temperature,
case
worst
the
of
the initial two hours
following:
the
of
consist
shall
spray
chemical
The
specified herein.

Temperature

60-110 OF

0.1% Sodium Hydroxide by weight
1.0% Sodium Thiosulfate by weight
Boric Acid - 15,000 ppm

pH - 10.5 at 77 OF
Environmental Design Cateogry I-C, Containment
....

Temperature
Pressure

60-110 OF
Atmospheric

--..

Humidity
Radiation

20-70% RH
28.5 RAD/HR

90% RH
1.0 x 107 RADS

Continuous
40 year Integrated Dose

Environmental Design Cateogry I-D, Control Room
Temperature
Pressure

75 ± 10 OF
Atmospheric

40 - 104 OF

Humidity

50±10% RH

20-90% RH

Radiation

Negligible-1 mrad/hr. --
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Table 3.11-3
MOTOR OPERATED VALVES
SUBMERGED FOLLOWING A LOCA
Valve
Description

Normal
Position

2CV-2060-1

RB Sump to
AB Sump Isolation

Closed

Note

2CV-2202-1

Reactor Drain Pumps
Suction Isolation

Closed

Note

2CV-5647-1*

Containment Sump
Recirc to ESF

Locked Open

Note

2CV-5648-2*

Containment Sump
Recirc to ESF

Locked Open

Note

2CV-4821-1

CVCS Letdown

Open

Note

2CV-4820-2

CVCS Letdown

Open

Nete

Valve No.

II
I

I
I

*These valves are part of the Emergency Core Cooling System (E~CCS).
Notei
f <5.. psig; a•nd
.
2C..ntain..nt pressure peak

r=Sumnp water- temperature peak or 4Q502F.
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6.2

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

6.2.1

CONTAINMENT FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

6.2.1.1

Containment Structure

6.2.1.1.1

Design Basis

The containment is designed to limit the release of radioactive material to the environment as a
result of normal Reactor Coolant System (RCS) leakage as well as gross leakage following a
postulated accident.
The principal design criteria established for nuclear power plant licensing are given in the
10CFR50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants. These criteria
establish minimum requirements for the design and performance of reactor containment in
Section V, Criteria 50 through 57. The basic criterion used for design with regard to containment
functional design for pressure and temperature accommodation is Criterion 50.
In addition, the containment is designed to accommodate design basis events that result in a low
pressure inside containment. The operating conditions of the containment atmosphere must be
controlled so that the maximum external-to-internal pressure differential achieved during these
design basis events is less than the design differential pressure.
6.2.1.1.1.1 Postulated Accidents
Limiting design basis events are postulated to determine bounding structural loads on the
containment structure. The events that were evaluated which result in high pressure inside
containment were loss of coolant accidents (LOCA), main steam line breaks (MSLB), and events
that result in low pressure inside containment such as inadvertent actuation of the containment
heat removal system.
For the containment maximum pressure analysis, it is assumed that each postulated accident is
concurrent with the most limiting single active failure in systems required to mitigate the effects of
the accident. Under postulated simultaneous occurrences, such as a seismic event or local pipe
break, effects are not explicitly evaluated in these sections except as they might affect the mass
and energy release to containment. Containment response analyses of RCS pipe ruptures assume
the loss of off-site power. Containment response analyses of main steam line ruptures assume that
off-site power is available. The postulated accidents considered in the design of the containment
include a spectrum of RCS pipe ruptures and main steam system pipe ruptures. The postulated
RCS pipe ruptures are evaluated from an initial power level of 102% since that condition results
in the maximum mass and energy addition to the containment. Since the secondary side inventory
varies inversely with power level, the postulated secondary side breaks are evaluated for a
spectrum of initial powers to ensure that the limiting initial condition is considered. The most
severe accident is defined as the containment Design Basis Accident (DBA) which will also be
used to develop the Environment Qualification (EQ) profile.
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The original containment pressure/temperature analyses were performed for a spectrum of RCS
and main steam line breaks (MSLB) to determine which break produced the highest containment
pressure. RCS hot leg, pump suction and pump discharge pipe breaks ranging in size from 19.242
2
ft2 to 0.5 ft2 were analyzed. Main steam line pipe breaks ranging in size from 6.3 ft to 1.575 ft
with power levels from 0 MWt to 2900 MWt were also analyzed. The FSAR presents the
original spectrum of breaks considered. The break spectrum analysis demonstrated that the 9.82
ft 2 slot break in the RCS pump suction piping produced the highest containment pressure peak.
This break was designated the containment design basis accident.
For the subsequent power uprate and replacement steam generator project the limiting accidents
were again evaluated to determine the impact on peak containment pressure. For these
evaluations the limiting events were evaluated for LOCA and MSLB events. For LOCA, a slot
break with an area equivalent to a double-ended guillotine break was considered for the hot leg,
pump suction, and pump discharge locations. For MSLB the limiting break size for all cases,
except 0% power, was a double ended break of the main steam line. This limit is due to the
design of the SG flow limiting venturi preventing entrainment at the higher power levels. For 0%
power the break size was reduced until no entrainment occurred.
For the containment minimum pressure analysis, no systems are actuated to mitigate the event.
The severity of the event is controlled by the allowed containment atmosphere conditions during
plant operation and the performance of the containment heat removal system.
6.2.1.1.1.2 Acceptance Criteria
Analyses were performed to demonstrate that the plant configuration meets all applicable criteria.
For events that result in high pressure inside containment, the following criteria are used to judge
the acceptability of these analyses:
•
*

the maximum post-accident containment pressure shall be less than design pressure,
the maximum post-accident containment liner temperature shall be less than design
temperature, and

* the containment heat removal system shall reduce the post-accident containment
pressure and temperature to an acceptably low level following an accident.
For events that result in low pressure inside containment, the maximum external-to-internal
pressure difference shall be less than the design limit.
6.2.1.1.2

System Desi n

The design of the containment is based upon the mass and energy absorption capacity of the
volume contained within the structure, the operation of the containment spray systems, and the
containment heat removal systems (CHRS). Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.3 describe the design of the
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steel-lined containment structure. The principal design parameters for the containment are given
in Table 6.2-7.
Design Evaluation

6.2.1.1.3

The adequacy of the containment design is demonstrated in this section by determining the
containment response to design basis events that result in high pressure inside containment and to
design basis events that result in low pressure inside containment.
The following is a description of the general plant response to these events.
Events that Result in High Containment Pressure
The events that result in high containment pressure exert an outward pressure loading on the
containment structure, as well as create an environment inside the containment that places a
thermal load on the containment liner and challenges the environmental qualification of equipment
inside the containment.
Analyses were also performed to determine the minimum post-LOCA containment pressure
response. These analyses fulfill the 1OCFR50.46 Appendix K requirement that the containment
pressure used in the evaluation of ECCS performance not exceed a pressure calculated
conservatively for that purpose. These analyses are summarized in Section 6.2.1.6.
Experience has shown that the conditions resulting from postulated LOCAs and MSLBs are
limiting with regard to structural loading on the containment structure and environmental
qualification of equipment inside containment. Additionally, previous analyses have shown that
for LOCA the largest pipe breaks bound smaller breaks in the evaluation of maximum
containment pressure. Historical information regarding previous design evaluations can be found
in the FSAR.
Condensation of steam on the structures inside containment plays a major role in limiting the
containment pressure increase. In addition, automatic reactor protective system (RPS) and
engineered safety feature (ESF) actuations are taken in response to MSLBs and LOCAs inside
containment. The following is an overview of these automatic actions:
When containment pressure exceeds the containment pressure high (CPH) setpoint, the following
automatic signals are initiated:
* Reactor trip
*

Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) - adds borated water to the reactor coolant
system (RCS).

*

Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS) - isolates non-essential
penetrating the containment.

*

Containment Cooling Actuation Signal (CCAS) - reduces containment pressure and
temperature by means of containment atmosphere air coolers.
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When containment pressure exceeds the Containment Pressure High-High (CPHH) setpoint, the
following automatic actuation signal is initiated:
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) - reduces containment pressure and
temperature by spraying cold borated water into the containment. Additionally, this
signal initiates isolation of the Main Steam and Feedwater Systems allowing the
affected steam generator to boil dry.
Safety injection systems and containment spray systems initially take suction from the refueling
water tank (RWT). When the water level in the RWT reaches a certain elevation, the
recirculation actuation signal (RAS) is generated and the source of water for the high-pressure
safety injection (HPSI) pumps and the containment spray (CS) pumps transfers to the sump. In
addition, service water flow is directed to the shutdown cooling heat exchangers to provide
cooling to the containment spray water.
Events That Result in Low Containment Pressure
There are events that result in a sudden pressure reduction inside containment (e.g., inadvertent
actuation of the containment spray system). These events result in an inward loading on the
containment structure. The design basis accident for containment external pressure design has
been determined to be the inadvertent actuation of the containment spray system. This analysis is
described in Section 6.2.1.3.6.
6.2.1.1.3.1

LOCA Maximum Pressure Containment Analysis

The LOCA containment analysis is performed in two parts. The CEFLASH-4A and FLOOD3
computer codes calculated the mass and energy discharged from the RCS into the containment.
This information was then used to determine the containment response using the COPATTA
computer code. This subsection provides an overview of the analyses and a summary of the
important results.
6.2.1.1.3.1.1

Mass and Energy Analysis

6.2.1.1.3.1.1.1

Methodology

In order to predict the peak containment pressure following an accident, energy sources are
determined by the reactor manufacturer in the calculations of energy and mass release during
postulated pipe break events.
The analytical simulation of the LOCA event is initiated from 102% power and is characterized by
four distinct phases: blowdown, reflood, post-reflood and long term cooldown. These phases, and
the methodology used to analyze them are described below.
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Blowdown Phase
In the blowdown analysis, the following energy sources were considered: reactor coolant, safety
injection water, core power transient and decay energy, core-to-coolant, primary metal-to
coolant, and steam generator forward and reverse heat transfer.
The LOCA causes a rapid depressurization of the RCS, which quickly falls below the shut-off
heads of the HPSI and LPSI pumps. The safety injection pumps are the primary source of core
cooling for the majority of the event and will start in response to either an SIAS on CPH or low
pressurizer pressure signal. Once RCS pressure decreases below the pressure in the Safety
Injection Tanks (SITs), the SIT check valves will open and SIT water will be discharged into the
RCS.
This phase of the LOCA is simulated with the CEFLASH-4A computer code, Reference 9. The
following assumptions were made in selecting input data for the code:
1.

The model for fuel clad swelling and rupture was not used. The lack of clad
swelling and rupture results in more fuel stored energy being transferred to the
RCS coolant.

2.

RCS volume was conservatively calculated based the expansion of the reactor loop
from cold to hot operating conditions.
The time-dependent main feedwater addition was used to account for the hot
feedwater added to the steam generators (SGs). This results in more energy on the
secondary side of the SGs that must be transferred to the containment.

3.

4.

Since the containment mass and energy release does not require the radial detail to
track the stored energy in the hot assembly, a core nodalization of 1 radial region
and 5 axial regions is used. In solving the conduction equation, the fuel rod is
divided into 9 sub-regions (7 for the fuel pellet, one for the pellet-cladding gap and
one for the cladding). The energy transfer between the fuel rod and coolant is
dependent on the heat transfer regime at the rod surface conditions. All heat
transfer regimes are permitted and are selected on a dynamic basis. Hence, the
code varies the fuel/clad related properties as a function of localized conditions.

5.

Core stored energy is based on average pellet and clad temperatures computed at
core average linear heat rates combined with specific heat and summed for the core
average stored energy component from the fuel rods.

6.

FATES (Reference 10) information provided for input to CEFLASH-4A consists
of maximum fuel centerline temperature as a function of linear heat rate (kw/ft) at
up to 20 axial positions. The FATES related information is translated into five
axial nodes for input to CEFLASH-4A.

7.

The CEFLASH-4A code allows for only one wall per node in the metal-to-coolant
heat transfer model. A lumped parameter wall heat model is employed which takes
a weighted average of the thermal conductors in each node.

The CEFLASH-4A wall representation uses total heat capacitance of all the walls
in the RCS which actually face the given node being modeled. This tends to keep
6.2-5
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9.

10.
11.

the single-wall-model temperature elevated which conservatively maximizes the
thermal driving force for wall-to-coolant heat transfer for all the walls actually in
the RCS when they are represented by a single wall model.
The core-to-coolant heat transfer model considers extended nucleate boiling in the
core. The Thom Nucleate Boiling correlation was used when the core surface is
exposed to primary coolant. When nucleate boiling can no longer be supported,
CEFLASH-4A considers a variety of transitional boiling or convective heat
transfer correlations, depending on the localized conditions.
Heat Transfer across the steam generator tubes is modeled with the same heat
transfer coefficient in both the forward and reverse directions.
Emergency feedwater flow is conservatively omitted since it would cool the
secondary sides.

Reflood and Post-Reflood Phases for Cold Leg Breaks
Following the initial blowdown, the reactor is first refilled by the incoming safety injection flow,
including SITs, and then reflooded as the core becomes quenched. The effect of the SGs on the
mass and energy to containment is important for cold leg breaks after blowdown because the
exiting steam passes through the SGs prior to exiting the RCS to the containment.
The next phase of the transient simulation is the reflood phase, which is defined as the time period
during which the coolant accumulating in the reactor vessel increases from the bottom of the
active core to two feet below the top of the active core. At this point, the core is considered to be
quenched and the entrainment reduces significantly.
The reflood and post-reflood phases of the LOCA are simulated using the NRC-approved
FLOODMOD2 methodology, Reference 84. The FLOOD3 computer code, Reference 86 is used
to implement this methodology. The important features implemented by the FLOOD3 code for
this analysis are summarized below:
1.

Intact and broken loops were treated individually.

2.

Specific volumes of the fluids in the primary loop were varied with time.

3.

A uniform methodology for both Reflood and Post-Reflood time frames was used.
A rigorous heat transfer scheme was used for treating the transfer of energy from
the loop and steam generator walls to the fluid in the primary loop.

4.

6.

Containment backpressure was bounded conservatively.
Safety injection flow rates were computed explicitly.

7.

The fluid in the vessel was heated mechanistically.

8.

SIT and safety injection enthalpies were input separately.

9.

Frothing analysis in performed internally

5.
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10.

Nominal RCS pressure drops are used and corrected accordingly for two-phase
flow.

The decay heat modeled in FLOOD3 was representative of the ANSI/ANS 5.1-1979 +2a decay
heat standard.
During the reflood and post-reflood phases, liquid entrainment in the exiting steam flow is
calculated based on a carryout rate fraction (CRF), which is defined as the ratio of the mass flow
rate out of the core to the mass flow rate into the core. The CRF varies as the coolant
accumulates in the core during reflood. Specifically, the CRF is 0.05 until the core level reaches
1.5 ft. above the bottom of the active core. As the core level increases from 1.5 ft. to 2 ft., the
CRF increases linearly from 0.05 to 0.80. The CRF is then held constant (0.80) until the core
level increases to an elevation corresponding to 2 ft. below the top of the active core. Test data
indicate that the CRF decreases significantly as the core level rises further to the top of the core.
The methodology models a step decrease in the CRF to the value of 0.05 after the core level
increases above the elevation corresponding to 2 ft. below the top of the active core.
Reflood steam release to the containment was considered to start immediately at the end of
blowdown; that is, the reactor vessel lower plenum refill time was not considered. Full operation
of the safety injection was considered; that is, all tanks and pumps were operable except for the
EDG failure cases where only one safety injection train was considered operable. This maximizes
the core flooding rate and hence the rate of steam release to the containment. For discharge leg
breaks, one of the four safety injection legs was considered for spillage; for suction leg breaks no
spillage was considered.
Although test data indicate that significant condensation of steam occurs at the safety injection
location, the model accounts for only 50% condensation during the interval that the SITs are
injecting and the annulus is predicted to be full. No credit was taken for condensation at the
safety injection locations at other times.
During the post-reflood phase, the energy in the RCS and SGs was transferred to containment via
the exiting break flow. The end of the post-reflood phase occurs when the RCS and SG inventory
and heat structures have cooled to the point that the generation of steam is dominated by fission
product decay heat.
Reflood and Post-Reflood Phases for Hot Leg Breaks
For the hot leg break, the mass and energy analysis ends at the end of the blowdown phase. Since
there is no viable means for the exiting break flow to pass through the SGs prior to exiting the
RCS to containment for a hot leg break, the reflood and post-reflood phases are not simulated.
Long-Term Cooling Phase
The long-term cooling phase of the LOCA completes the transient simulation of this event. In this
phase, the analysis accounts for all residual energy in the primary and secondary systems and decay
heat. This analysis is typically run until the containment temperature returns to its initial value.
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Except as noted below, the mass and energy calculation and the containment response calculation are
done in parallel using the COPATTA containment code.
The CONTRANS code, Reference 87, was used to calculate the heat addition from the reactor
vessel, fuel, and internals. CONTRANS was also used to calculate the heat addition from the
RCS loop and SGs starting from the primary fluid temperature at the end of post-reflood period
for cold leg breaks. Residual energy was modeled as follows:
"* Commencing with the end of blowdown, the residual energy associated with the
pressurizer was added directly to the containment atmosphere.
" Commencing with the end of the post-reflood phase, the residual stored energy
associated with the RCS loop and the SG was added directly to the containment
atmosphere.
" Commencing with the end of the post-reflood phase, the residual energy associated
with the reactor vessel upper head and its miscellaneous internal hardware was added
directly to the containment atmosphere.
The resulting time dependent energy addition was used as an input to the COPATTA calculation
and added to the reactor vessel or directly to the containment atmosphere. In this manner, all
sources of energy were explicitly modeled.
The decay heat input to COPATTA during the long-term cooldown phase was based on Branch
Technical Position (BTP) ASB 9-2. The normalized reactor power as a function of time for the
entire transient is shown in Figure 6.2-11.
6.2.1.1.3.1.1.2

Limiting Mass and Energy Data

Mass and energy release data were determined for double-ended slot breaks in three locations
(hot leg, reactor coolant pump suction and reactor coolant pump discharge) and two types of
single failures (failure of one EDG and failure of one of the containment heat removal systems).
All six cases assumed loss of off-site power at the time of the event. Table 6.2-8A provides the
major assumptions for the mass and energy analysis.
The SIS is assumed to operate in its maximum heat removal mode for all RCS breaks where an
EDG failure is not considered. Under this condition the CHRS is assumed to take the most
restrictive single failure. The most restrictive failure in the CHRS has been determined to be the
loss of one containment spray train. For cases where the failure of an EDG is considered the SIS
and CHRS operates with a single train (one containment air cooler train, one containment spray
train, and one SIS train).
Table 6.2-8B provides the mass and energy data for the limiting event (a double-ended discharge
leg break with failure of one EDG). Table 6.2-8C shows the mass and energy distribution at the
end of blowdown and the end of post reflood. This table also verifies that the mass and energy
released from the RCS equals the mass and energy transferred to the containment.
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6.2.1.1.3.1.2
6.2.1.1.3.1.2.1

Containment Response Analysis
Methodologv

The mass and energy release data was used by the COPATTA computer code, Reference 88, to
calculate the containment pressure and temperature response.
The containment parameters such as the design pressure and temperature, the net free internal
volume and the containment surface areas are given in Tables 6.2-7, 6.2-8D and 6.2-8E. As an
additional conservatism, the volume occupied by the reactor coolant prior to the LOCA was
included as occupied volume rather than free volume.
The ESF performance parameters and initial conditions within the containment are provided in
Table 6.2-8F. These parameters were used in the COPATTA analysis. An overview of the
COPATTA methodology is provided below.
COPATTA modeled the containment as three regions - one region modeled the containment
atmosphere, another region modeled the containment sump and the third region modeled the
reactor vessel. Conditions in the atmosphere and the sump were determined by solving the
conservation of energy and mass equations for each region.
The mass added to the containment from the break separates into a steam phase, which was added
to the atmosphere region, and a liquid phase, which was added to the sump region. The water
phase was assumed to be at the saturation temperature corresponding to the total containment
pressure, while the steam phase was assumed to be at the partial pressure of the steam in the
containment atmosphere. Thermal equilibrium between the air and steam in the containment
atmosphere was assumed. Condensation of steam on the structural heat sinks occurred at the
saturation temperature corresponding to the partial pressure of the steam phase. All condensate
created in a particular time step was transferred immediately from the atmosphere to the sump.
The various structures in the containment were modeled to interact with the containment
atmosphere and the sump. The rate of heat transfer between the containment heat structures and
the containment regions was determined by the surface area, the surface temperature, the heat
transfer coefficient, the physical arrangement of the conducting masses and the thermal properties
of these masses. The heat transfer coefficient used during the turbulent blowdown phase of the
event was determined using a modified Tagami correlation, References 74 and 75. After the
blowdown phase, the heat transfer coefficient transitioned from the modified Tagami correlation
to the Uchida correlation, Reference 76. With the exception of mass and energy transfer due to a
boiling sump, heat transfer between the water in the sump and the containment atmosphere was
not modeled.
The containment heat sink data specified for the heat transfer calculations during the LOCA are
given in Tables 6.2-8D and 6.2-8E. Table 6.2-8D lists the geometric configuration of the heat
sinks, including materials, thicknesses, and surface areas for concrete, steel, and steel-lined
structures. The carbon steel surfaces are assumed to be covered with a mild thickness of
appropriate protective coating. Conservatively determined thermodynamic properties and heat
transfer coefficients used in the analyses are given in Table 6.2-8E. These data plus the geometric
6.2-9
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data completely specify the necessary heat sink parameters for the calculation of energy transfer
to and within the structures of the containment during a LOCA.
An analysis has been performed to determine the effects of interface resistance at the containment
liner to concrete interface on the heat transfer into the heat sinks. Experimental values of
interface conductance vary from 100,000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F for joints prepared under laboratory
conditions to 10 Btu/hr-ft2-°F for joints with extremely poor contact in a vacuum (References 12,
2
39, 40, 41, 44, 47, 48 and 68). Based on these data, a conductance of 100 Btu/hr-ft -°F
represents a conservatively low value for an interface in poor contact in air and therefore is
suitable for modeling the concrete containment liner interface, Analysis has shown that by
introducing an interface conductance of 100 Btu/hr-ft2-°F on all lined concrete heat sinks instead
of assuming perfect contact, the peak containment pressure increases less than one percent. This
is considered an unrealistic assumption because of the heat transfer to the concrete from the liner
plate. The concrete is poured directly against the liner plate, so they should be bonded together
over much of the surface. Liner plate anchors (continuous angles 15 inches on centers) will hold
the plate in close contact, if it is not bonded, and prestressing the containment structure will put
the liner plate in compression, further assuring intimate contact with the concrete. After a LOCA,
the compression in the liner plate is further increased due to the elevated temperature in the plate.
An interface conductance of 100 Btu/hr-ft2-°F was assumed for the DBA pressure transient
analysis.
The containment atmosphere air cooler units, which are cooled by service water, remove energy
from the vapor region of the containment. COPATTA determined the heat removal due to air
cooler unit operation as a function of containment saturation temperature. The relationship of
containment temperature versus cooler capacity is consistent with the manufacturer's performance
data, see Figure 6.2-3A.
The containment spray system removes energy from the atmosphere by injecting water into the
atmosphere. The energy removed from the atmosphere is a function of the heatup of the spray
droplets. COPATTA determined the heatup of the droplets from a spray efficiency relationship,
which was a function of the ratio of steam mass to air mass. This relationship was developed in
Reference 74 assuming a mean spray droplet diameter and fall distance of 1,000 microns and 20
ft. respectively (actual fall distance is more than 100 ft.). The heat removed from the atmosphere
due to heating of the spray droplets and any condensate due to this cooling was added to the
water in the sump.
COPATTA used the input from CONTRANS for the reactor vessel region to include the effects
of heat transfer from the energy stored in the primary and secondary metal. This region was used
only during the long-term cooldown phase - not during the initial mass and energy release phases
(blowdown, reflood, and post-reflood) when the primary coolant system pressure is not in
equilibrium with the containment atmosphere.
6.2.1.1.3.1.2.2

Analysis Results for Limitin2 Case

A series of cases were analyzed to determine the limiting break location and single failure
combination. These analyses made use of the containment initial conditions and containment heat
6.2-10
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removal system performance described in Table 6.2-8F. Table 6.2-8G provides the results of
those analyses. The limiting peak pressure was 57.7 psig, which occurred for a double-ended slot
break at the discharge of the reactor coolant pump with the single failure of an emergency diesel
generator. For the case above the peak temperature was 2917F. The maximum pressure is less
than the maximum design pressure and the maximum temperature does not challenge the
maximum design temperature of the containment structure. In addition to the limiting cases
evaluated, runs were made to evaluate Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) action
statements in the Technical Specifications. Table 6.2-8J documents the breaks evaluated.
Due to the limiting nature of a LOCA it is a more severe accident for design of containment than
the MSLB. This is due to the larger release of mass and energy to the containment. Although the
short term peak temperature is higher for MSLB the long term impact of the increased mass and
energy release is a greater challenge to the containment. As such the DBA is defined as the most
limiting LOCA, the Double Ended Discharge Leg Slot break (DEDLS).
Table 6.2-811 provides the sequence of events for the DBA and Figure 6.2-8E shows the transient
pressure response. Figure 6.2-8F shows the transient atmosphere and sump temperatures for the
DBA. Figures 6.2-8E and 6.2-8F also demonstrate that containment heat removal systems are
sized adequately to reduce containment pressure and temperature to a low level following the
accident and maintain this low level thereafter. The containment wall liner plate temperature
peaks at 271°F at 313 seconds. The containment wall temperature distribution is illustrated in
Figure 6.2-8G.
6.2.1.1.3.2 Main Steam Line Break Maximum Pressure Containment Analysis
Similar to the LOCA, a MSLB inside containment is characterized by the rapid blowdown of
steam into the containment due to the rupture in a main steam line. The location of this break is
postulated to be at one of the SG outlet nozzles. The steam generator contains an integral flow
restricting nozzle which effectively limits the break size to the venturi area or 1.9 ft2 . A fill
guillotine break was considered for all power levels except 0%, due to the venturi preventing
entrainment from occurring for the higher power levels. For the limiting case at 0% power the
effective break size was reduced so that no entrainment occurred. The general response of the
containment, the reactor protection system and the engineered safety features to main steam line
breaks is discussed in Section 6.2.1.1.3. The following discussion augments that discussion as it
applies to MSLB events:
"

Until the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) close, the initial portion of the
transient is characterized by the blowdown of both SGs. In this early phase of the
event, steam continues to flow to the turbine. Following reactor trip, which occurs on
a CPH signal, the turbine stop valves close. During this portion of the transient, the
main feedwater continues to feed the SGs with the main feedwater pumps and main
feedwater water regulating valves at their initial speed and position.

"

When the containment pressure exceeds the CPHH setpoint, CSAS occurs and
initiates closure of the MSIVs, the Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs), and the
Backup MFIVs along with spray initiation. It also trips the main feedwater,
condensate, and heater drain pumps.
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", Following the closure of the MSIVs, the flow of steam to the containment from the
intact SG and isolated steam line cease. Although the intact SG repressurizes due to
heat transfer from the RCS and eventually becomes an energy source, its affect on the
containment response is small after the MSIVs close.
"* The contribution of main feedwater flow is reduced significantly when the pumps trip
off on the CSAS signal.
" The 0% power cases assume that feedwater flow to the steam generators is from the
AFW system at the initiation of the steam line break. Once the transient starts flow to
the intact steam generator is diverted to the ruptured steam generator.
Similar to the LOCA, the MSLB containment analysis is performed in two parts. The SGNIII
computer code was used to determine the mass and energy discharged into containment. These
data were used to determine the containment response using the COPATTA computer code. This
subsection provides an overview of the analyses and a summary of the important results.
6.2.1.1.3.2.1

Mass and Energy Analysis

6.2.1.1.3.2.1.1

Methodolozy

The SGNIIL computer code, Reference 90, was used to determine the mass and energy data. SGNII
is a coupled primary and secondary model that calculates a time dependent mass and energy release.
The RELAP5 MOD3 code, Reference 91, was used to calculate the contribution of main feedwater,
including flashing, to the affected and intact SGs. The code simulated the main feedwater trains
including the main feedwater, condensate, and heater drain pumps, various valves and feedwater
heaters. No credit was taken for closure of the main feedwater regulating valves. The primary inputs
to the RELAP5 MOD3 code were the transient pressures of the intact and affected SGs. The time
dependent RELAP5 MOD3 outputs of feedwater flowrate and its associated enthalpy (to each SG)
were input directly to SGNIII.
The backup valves were built to the same code class as the piping in which they are installed
(B3 1.1) but they have seismically qualified, Class IE operators. Material traceability was required
for the valve bodies. The valve actuation time is 18.5 seconds or less and they are located
immediately upstream of the MFWIVs. This assures that their performance meets or exceeds that
of the existing valves which close within 25 seconds. The backup valves were installed during the
first refueling outage. Annunciator alarms were added to notify operations should either backup
valves' breaker open. See the FSAR analysis for additional details with respect to the reason for
adding these valves.
While the mass and energy release analysis was conducted separately from the containment response
analysis, the COPATTA containment code was used to predict the times for the containment pressure
to reach the CPH and CPHH setpoints.
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Limiting Mass and Energy Data

6.2.1.1.3.2.1.2

Mass and energy data were generated for a number of initial power levels and single failure
combinations to determine the limiting condition. Except for the cases initiated from 0% power, a
single break size was analyzed (guillotine break downstream of the SG nozzle). Due to the flow
limiting device in the outlet nozzle, this break size produced a break flow with no entrainment,
which is the limiting condition for containment analysis. For cases initiated from 0% power, it
was necessary to reduce the break size to achieve no entrainment.
Off-site power was assumed to be available throughout the transient for all cases analyzed.
Although the loss of off-site power delays the actuation of containment heat removal systems, the
influence of running RCPs on transferring RCS energy to the affected steam generator is a more
dominant effect. The FSAR analysis contains a comparison of a loss of off-site power to an off
site power available case.
There are several trade-offs in determining the limiting initial conditions with regard to the power level
versus inventory and feedwater flow inputs. As initial power level increases, RCS temperature and
core decay heat increase resulting in more primary to secondary energy being present to boil-off the SG
inventory. Main feedwater flowrate and enthalpy increase accordingly. However, initial SG inventory
decreases with increasing initial core power. Therefore, the MSLB analysis included an evaluation of
multiple power levels. The mass and energy sensitivity study included six power levels (102%,
94.8%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% power).
Active component failures in the main feedwater and CHR systems were considered. Single
failures associated with the MFW or condensate pumps resulting in a failure to trip, MFIV or
Backup MIFIV failure to isolate, or containment spray or containment cooler failures. The single
failure modes of the main and emergency feedwater systems are described in Tables 10.3-4 and
10.4-11, respectively.
The limiting case was determined to be a containment spray train failure for a MSLB initiated at
0% power. Table 6.2-9A provides the assumptions for the mass and energy analysis.
Table 6.2-9B provides the mass and energy data for the limiting event (a slot rupture of the main
steam line initiated at 0% power with the failure of one containment spray train).
6.2.1.1.3.2.2

Containment Response Analysis

6.2.1.1.3.2.2.1

Methodoloxy

The mass and energy release data from SGNIII was used by the COPATTA computer code to
calculate the containment pressure and temperature. The program model description and
thermodynamic assumptions are nearly identical to that used for the LOCA maximum containment
pressure analysis, which is described in Section 6.2.1.1.3.1.2.1. The primary differences between
the LOCA and MSLB containment response analyses are:
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"* the reactor vessel region model is not employed in the MSLB analysis,
"* the Uchida correlation is used for the heat transfer coefficient to the structural heat
sinks in the MSLB, rather than the modified Tagami correlation, and
"* ESF performance parameters (provided in Table 6.2-9A).
The containment parameters such as design pressure and temperature, the net free volume and the
containment surface areas are the same as those used for the LOCA maximum containment
pressure analysis, which are described in Tables 6.2-7, 6.2-8D and 6.2-8E. The containment
initial conditions and containment heat removal system performance used are provided in Table
6.2-9A.
6.2.1.1.3.2.2.2

Analysis Results for Limiting Cases

Mass and energy data for various power levels and single failures were analyzed to determine the
limiting case. Table 6.2-9C provides the summary of those cases and the maximum containment
pressure and temperature. The limiting peak pressure was 57.7 psig for a slot break initiated from
0% power with the failure of one containment spray train with the corresponding peak
containment temperature of 398 'F. The limiting peak pressure is less than the maximum design
pressure of 59 psig. In addition to the limiting cases evaluated, an additional run was made to
evaluate an allowable Limiting Condition for Operation in the Technical Specifications.
Table 6.2-9D provides a sequence of events and Figure 6.2-8H shows the transient pressure and
temperature response for the limiting peak pressure case. Note that the containment atmosphere
temperature is reduced very rapidly by the injection of containment spray. Since the containment
structure is initially subcooled, steam will condense on its surface at a temperature that is
governed by the partial pressure of the steam.
The condensing heat transfer correlation used in main steam line break analysis is the Uchida
correlation described in References 88 and 76. In each instance where condensing heat transfer is
used, water is condensed on the heat sink and transferred directly to the sump at the temperature
corresponding to the partial pressure of the steam phase.
The design temperature for the containment liner is 300'F. The qualification temperatures for
safety-related equipment are provided in Section 3.11.
The COPATTA code predicts temperatures in excess of 300'F for the initial minutes following
pipe breaks that result in accidents with high blowdown enthalpy and hence high containment
vapor superheat. This is primarily due to the COPATTA code assumption that steam condensed
from the atmosphere during any calculational time interval is added to the sump liquid
immediately at the end of the interval. The original CONTEMPT code did not remove condensed
mass from the vapor region but assumed it remained suspended in the vapor region. Comparison
with the CVTR (Reference 68) test results have shown that the CONTEMPT code will
underpredict and COPATTA will overpredict the vapor region superheat temperature. In general,
the CONTEMPT assumption provides the closest prediction but is not conservative and has been
rejected for use in the COPATTA code.
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Since condensation is a much more efficient heat transfer process than free convection for these
conditions, it dominates the heat transfer between the containment vapor and structures. For
conditions when the containment vapor is highly superheated the surfaces of the containment
structures rapidly heat up to the saturation temperature corresponding to the partial pressure of
steam in the vapor and follow the containment saturation temperature through the balance of the
steam line blowdown period. Following the end of blowdown or the actuation of sprays,
whichever occurs first, the containment vapor region rapidly de-superheats to the saturation
conditions.
This has been demonstrated in Reference 69 where typical safety-related equipment were modeled
as heat sinks in the containment using the COPATTA code and a similar main steam line break
was analyzed. Heat transfer coefficients and spray start times were varied to determine their
effects on equipment surface temperature.
The results of this study demonstrated that the equipment surface temperatures remained at or
near the containment saturation temperature for the cases considered. The peak vapor region
temperature obtained in these studies was 425°F while the peak equipment temperature obtained
was 255°F which corresponds to the containment saturation temperature. The conclusion of this
study was that the case which provided the highest containment steam pressure and hence the
highest saturation temperature provides the design basis for containment temperature
qualification.
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The RWT is built to the 1971 Edition of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section III, Class 2, including the Summer 1973 Addenda. However,
the radiography for the first and second ring vertical seams, and the 1-2 and 2
3 girth seams of the tank is per the Summer 1974 Addenda of the 1974 Edition
of the ASME Code. All other tank welds are radiographed per the 1971
Edition of the ASME Code, Summer 1973 Addenda.
5.

Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchangers (2E35A, B)
The two shutdown cooling heat exchangers are located at Elevation 317 feet, 0
inches in the auxiliary building. They are of shell and U-tube design, with the
cooling fluid being service water. The shutdown cooling heat exchangers are
further described in Section 9.3.6. Data for the shutdown cooling heat
exchangers are given in Table 6.2-21.
The basis for selection of the tube side and shell side inlet temperature during
the recirculation mode is given in Sections 6.2.1.1.4 and 9.2.1.3.

6.

Containment Spray Nozzles
Each containment spray header contains 131 hollow cone ramp bottom
nozzles, each of which is capable of a design flow of 15.2 gpm (approxmately
2Q00gtpm per tr~ain) with a 40 psi differential pressure. These nozzles have an
approximately 3/8-inch spray orifice and will not be subject to clogging by
particles less than 1/4-inch in maximum dimension. The nozzles produce a
mass equivalent drop size of approximately 880 microns at rated system
he inion m the tredu__ 0-y rte
conditions. During
nozzle (1875 gp~m per.Araip) produics • slightly larger mass e~qiivalent dro.p
size .f•925_.mir•nrsThe spray solution is completely stable and soluble at all
temperatures of interest in the containment and therefore will not precipitate or
Each nozzle header is
otherwise interfere with nozzle performance.
independently oriented to ensure full coverage of the containment volume
outside the reactor cavity. Nozzle performance is shown in Figures 6.2-21 and
6.2-22.

7.

Containment Sump
The containment sump is a small collection pit in the floor of the containment.
The containment floor acts as a large collecting reservoir for the sump. The
containment sump is designed to provide an adequate supply of water with a
minimum amount of particulate matter to the CSS and the SIS. The bottom of
the sump is at Elevation 331 feet, 6/ inches in the containment. An
arrangement consisting of a series of screens and supports completely covers
the sump to prevent floating debris and high density particles from entering.
The arrangement of the sump screens and supports is shown in Figure 6.2-23.
The lower structural support extends five inches above the surrounding floor
and serves as a barrier to prevent small, high density particles from being swept
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6.2.1.3.6

Maximum Containment External-to-Internal Pressure Differential

The maximum external pressure loading on the containment has been evaluated assuming that the
containment is subjected to an inadvertent actuation of the containment spray system. The
pressure differential from outside to inside of the containment has been calculated assuming an
inadvertent initiation of the containment spray system with 40'F water.
Initial pressure, temperature,
would produce a maximum
resulting limits on initial
Specifications. As noted in
internal load of 5.0 psi.
6.2.1.4

and relative humidity were varied to determine the conditions which
pressure differential across the containment wall of 5.0 psi. The
pressure and relative humidity are reflected in the Technical
Section 3.8.1.3.1, the containment was checked for an external to

Tests and Inspection

This section provides information about the program of testing and inspection of the containment
systems with regard to preoperational testing and inservice surveillance to ensure continued
integrity.
6.2.1.4.1 Preoperational Testin2 (f•sQricaHnformation)
The 1/4-inch steel liner plate forms the barrier to prevent leakage from the containment. All
penetrations were continuously welded to the liner before the concrete was placed. Leak chase
channels were installed on those liner plate seams where the liner plate is not readily accessible for
inspection. The leak chase channels provide a means of leak testing inaccessible liner plate seams
when access to the liner plate is blocked by interior concrete. No continuous leakage monitoring
system is provided.
The steel liner plate is securely attached to the prestressed concrete containment and is an integral
part of this structure. This containment is conservatively designed and rigorously analyzed for the
extreme loading conditions of a DBA as well as for all other types of loading conditions that
could be experienced. Thorough control was maintained over the quality of all materials and
workmanship during all stages of fabrication and erection of the liner plate and penetrations and
during construction of the entire containment.
After the containment was completed, and all electrical and piping penetrations, equipment hatch
and personnel locks in place, the preoperational integrated leak test was performed. The
containment was tested at 115 percent of the design pressure to prove structural integrity. The
preoperational integrated leakage rate tests were conducted at design and reduced test pressures
so that the reduced pressure test program can be used for subsequent periodic testing.
The design leak rate is not more than 0.1 percent by volume of the contained atmosphere in
24 hours at 54 psig. It has been demonstrated that, with good quality control during erection, this
is a reasonable requirement.
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6.2.2.2.1 Containment Spray System

A.

General Description
A flow diagram of the CSS is shown in Figure 6.2-17.
The CSS consists of two separate loops of equal capacity and is independently
capable of meeting CHRS requirements. Each loop consists of a containment spray
pump, shutdown cooling heat exchanger, spray header, isolation valves, and the
necessary piping, instrumentation and controls. The loops are supplied with borated
water from a common Refueling Water Tank (RWT).
Upon system activation, the containment spray pumps are started and deliver boric
acid to the respective spray headers. The spray headers are located at the highest
possible level in the containment to maximize heat and iodine removal. Each header
conforms to the shape of the containment dome. Figures 6.2-18 and 6.2-19 show
details of the spray headers. The headers are located outside of and above the
movable missile shield, and contain 131 spray nozzles each. During normal plant
operation CSS piping is maintained full of water from the RWT to Elevation 505
feet, 0 inches (minimum) in the 6-inch diameter risers within containment. When low
level is reached in the RWT, the Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) automatically
transfers the containment spray pump suction to the containment sump by opening
the recirculation line valves and closing the RWT outlet and pump minimum flow
recirculation valves.
m.e•.k prior.to the -start.ofrecirculation.each spray train.will
it
Di.ng the
.deijye~r_. minimum flow of 1875 gp~m._.A.~.he _sit~art 9L irec~ijlait.inwith.Sti._f!r_.

.sump,
the.co...n.tai...en.t

of 2•O0Ogprn.•

inceses t the .nomi.nl design.mnmum.
.mmum..pryflw.

Following the switchover of suction to the containment sump, the sump solution will
contain boric acid and trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate (TSP-C). This mixture of
boric acid and TSP-C will continue to remove post-accident energy and remove and
retain fission product iodine as it is recirculated through the CSS. The TSP-C is
stored in three containers constructed with wire mesh sides which allow the sprayed
fluid to permeate the containers. These containers will become submerged in the
sprayed fluid accumulating in the building allowing the TSP-C to dissolve. The TSP
C is used to raise the pH of the sump fluid to an equilibrium pH of 7.0 or greater. A
pH of 7.0 or greater will assure that the iodine washed out of the reactor building
atmosphere by the spraying action will not re-evolve from the liquid as it is sprayed
back into the building.
In the recirculation mode, the spray water is cooled by the shutdown cooling heat
exchangers prior to discharge into the containment. The shutdown cooling heat
exchangers are cooled by the SWS which is described in Section 9.2.1.
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6.2.2.3.1

Containment Spray System

Analysis has shown that each loop of the CSS is capable of removing in excess of 120 million
Btulhr from the containment atmosphere following the DBA.
The system design is based on the temperature of the spray water droplets reaching equilibrium
with the temperature of the containment. This occurs with spray water falling through the steam
air mixture within the containment. The spray nozzles will deliver droplets yith.an.. equivalent
mtr~ of aproxi._at~el 9_25.. mic~ron•s d~rn~g~Ahein1~tion no~ie.an.d.fappr-eximately 880
r.cr.• ulQnequivalent-fdiameter-with the spray system operating at r.gminm
microns duri
design conditions and the containment at design pressure.
A minimum of 68 feet is provided between the spray nozzles and the highest obstruction in the
containment, with the exception of the containment polar crane, to insure that the droplets reach
thermal equilibrium during their fall.
Curves describing CSS and containment response following a design basis LOCA are presented in
Section 6.2.1.
The containment spray pumps were shop tested in accordance with the ASME Power Test Code
PTC 8.2 - Centrifugal Pumps. Pump performance data is given in Figure 6.2-20.
A single failure analysis has been made on all components of the CSS to show that a single failure
of any active component will not degrade the system's capability to fulfill its design objectives.
This analysis is shown in Table 6.2-23. All of the active components of the CSS, with the
exception of the containment sump motor operated valves, are located outside the containment
and therefore are not required to operate in the steam-air environment resulting from the accident.
Additionally, system arrangement minimizes the possibility of missile damage to any system
component. The overlapping heat removal capability of the CSS and the CCS is discussed in
Section 6.2.1.
Two isolation valves have been provided in each recirculation line, which provide redundant
means of halting flow from the sump to areas outside containment in the event excessive leakage
develops in the recirculation system due to component deterioration. The isolation valves located
inside the containment sump are protected from clogging or missile damage by being totally
enclosed by the sump screen and screen support structure.
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6.2.3.2.1

System Description

The CSS is shown in Figure 6.2-17. Section 6.2.2 contains general system and individual
component descriptions as well as discussion of the CSS heat removal capability. System design
characteristics applicable to the CSS fission product removal capability follow.
Each-.Sm.4o op-is-designed to .detiver--2,OOO.gpm-of-borated--water.-to--its-respeeti-ve contai-nment
spray-header• -Ea1h CS$S1.9oop is designedt•o deliver.borated.watterto its respectiv.econtient
.s.._.r-y header ?aLta minimum flow rate of 1875 gpm-----du-n thei-ec..tin m .e...an-d._2..o0.g
Each of the spray headers is located at the highest possible elevation in the
.during recir.atio.n.u
containment, conforming to the shape of the containment dome, and providing the maximum
possible coverage of the containment atmosphere by the spray droplets. The location of the
headers provides an area-averaged droplet fall height of 104 feet. The spray system directly
sprays approximately 79 percent of the total containment free volume. This value is based on
conservatively assuming that significant obstructions to the main spray will result from the polar
crane and bridge, various platforms, pressurizer, steam generators, floors, missile shield, and
refueling machine. The entire containment dome and all volumes under directly sprayed gratings
are assumed to be directly sprayed.
Of the remaining 21 percent of the containment free volume not directly sprayed, approximately
14 percent have good communication with the main spray while seven percent have restricted
communication with the main spray. Although not directly sprayed, volumes such as those under
the refueling machine, polar crane and bridge, and the lower portions of the steam generator
compartments, where the reactor coolant pumps are located, have good communication with the
directly sprayed volumes and account for 14 percent of the containment free volume. The seven
percent of the containment free volume having restricted communication with the sprayed
volumes includes volumes such as the reactor vessel cavity and those portions of the annular
region between the secondary shield walls and the primary containment wall which are covered by
the operating floor or other floors. Table 6.2-24A provides a summary of all containment regions
not directly sprayed and the volumes of these regions. Additional mixing occurs between the
directly sprayed region and the other volumes due to the recirculation provided by the
containment fan cooling units described in Section 6.2.2. Air from the upper spaces is cooled and
distributed to the lower regions where the spray access is obstructed.
spray
The spray nozzles used are Sprayco model 1713A ramp bottom design, which -delivern5t
drop.across.the ozzl-oes
t-y925-m-cr.one.qvaet.diameter it.h a435.psi -pr..
droplets of
ad....14.3,=gpm.per•.nozzledurin•gnjectionand approximately 880 micron equivalent diameter at
the system design condition of 40 psi drop across the nozzles and 15.2 gpm per nozzle, during

recirculation.

All CSS components which come in contact with the system fluid during storage or system
operation are made of stainless steel to minimize the effect of corrosion. The material controls
satisfy the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.44, "Control of the Use of Sensitized
Stainless Steel," and Regulatory Guide 1.36, "Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for Austenitic
Stainless Steel."
Trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate (TSP-C) is added to the spray fluid to adjust the pH of the
spray fluid collected in the sump to an equilibrium pH of 7.0 or greater. A pH of 7.0 or greater
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will assure that the iodine removed from the reactor building atmosphere by the spraying action
will not re-evolve from the sump liquid as it is sprayed back into the building. Also, the controls
on the pH of the reactor containment spray are to ensure freedom from stress corrosion cracking
of austenitic stainless steel components and welds of the containment spray system throughout the
duration of a postulated accident to completion of cleanup.
System Operation

6.2.3.2.2

The CSS has two modes of operation which are initiated sequentially following system actuation.
These are the injection mode and the recirculation mode.
Injection Mode

6.2.3.2.2.1

The CSS is actuated as described in Section 6.2.2. Upon system actuation, the containment spray
pumps begin operation simultaneously with the opening of the valves to the spray headers. All
other valves which must be opened or closed to assure proper system operation are in the proper
(ESF) position as assured by administrative controls.
to the associated train
Each spray pump takes suction from the RWT through a header common
of SIS pumps...Duing innie.cion with.peak.cotaine.n.tpressurs, th..inmum.flowis 1.875.gp

Recirculation Mode

6.2.3.2.2.2

The injection mode will be terminated automatically by the RAS when low level in the RWT is
reached. The RAS automatically opens the suction line valves from the containment sump, while
closing the minimum flow line valves to the RWT. When the sump isolation valves are fully open,
the outlet valves from the RWT are automatically closed, thus assuring that the system piping
remains full of water. The RAS also opens service water system valves to allow service water
flow through the shutdown cooling heat exchangers. The TSP-C is dissolved by the sprayed fluid
and collected in the containment sump. The containment sump water is made up of borated water
from the RWT, safety injection tanks, RCS and boric acid makeup tanks and TSP-C. The total
amount of TSP-C added when mixed with the total inventory of sump water will yield sump water
with a minimum pH of 7.0 at containment temperatures.
6.2.3.2.2.3

System Response

The CSS will deliver full rated flow through the spray nozzles within 56 seconds after the
containment design basis LOCA, assuming loss of off-site power. The length of the injection
period depends upon the number of ECCS and containment spray pumps running, the size and
location of the LOCA or MSLB, and the volume of water in the RWT.

6.2.3.3

Design Evaluation

The CSS is safety-related and is designed to operate following a postulated LOCA. A high
degree of system reliability is maintained through system quality control, by general equipment
arrangement to provide access for inspection and maintenance and by periodic testing. A failure
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analysis has been performed on all active components of the system to show that the failure of any
single active component will not prevent fulfilling the system design function. This analysis is
presented in Table 6.2-23.
Because of the large surface area interface between the spray droplets and the containment
atmosphere, the spray system serves as a removal mechanism for fission products postulated to be
dispersed in the containment atmosphere. Radioiodine in its various forms is the fission product
of primary concern in the evaluation of a postulated LOCA. The major benefit of the containment
spray is its capacity to absorb molecular iodine from the containment atmosphere and thus reduce
its release to the environment. Off-site thyroid doses are a function of both the rate of removal
and the final equilibrium decontamination factor.
6.2.3.3.1

Containment Spray System Performance Evaluation

The performance evaluation of the containment spray system for the removal of iodine from the
containment atmosphere, requires the determination of spray removal constants and associated
decontamination factors (DF) for the various forms of iodine. The calculation of spray removal
constants is treated separately for the injection and recirculation modes to account for the change
in spray conditions. These removal constants and decontamination factors are then used to
demonstrate acceptable results for the calculation of dose consequences for the design basis loss
of coolant accident (see Section 15.1.13).
6.2.3.3.1.1

Injection Mode

The analysis of the spray iodine removal during the injection mode is based on the assumption
that:
A.

Only one out of two spray pumps is operating at a flow rate of 2000.1875 gpm;
and

B.

The ECCS, i.e., SIS, is operating at its maximum capacity with three high and
two low pressure safety injection pumps; and

C.

Containment pressure and temperature are conservatively assumed to remain at
5.954 psig and 266°F throughout the injection mode.

During the injection mode the pH of the spray water will be approximately 4.4, given the
maximum RWT boron concentration of 3000 ppm. However, the fresh spray water from the
RWT will contain no dissolved iodine and the spray removal constant, X, for elemental iodine will
not be dependent on pH. Based on the methodology of SRP 6.5.2 Rev. 2, the value of X for
elemental iodine during the injection mode is significantly larger than the value of 20 hf'
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6.2.4.2

System Design

The containment isolation systems are designed to provide at least a double barrier to the escape
of radioactive material at each fluid penetration through the containment liner plate. The double
barriers take the form of closed piping systems, both inside and outside containment, and various
types of isolation valves.
Double barriers are provided to ensure that no single, credible failure or malfunction of an active
or passive system component can result in loss of isolation or significant leakage.
A means of leak testing all barriers in fluid systems that serve a containment isolation function has
been provided. The capability to periodically test the operability of all containment isolation
valves which must operate to achieve isolation has also been provided.
Table 6.2-26 provides descriptive information concerning containment isolation barrier or valve
arrangement and design for each containment fluid penetration, including the applicable General
Design Criterion.
Schematic diagrams of each fluid penetration are shown on individual system diagrams as
referenced in Table 6.2-26.
Containment isolation will be initiated by means of a Containment Isolation Actuation Signal
(CIAS) and in some cases a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS). A CIAS occurs as a result
of high containment pressure, or may be generated manually by pushbutton from the control
room. A SIAS occurs as a result of low pressurizer pressure or high containment pressure. It
may also be generated manually by pushbuttons from the control room. The instrumentation
circuits that generate a CIAS and SIAS are described in Chapter 7.
A CIAS will cause all power operated containment isolation valves to close except those which
are normally locked closed and those within the ESF systems and the CVCS charging system.
Upon receipt of an SIAS, the CVCS charging system functions automatically to inject the
contents of the boric acid makeup tanks into the RCS as described in Section 9.3.4.4. 1. The
outside containment isolation valve is located as close to containment as practical as required by
General Design Criterion 55.
All automatic containment isolation valves that are activated by a CIAS or other ESF signal also
have hand switches and position indication in the control room. All isolation valves and
associated piping systems have been designed to operate under the expected dynamic forces
resulting from intended or inadvertent closure under any operating condition.
Containment isolation valves that are located inside the containment are designed to function
under the pressure-temperature conditions of both normal operation and the DBA. The expected
0
pressure-temperature condition of normal operation is 14.7 psia and 10 1F. The pressure
temperature condition for valve design under DBA conditions inside the containment is -5459,psig
and 300'F. The capability of valves designed to function in the post-DBA environment is
discussed in Section 3.11.
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Table 6.2-1A

DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-1A)

Table 6.2-1B

DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-11)
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Table 6.2-1C
DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-1C)

Table 6.2-1D
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(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-1D)
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Table 6.2-2
DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-2)

Table 6.2-3
DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-3)
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Table 6.2-4
DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-4)

Table 6.2-5
DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-5)
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Table 6.2-6

DELETED
(Historical Information, See FSAR Table 6.2-6)
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Table 6.2-7
PRINCIPAL CONTAINMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Data

Characteristics
Containment maximum design pressure, psig

59954
300

Containment maximum design temperature, 'F
Internal dimension
Cylindrical wall diameter, ft.

116

Cylindrical wall height, ft.

171.5
37

Curved dome height, ft.

208.5

Total height, ft.
Volume
Gross internal volume, ft3

2,042,000

3
Net free internal volume (minimum), ft',

,-80,000
1,778,000

Containment design leak rate

Amendment No. 16

First 24 hr, % of containment free volume

0.1

After first day, % per day

0.05
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Table 6.2-8
INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PRESSURE ANALYSIS
(Information Maintained for Subcompartment Pressurization Analysis)
Data

Characteristics
Reactor Coolant System

2908
2250
586
427,706
3551
254 x 106
9740
555

NSSS Power Level, Mwt
Coolant Pressure, psia
Average Coolant Temperature, OF
Mass of Reactor Coolant System liquid, Ibm
Mass of Reactor Coolant System steam, Ibm
Liquid plus steam energy, Btu (a)
Internal liquid coolant volume, cu. ft.
Internal steam volume, cu. ft
Containment System

14.7
53
120
88

Pressure, psia
Relative humidity, %
Inside temperature, OF
Outside temperature, OF
Refueling Water Tank (RWT)
water temperature, 'F
Safety injection tank water temperature, OF
Service water temperature, OF

120
120
120

Stored Water
53,472
5,652

Refueling Water Tank, cu. ft.
Four safety injection tanks, cu. ft.
(a) All energies are relative to 32°F.
Speetrum of Iniial Gontaffinment uoncnatlens Ile
Pressufe-Aalysis
Dprrcirp

12
3
4
5
6
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Table 6.2-8A
ESF PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND NSSS ASSUMPTIONS
FOR MASS AND ENERGY ANALYSIS (LOCA)
DATA

PARAMETER
Initial NSSS Parameters
Reactor Power, MWt

3087
2300
556.7

RCS Pressure, psia
RCS Inlet Temperature, OF
RCS Flow Rate, gpm
SG Pressure, psia

322,000
1001.1

ESF Performance Parameters
SIS (Loss of an Emergency Diesel Generator)
SIS (Loss of One CHR System)
SIT Pressure, psia
SIT Temperature, OF

120

RWT Temperature, OF
RWT Inventory, gal.
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1 HPSI / I LPSI
2 IPSI / 2 LPSI
650
140
384,000
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Table 6.2-8B

I

MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE DATA
LIMITING CASE (LOCA)
(DEDLS Break With Loss of an Emergency Diesel Generator)
Rlnwlnwn Phase

(Release to coiitainnient

atinosphei)

Time

Mass Rate

Energy Rate

Enthalpy

Integral Mass

Integral Energy

(sec)

Obm/hr)

(Btulhr)

(Btu/Ibm)

(ibm)

(Btu)

0.00

0.000E+00

O.000E+00

549.88

O.000E+00

O.OOOE+00

0.01

2.700E+08

1.485E+1 1

549.88

7.950E+02

4.377E+05

0.02

2.654E+08

1.457E+1 1

548.93

1.536E+03

8.447E+05

0.03

2.681E+08

1.471E+11

548.92

2.276E+03

1.251E+06

0.04

2.722E+08

1.495E+11

549.23

3.027E+03

1.664E+06

0.05

2.737E+08

1.504E+1 1

549.35

3.787E+03

2.081 E+06

0.06

2.726E+08

1.497E+1 1

549.27

4.546E+03

2.498E+06

0.07

2.710E+08

1.488E+11

549.15

5.300E+03

2.912E+06

0.08

2.712E+08

1.489E+1 1

549.22

6.053E+03

3.325E+06

0.09

2.745E+08

1.508E+1 1

549.48

6.796E+03

3.734E+06

0.10

3.777E+08

2.079E+11

550.48

7.675E+03

4.217E+06

0.15

4.0t5E+08

2.218E+11

552.41

1.314E+04

7.233E+06

0.20

3.951E+08

2.185E+ 11

553.02

1.868E+04

1.029E+07

0.25

3.981 E+08

2.203E+1 1

553.42

2.41 9E+04

1.334E+07

0.30

3.925E+08

2.172E+1 1

553.37

2.969E+04

1.639E+07

0.35

3.890E+08

2.152E+11

553.29

3.512E+04

1.939E+07

0.40

3.844E+08

2.126E+11

553.16

4.048E+04

2.236E+07

0.45

3.824E+08

2.115E+11

553.09

4.581E+04

2.530E+07

0.50

3.806E+08

2.105E+11

553.06

5.111E+04

2.823E+07

0.60

3.733E+08

2.064E+11

553.03

6,153E+04

3.400E+07

0.70

3.694E+08

2.043E+11

553.22

7.185E+04

3.971E+07

0.80

3.550E+08

1.965E+1 1

553.46

8.193E+04

4.528E+07

0.90

3.502E+08

1.941E+11

554.23

9.167E+04

5.068E+07

1.00
1.50

3.436E+08
2.939E+08

1.908E+1 1
1.663E+1 1

555.31
565.90

1.013E+05
1.456E+05

5.603E+07
8.080E+07

2.00

2.663E+08

1.532E+1 1

575.45

1.844E+05

1.030E+08

2.50

2.315E+08

1.349E+11

582.73

2.188E+05

1.229E+08

3.00

2.015E+08

1.200E+1 1

595.35

2.486E+05

1.404E+08

3.50

1.854E+08

1.124E+11

606.16

2.755E+05

1.566E+08

4.00

1.646E+08

1.025E+1 1

622.71

2.999E+05

1.716E+08

5.00

1.387E+08

8.904E+10

642.19

3.417E+05

1.980E+08

6.00

1.099E+08

7.500E+10

682.23

3.763E+05

2.208E+08
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Table 6.2-8B (continued)
MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE DATA
LIMITING CASE (LOCA)
(DEDLS Break With Loss of an Emergency Diesel Generator)
Biowdown Phase (Release to containment atmosphere)
Time

Mass Rate

Energy Rate

Enthalpy

Integral Mass

Integral Energy

(sec)

Obm/hr)

(Btu/hr)

(Btu/lbm)

Obm)

(Btu)

7.00

8,133E+07

6.190E+10

761.12

4.028E+05

2.398E+08

8.00

5.025E+07

4.481E+10

891.57

4.213E+05

2.549E+08

9.00

2.598E+07

2.352E+10

905.25

4.314E+05

2.641 E+08

10.00

3,435E+07

2.444E+10

711.61

4.388E+05

2.703E+08

11.00

4.567E+07

2.318E+10

507.57

4,501E+05

2.770E+08

12.00

3.825E+07

1.614E+10

421.94

4.620E+05

2.825E+08

13.00

3.603E+07

1.347E+10

373.95

4.712E+05

2.861 E+08

14.00

1.197E+07

4.166E+09

347.99

4.763E+05

2.879E+08

14.10

1.089E+07

3.779E+09

346.98

4.766E+05

2.881E+08

14.20

9.717E+06

3.370E+09

346.82

4.769E+05

2.882E+08

14.30

8.490E+06

2.945E+09

346.89

4.772E+05

2.882E+08

14.40

7.196E+06

2.506E+09

348.20

4.774E+05

2.883E+08

14.50

5.782E+06

2.031E+09

351.30

4.776E+05

2.884E+08

14.60

4.232E+06

1.518E+09

358.73

4.777E+05

2.884E+08

14.70

2.556E+06

9.712E+08

380.03

4.778E+05

2.885E+08

14.80

1.160E+06

5.599E+08

482.86

4.779E+05

2.885E+08

14.90

0.000E+00

0.000E+00

482.86

4.779E+05

2.885E+08

Time

Reflood and Post-Reflood Phases (Release to containment atmosphere)
Integral Mass
Enthalpy
Energy Rate
Mass Rate

Integral Energy

(sec)

Ob(m/hr)

(Bth/hr)

(Btuflbm)

(ibm)

(Btu)

14.91

0.OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00

1303.68

0.000E+00

0.OOOE+00

15.00

4.512E+05

5,882E+08

1303.68

1.253E+01

1.634E+04

19.00

2,819E+06

3.642E+09

1292.17

1.866E+03

2.423E+06

20.80

3.259E+06

4.182E+09

1283.23

3.442E+03

4.451E+06

20.81

1.629E+06

2.091E+09

1283.23

3.446E+03

4.457E+06

22.90

1.639E+06

2.092E+09

1276.36

4.396E+03

5.671E+06

26.80

1.639E+06

2.079E+09

1268.63

6.171E+03

7.930E+06

30.70

1.635E+06

2.066E+09

1263.86

7.945E+03

1.017E+07

34.60

1.627E+06

2.050E+09

1260.58

9.711E+03

1.240E+07

38.50

1.614E+06

2.030E+09

1258.05

1,147E+04

1.462E+07

42.40

1.600E+06

2.009E+09

1255.95

1.321 E+04

1.680E+07
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Table 6.2-8B (continued)
MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE DATA
LIMITING CASE (LOCA)
(DEDLS Break With Loss of an Emergency Diesel Generator)

(sec)

Reflood and Post-Reflood Phases (Release to containment atmosphere)
Integral Mass
Enthalpy
Energy Rate
Mass Rate
(ibm)
(Btuilbm)
(Btufhr)
(bm/hr)

46.40

1.585E+06

1.987E+09

1254.01

1.498E+04

1.902E+07

50.30

1.570E+06

1.966E+09

1252.22

1.669E+04

2.116E+07

54.20

1.554E+06

1.944E+09

1250.48

1.838E+04

2.328E+07

58.10

1,539E+06

1.922E+09

1248.74

2.005E+04

2.538E+07

62.00

1,524E+06

1.900E+09

1247.03

2,171E+04

2.745E+07

65.90

1.508E+06

1.878E+09

1245.34

2.335E+04

2.949E+07

69.80

1.492E+06

1.856E+09

1243.92

2.498E+04

3.151E+07

73.59

1.477E+06

1.834E+09

1242.33

2.654E+04

3.346E+07

73.60

2.953E+06

3.669E+09

1242.33

2.654E+04

3.346E+07

78.60

2.773E+06

3.445E+09

1242.23

3.052E+04

3.840E+07

83,60

2.605E+06

3.238E+09

1242.83

3.425E+04

4.304E+07

88.60

2.460E+06

3.059E+09

1243.51

3,776E+04

4.740E+07

93.60

2.335E+06

2.905E+09

1244.02

4.109E+04

5.154E+07

98.60

2.230E+06

2.775E+09

1244.31

4.426E+04

5.548E+07

103.50

2.145E+06

2.669E+09

1244.33

4.723E+04

5.918E+07

108.50

2.072E+06

2.578E+09

1244.14

5.016E+04

6.282E+07

113.50

2.014E+06

2.464E+09

1223.85

5.299E+04

6.634E+07

118.50

1.925E+06

2.321E+09

1205.91

5.573E+04

6.966E+07

123.50

1.840E+06

2.202E+09

1196.17

5.834E+04

7.280E+07

128.40

1.765E+06

2.094E+09

1186.38

6.079E+04

7.572E+07

133.40

1,677E+06

1.982E+09

1181.61

6,319E+04

7.855E+07

138.40

1.590E+06

1.879E+09

1181.61

6.545E+04

8.122E+07

143.40

1.508E+06

1.782E+09

1181.59

6.760E+04

8.376E+07

148.30

1.432E+06

1.692E+09

1181.61

6.960E+04

8.613E+07

148.40

1.448E+06

1.692E+09

1168.48

6.964E+04

8.617E+07

148.50

1.791E+06

2.267E+09

1265.67

6.969E+04

8.623E+07

148.60

6.196E+05

8.007E+08

1292.34

6.971E+04

8.626E+07

148.70

8.926E+05

1.143E+09

1281.11

6.974E+04

8.629E+07

148.80

3.674E+05

4.606E+08

1253.69

6.975E+04

8.631E+07

148.90

2,995E+05

4.054E+08

1353.51

6.976E+04

8.632E+07

149.30

1.363E+05

1.987E+08

1458.57

6.977E+04

8.634E+07

149.60

3.668E+04

4.888E+07

1332.51

6.978E+04

8.635E+07

149.90

1.553E+05

1.911E+08

1230.51

6.980E+04

8,637E+07

Time
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Table 6.2-8B (continued)
MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE DATA
LIMITING CASE (LOCA)
(DEDLS Break With Loss of an Emergency Diesel Generator)
Reflnnd and Post-Reflood Phases (Release to containment atmosphere)
Time

Mass Rate

Energy Rate

Enthalpy

Integral Mass

(sec)
150.20

(Ibm/hr)

(Btufhr)

(Btu/Ibm)

(Ibm)

Integral Energy
(Btu)

3.985E+04

5.359E+07

1344.66

6.981E+04

8.638E+07

150.60

1.216E+05

1.523E+08

1253.14

6.982E+04

8.640E+07

151.00

7.171E+04

1.029E+08

1435.61

6.984E+04

8.642E+07

151.50

1.200E+05

1.456E+08

1213.3

6.986E+04

8.645E+07

152.00

6.707E+04

8.829E+07

1316.39

6.988E+04

8.647E+07

152.50
152.51

1.151E+05
0.000E+00

1.530E+08
0.OOOE+00

1328.37
1328.37

6.990E+04
6.990E+04

8.650E+07
8.650E+07

14.91

Reflood and Post-Reflood (Spillage to the sump and condensation)
0.OOOE+00
101.65
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00

20.79

0.OOE+00

0.OOOE+00

101.65

0.OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00

20.80

2.257E+07

2.293E+09

101.62

6.269E+01

6.371 E+03

22.80

2.087E+07

2.145E+09

102.81

1.165E+04

1.198E+06

25.80

1.878E+07

1,962E+09

104.46

2,730E+04

2.833E+06

27.80

1.761 E+07

1.858E+09

105.55

3.709E+04

3.865E+06

31.90

1.556E+07

1.677E+09

107.79

5.481E+04

5.776E+06

35.90

1.391E+07

1.530E+09

110.00

7.026E+04

7.476E+06

41.90

1.190E+07

1.350E+09

113.44

9.010E+04

9.726E+06

45.90

1.077E+07

1.247E+09

115.79

1.021 E+05

1.111E+07

51.90

9.298E+06

1.113E+09

119.71

1.1 76E+05

1.297E+07

55.90

8.431 E+06

1.034E+09

122.63

1.269E+05

1.412E+07

61.90

7.262E+06

9.265E+08

127.58

1.390E+05

1.566E+07

65.90

6.556E+06

8.614E+08

131.38

1,463E+05

1.662E+07

71.90

5.589E+06

7.716E+08

138.06

1.556E+05

1.790E+07

73.90

0.O0OE+00

0.OOOE+00

138.06

1.556E+05

1.790E+07

114.90

0O0O0E+00

0.OOOE+00

276.47

1.556E+05

1.790E+07

115.00

9.551E+04

2.640E+07

276.47

1.556E+05

1.790E+07

120.00

1.566E+05

4.329E+07

276.45

1.559E+05

1.796E+07

130.00

2.658E+05

7.349E+07

276.47

1.566E+05

1.81 7E+07

140.00

4.258E+05

1.177E+08

276.48

1.578E+05

1.849E+07

148.30

5.385E+05

1 .489E+08

276.48

1.590E+05

1.884E+07

152.51

0.OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00

276.48

1.590E+05

1.884E+07
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Table 6.2-8B (continued)
MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE DATA
LIMITING CASE (LOCA)
(DEDLS Break With Loss Of An Emergency Diesel Generator)
Miscellaneous Stored Energy Release
Energy
Source of Energy

(Btu)

Amendment No. 16

Steam Generator

3.64E+07

RCS Loop

1.58E+07

Upper Head & Other Internals
Pressurizer

1.13E+07
1.15E+07
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-8C
DOUBLE-ENDED DISCHARGE LEG BREAK MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE
Initial
RCS Coolant Inventory (Ib)
Change in RCS Inventory (lb)
Mass Added by 3 SITs (Ib)
Mass Added by SI Pumps (ib)
(lb)2
Break Flow to Atmosphere
2
(b)
Break Flow to Sump
Error (% Break Flow)

RCS Coolant Inventory (Btu)
Change in RCS Inventory (Btu)
Energy Added by 3 SITs (Btu)
Energy Added by SI Pumps (Btu)
Energy Added from Fuel (Btu)
Energy Added from RCS Walls (Btu)
Energy Added from SGs (Btu)
Break Flow to Atmosphere 2 (Btu)2
Break Flow to Sump (Btu)
Error (% Break Flow)

457,272
0
0
0
0
0

I

Mass Balance
End of Blowdown End of Post Reflood
104,953'
38,809
-352,320
-418,464
272,118
59,409
99,290
0
573,682
477,864
150,215
0
-0.023
0.002

Enerzv Balanc
End of Blowdown End of Post Reflood
Initial
25,325,9243
9,240,063
274,764,348
-249,438,423
-265,524,285
0
25,239,601
6,512,712
0
8,741,500
0
0
36,316,542
13,761,000
0
16,060,463
8,460,860
0
85,233,165
-751,650
0
404,685,351
288,488,400
0
13,224,949
0
0
0.7
1.7

The mass balance and energy balance errors are defined in terms of percent of break flow.

' Value includes the mass remaining at the end of blowdown.
EOPR values were taken from FLOOD3 output and do not reflect the redistribution of mass and energy to
account for 50% condensation of steam flow when the SITs are injecting and the annulus is full.
3 Value includes the energy remaining at the end of blowdown.
6.7-14
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Table 6.2-8D
CONTAINMENT HEAT SINK GEOMETRIC DATA
1
FOR MAXIMUM CONTAINMENT PRESSURE ANALYSIS
2
Thickness (ft) _Asu.rf (ft )
Material
Description
56,059
Type B Coating 0.0005
1. Containment Walls and Dome2
0.0208333
Steel
0.01
Air

2.

3.75
Concrete
Type C Coating 0.00075
0.0208333
Steel
0.01
Air

2
Containment Walls

3.75
0.0208333
Stainless Steel
0.01
Air
4.00
Concrete
Type C Coating 0.0005
0.0208333
Steel
Type C Coating 0.0005

20,035

Concrete
3.

Refueling Canal3

4,

Steel Floor Structures

5.

Steel Floor Structures

0.0078125
Type C Coating 0.010667
1.096
Concrete
Type C Coating 0.010667
1.5
Concrete
2.0
Concrete
Type C Coating 0.005458
2.0
Concrete
Type D Coating 0.0005
0.0625
Steel

18,000

34,824
44,700

Steel

6.

Concrete Floor Structures

7.

Base Slab and Sump

8.
9.

Unlined Concrete Walls & Structures
Uninsulated Concrete Walls

10. Polar Crane Rail Support

Type D Coating 0.00092
0.01568
Steel
Type D Coating 0.00092
0,03125
Steel

11. Trolley Steel
12. Box Girders

Steel

13. Elevator

'Areas shown are those in contact with the containment atmosphere
is effective as a result of combining similar thickness walls
3 One side of wall is exposed to containment atmosphere, one side is insulated
2 Thickness

Amendment No. 16
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0.002667

11,500
9,300
42,584
13,116
8,542
40,371
6,020
7,110

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-8D (continued)

CONTAINMENT HEAT SINK GEOMETRIC DATA
1
FOR MAXIMUM CONTAINMENT PRESSURE ANALYSIS
Description
14. Main Steam Pipe and Restraints
15. Spray Header and H2 Recombiner
16. Cable Trays
17.
18.
19.
20.

Conduit
Refueling Apparatus
Heating and Vent Ducts
Safety Injection Tanks

21. Containment Walls and Dome with Stiffeners

22. Concrete Walls with Stiffeners

Thickness (ft)
Material
Type C Coating 0.0005
0.05208
Steel

(ft2)

4,600
2,101

Stainless Steel

0.01

Steel
Conduit
Stainless Steel

0.003458
0.0104417
0.03125

11,620
4,541
2,075

Steel
Type C Coating
Steel
Type B Coating

0.0067167
0.0005
0.1529

22,690
3,796

Steel
Air

0.0005
1.1975
0.01

Concrete

2.57333

Type C Coating 0.00075
1.27
Steel
0.01
Air
2.50083
Concrete

shown are those in contact with the containment atmosphere
6.7-16
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As~f..

575

265

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
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Table 6.2-8E

I

HEAT SINK THERMODYNAMIC DATA
And
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Thermal Properties for Heat Sinks
Heat Capacity (Btu/ft&,°F)
Material
N/A
Type A Coating
30
Type B Coating
33
Type C Coating
30
Type D Coating
Concrete
Carbon Steel
Stainless Steel
Air
Conduit

30
54
54
0.017
42

Heat Transfer Coefficients
Region
Sump Liquid to Containment Atmosphere
Containment Sump and Floor to Sump Liquid
Heat Sink Surfaces Exposed to Outside Air.
Sink Surfaces Exposed to Containment Atmosphere

Amendment No. 16
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Thermal Conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-°F)
N/A
0.9
0.1
7.4
0.8
25
10
1.0
62

Heat Transfer Coefficient (Btu/hr-ft2-°F)
0.0
0.4
2.0
Modified Tagami

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

I

Table 6.2-8F
CONDITIONS
ESF PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND CONTAINMENT INITIAL
(LOCA)
FOR CONTAINMENT PRESSURE RESPONSE ANALYSIS
PERFORMANCE DATA

ESF SYSTEM
Containment Air Coolers
Actuation (CPH), psia
Actuation Delay Time, sec.'
Heat Removal per Train

20.7
52.0
See Table 6.2-81
See Figure 6.2-3B

Service Water Temperature, OF
Containment Spray
Actuation Signal (CPHH)
Actuation Delay Time, sec.,
Flow Rate (pre-RAS) per pump, gpm
Flow Rate (post-RAS) per pump, gpm

25.7
53.62

1875
2000
120

Temperature (pre-RAS), OF
Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchangers
Heat Transfer Area, ft2
2
Overall Heat Transfer Coef., Btu/hr-ft -OF
Service Water Flow Rate (post-RAS), gpm

5220 per unit
155.5
3350
See Figure 6.2-3B

Service Water Temperature, °F
INITIAL CONTAINMENT CONDITIONS
Pressure, psia
Temperature, OF
Relative Humidity, %
Leakage
Outside Temperature, °F

'Assumes a loss of offsite power

2This includes 11 seconds fill time for spray header
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DATA
16
140
0
None
90

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
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Table 6.2-8G
MAXIMUM CONTAINMENT PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE RESULTS (LOCA)
Break Location

Single Failure

Break Size
(fte)

Pressure
(psig)

Time of Peak
Pressure (sec)

Temperature
(OF)

RCP Discharge

9.82

1 Containment Spray Train

57.1

143.6

290

RCP Discharge
RCP Suction

9.82

1 EDG

57.7

149.0

291

9.82

1 Containment Spray Train

53.9

54.9

294

RCP Suction

9.82

1 EDG

54.0

54.9

294

Hot Leg

19.24

1 Containment Spray Train

56.1

10.9

283

Hot Leg

19.24

1 EDG

56.1

10.9

283

I

Note: all breaks were double-ended slot
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Table 6.2-8H
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT
Time (sec) Event Description

1.0

Pipe rupture (9,82 ft DEDLS), reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization begins.
Containment Air Cooling Actuation Setpoint (CPH)
Containment Spray Actuation Setpoint (CPHH)

8.0

Safety injection tanks begin injection into the RCS.

14.9

End of Blowdown.

14.9
52.5
54.6

Safety injection (HPSI) and (LPSI) pumps begin injection into the RCS.
Containment air coolers begin operation.
Containment sprays begin operation.
Containment reaches peak temperature (291 -F).

73.6

Safety injection tanks empty.

0.0
0.5

54.6

Containment reaches peak pressure (57.7 psig).
2707.62 Switchover to sump recirculation as RWT reaches low level.
2600000 End of Analysis
149.0
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Table 6.2-81
Containment Air Cooler Performance Data, Per Train
120 *F Service Water
Inlet Temp Performance
(Btu/hr)_
(OF)

120
130
150
180
230
286

Amendment No. 16

0.0
1.78E+06
6,15E+06
1,49E+07
3.51E+07
6.12E+07

95 OF Service Water
110 OF Service Water
Temp Performance
Inlet Temp Performance Inlet(OF)
(Btu/hr) .
(Btu/hr)
(OF)
110
120
150
180
230
286

6.7-21

0.0
1.62E+06
7,96E±06
1.71E+07
3.80E+07
6,47E+07

95
105
150
180
230
286

0.0
1.35E+06
1.05E+07
2,01E+07
4.21E+07
6.98E+07

1I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-8J
LOCA Maximum Containment Pressure and Temperature Results Supporting Technical Specification
Limiting Conditions for Operation

Case'
1
2
3
4
5
6

2'

4

Break Location
RCP Suction
RCP Discharge
RCP Suction
RCP Discharge
RCP Suction
RCP Discharge

CS
1
1
2
2
2
2

CAC
1
1
1
1
0
0

Notes:
1 Loss of offsite power is considered.
2 No additional single failure is considered.
3 Both Emergency Diesel Generators are considered to operate.
4 Full Flow of both Safety Injection Trains Considered.
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Pressure
(psia)
54.0
57.5
54.0
56.5
54.0
57.0

Temperature
(OF)
294.2
290.5
294.2
290.5
294.3
290.5

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-9
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-8D)
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Table 6.2-9A
ESF PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND NSSS ASSUMPTIONS
FOR MASS AND ENERGY ANALYSIS (MSLB)
PERFORMANCE DATA

ESF SYSTEM
Containment Air Coolers
Actuation (CPH), psia
Actuation Delay Time, sec.
Heat Removal per Train

20.7
30

See Table 6.2-81
See Figure 6.2-3B

Service Water Temperature, 'F
Containment Spray
Actuation Signal (CPHH)
Actuation Delay Time, sec.

25.7
38.62

1875

gpm
Flow Rate (pre-RAS)Y,
Flow Rate (post-RAS) per pump, gpm
Temperature (pre-RAS), 'F

2000

120

RPS / ESF Performance Parameters
Reactor Trip Actuation Signal, Containment Cooling
Actuation Signal
Containment Pressure High setpoint, psia
Containment Spray Actuation Signal
Containment Pressure High-High setpoint, psia
MSIS-CSASActuation Delay, sec.
MSIV Closure Time, sec.

Containment Pressure High
20.7
Containment Pressure High-High
25.7
1.6
3.5
25
18.5

MFIV Closure Time, sec.
Backup MFIV Closure Time, sec.

DATA
16
140
0

INITIAL CONTAINMENT CONDITIONS
Pressure, psia
Temperature, 'F
Relative Humidity, %

None

Leakage
Assumes offsite power available
2This

includes II seconds fill time for spray header
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Table 6.2-9B
MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE DATA
LIMITING CASE (MSLB)
2
(1.94 ft Slot Break at 0% Power With Failure of One Containment Spray Train)

LTime

0.00
0.09
0.19
0.29
0.39
0.49
0.59
0.69
0.79
0.89
0.99
1.09
1.19
1.29
1.39
1.49
1.59
1.69
1.79
1.89
1.99
2.09
2.19
2.29
2.39
2.49
2.59
2.69
2.79
2.89
2.99
3.09
3.19
3.29
3.39
3.49
3.59
3,69
3.79
3.89
3.99
4.09
4.19
4.29
4.39
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Mws Rate
(ib/sec)
4.37406E+03
4.34957E+03
4.33145E+03
4.31468E+03
4.29888E+03
4.28343E+03
4.26804E+03
4.25315E+03
4.23956E+03
4.22499E+03
4.21142E+03
4.19822E+03
4.18458E+03
4.17189E+03
4.15892E+03
4.14617E+03
4.13417E+03
4.12232E+03
4.11044E+03
4.09893E+03
4.08684E+03
4.07544E+03
4.06467E+03
4.05352E+03
4,04254E+03
4.03244E+03
4.02144E+03
4.01092E+03
3.99987E+03
3.98922E+03
3.97888E+03
3.96861E+03
3.95846E+03
3.94824E+03
3.93878E+03
3,92825E+03
3,9191 1E+03
3.90888E+03
3.89988E+03
3.89039E+03
3.88130E+03
3.87161E+03
3.86282E+03
3.85434E+03
3.84508E+03

!

Energy Rate
(Btu/sec)
5.19833E+06
5.17021E+06
5.14946E+06
5,13027E+06
5.112 18E+06
5.09447E+06
5.07680E+06
5.05969E+06
5.0441 IE+06
5.02733E+06
5.01173E+06
4.99656E+06
4.98084E+06
4.96624E+06
4.95129E+06
4.93659E+06
4.92276E+06
4.9091 1E+06
4.89541E+06
4,88214E+06
4.86817E+06
4,85501E+06
4.84259E+06
4.82971E+06
4.81702E+06
4.80538E+06
4.79265E+06
4.78049E+06
4.76769E+06
4.75535E+06
4.74339E+06
4.73149E+06
4.71973E+06
4.70789E+06
4.69694E+06
4.68471E+06
4.67412E+06
4.66224E+06
4.65182E+06
4.64081E+06
4.63027E+06
4.61900E+06
4.60881E+06
4.59897E+06
4.5882 1E+06

Enthalpy

S(Btu/lb)

1188.5
1188.7
1188.9
1189.0
1189.2
1189.3
1189.5
1189.6
1189.8
1189.9
1190.0
1190.2
1190.3
1190.4
1190.5
1190.6
1190.8
1190.9
1191.0
1191.1
1191.2
1191.3
1191.4
1191.5
1191.6
1191.7
1191.8
1191.9
1192.0
1192.1
1192.1
1192.2
1192.3
1192.4
1192.5
1192.6
1192.7
1192.7
1192.8
1192.9
1193.0
1193.0
1193.1
1193.2
1193.3

6.7-25

Integral Mass
(lb)
0.00000E+00
3.92334E+02
8.26279E+02
1.2585IE+03
1,68913E+03
2.11817E+03
2.54568E+03
2.97168E+03
3.39626E+03
3.81940E+03
4.24115E+03
4.66155E+03
5.08060E+03
5.49836E+03
5.91484E+03
6.33005E+03
6.74403E+03
7.15678E+03
7,56834E+03
7.97872E+03
8.38794E+03
8.79603E+03
9.20297E+03
9.60882E+03
1.00136E+04
1.04173E+04
1.08199E+04
1.12215E+04
1.16219E+04
1.20214E+04
1.24197E+04
1.28171E+04
1.32134E+04
1.36086E+04
1.40029E+04
1.43962E+04
1.47885E+04
1.51799E+04
1.55703E+04
1,59598E+04
1.63483E+04
1.67359E+04
1.71226E+04
1,75084E+04
1.78933E+04

1

I

Integral Energy
(Btu)
0.O0000E+00
4.66320E+05
9.82183E+05
1.49608E+06
2.00814E+06
2.51839E+06
3.02687E+06
3.53363E+06
4,03875E+06
4,54223E+06
5.04410E+06
5.54442E+06
6.04319E+06
6.54047E+06
7.03628E+06
7,53062E+06
8.02355E+06
8.51505E+06
9.00519E+06
9.49396E+06
9,98141E+06
1.04675E+07
1.09523E+07
1. 14359E+07
1. 19182E+07
1.23992E+07
1,28790E+07
1.33576E+07
1.38350E+07
1,43 11IE+07
1.47860E+07
1,52597E+07
1,57322E+07
1.62035E+07
1,66737E+07
1.71427E+07
1.76106E+07
180773E+07
1.85430E+07
1,90076E+07
1,94711E+07
1.99335E+07
2.03949E+07
2.08552E+07
2.13145E+07

.1

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-9B (continued)

4.49
4.59
4,69
4.79
4.89
4.99
5.09
5.19
5.29
5.39
5.49
5.59
5.69
5.79
5,89
5.99
6.09
6.19
6.29
6.39
6.49
6.59
6.69
6.79
6.89
6.99
7.09
7.19
7.29
7.39
7.49
7.59
7.69
7.79
7.89
7.99
8.09
8.19
8.29
8.39
8.49
8.59
8.69
8.79
8.89
8.99
9.09
9.19

Amendment No. 16

Energy Rate
Mass Rate
0sec)
(Btu/sec) j
4.57856E+06
3.83676E+03
4.56793E+06
3.82762E+03
4.55827E+06
3.81930E+03
4.54854E+06
3.81093E+03
4,53868E+06
3.80245E+03
4.52979E+06
3.79478E+03
4.52069E+06
3.78695E+03
4.51130E+06
3.77888E+03
4.50147E+06
3.77044E+03
4.49256E+06
3,76277E+03
4.48436E+06
3.75571E+03
4.4748 IE+06
3.74752E+03
4.46678E+06
3.74059E+03
4,45739E+06
3.73254E+03
4.44948E+06
3.72573E+03
4.44117E+06
3.71860E+03
4.43236E+06
3.71104E+03
4.42499E+06
3.70469E+03
4.41603E+06
3.69702E+03
4,39579E+06
3.67939E+03
4.34664E+06
3.63763E+03
4.32423E+06
3.61855E+03
4.30712E+06
3.60388E+03
4.29091E+06
3.58996E+03
4.27475E+06
3.57611E+03
4.25988E+06
3.56334E+03
4.24416E+06
3.54987E+03
4.22783E+06
3.53590E+03
4.21271E+06
3.52295E+03
4.19885E+06
3.51106E+03
4.18436E+06
3.49866E+03
4.16984E+06
3.48624E+03
4.15489E+06
3.47346E+03
4.14103E+06
3.46161E+03
4.12718E+06
3.44977E+03
4.11344E+06
3.43802E+03
4.10074E+06
3.42716E+03
4.08760E+06
3.41593E+03
4.07444E+06
3.40469E+03
4.06096E+06
3.39319E+03
4.04892E+06
3.38290E+03
4.03668E+06
3.37244E+03
4.02428E+06
3.36186E+03
4.01178E+06
3.35120E+03
3.99917E+06
3.34046E+03
3.98795E+06
3.33087E+03
3.97634E+06
3.32097E+03
3.96475E+06
3.31108E+03

I

Enthalpy
(BtuAb)
1193.3
1193.4
1193.5
1193.6
1193.6
1193.7
1193.8
1193.8
1193.9
1194.0
1194.0
1194.1
1194.1
1194.2
1194.3
1194.3
1194.4
1194.4
1194.5
1194.7
1194.9
1195.0
1195.1
1195.3
1195.4
1195.5
1195.6
1195.7
1195.8
1195.9
1196.0
1196.1
1196.2
1196.3
1196.4
1196.5
1196.5
1196.6
1196.7
1196.8
1196.9
1197.0
1197.0
1197.1
1197.2
1197.3
1197.3
1197.4

6.7-26

Integral Mass
1,82774E+04
1.86606E+04
1.90429E+04
1.94244E+04
1.98050E+04
2.01849E+04
2.05639E+04
2.09422E+04
2.13196E+04
2. 16962E+04
2.2072 IE+04
2.24472E+04
2,28216E+04
2.31952E+04
2.35681E+04
2.39403E+04
2.43117E+04
2,46825E+04
2.50525E+04
2.54217E+04
2.5787 IE+04
2.61497E+04
2,65108E+04
2.68704E+04
2,72287E+04
2.75855E+04
2.7941 1E+04
2.82953E+04
2.86482E+04
2.89998E+04
2.93502E+04
2.96993E+04
3.00472E+04
3.03940E+04
3.07395E+04
3.10839E+04
3.1427 IE+04
3.17692E+04
3,21101E+04
3.24500E+04
3.27888E+04
3.3 1265E+04
3.34631E+04
3.37987E+04
3.41332E+04
3.44668E+04
3.47993E+04
3.51308E+04

I

Integral Energy
(Btu)
2.17728E+07
2.22301E+07
2.26864E+07
2.31417E+07
2.35960E+07
2.40494E+07
2.45019E+07
2.49534E+07
2.54040E+07
2.58537E+07
2.63025E+07
2.67504E+07
2,71974E+07
2.76436E+07
2.80889E+07
2.85334E+07
2.89770E+07
2.94199E+07
2.98619E+07
3.03029E+07
3.07394E+07
3.11728E+07
3.16043E+07
3.20341E+07
3.24623E+07
3.28889E+07
3.33 140E+07
3.37375E+07
3.41595E+07
3.45800E+07
3.49990E+07
3.54166E+07
3.58328E+07
3.62475E+07
3.66609E+07
3.70729E+07
3.74835E+07
3.78929E+07
3.83009E+07
3.87076E+07
3.91131E+07
3,95173E+07
3.99202E+07
4.03219E+07
4.07225E+07
4.11218E+07
4.15199E+07
4.19169E+07

I

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-9B (continued)

9.29
9.39
9.49
9.59
9.69
9.79
9.89
9.99
10.09
10.19
10.29
10.39
10.49
10.59
10.69
10.79
10.89
10.99
11.09
11.19
11.29
11.39
11.49
11.59
11.69
11.79
11.89
11.99
12.09
12.19
12.29
12.39
12.49
12.59
12.69
12.79
12.89
12.99
13.09
13.19
13.29
13.39
13.49
13,59
13.69
13.79
13.89

Amendment No. 16

Mass Rate
b/sec)
3.30123E+03
3.29139E+03
3.28145E+03
3.27233E+03
3.26306E+03
3.25297E+03
3.24402E+03
3.23463E+03
3.22635E+03
3.21726E+03
3.20779E+03
3,19962E+03
3.19102E+03
3.18246E+03
3.17394E+03
3.16509E+03
3.15666E+03
3.14824E+03
3.13986E+03
3.13151E+03
3,12354E+03
3.11557E+03
3.10727E+03
3.09934E+03
3.09144E+03
3.08356E+03
3.07567E+03
3.06780E+03
3.06053E+03
3.05255E+03
3,04529E+03
3.03731E+03
3.02996E+03
3.02262E+03
3.01525E+03
3.00791E+03
3.00058E+03
2,99321E+03
2.98660E+03
2.97907E+03
2.97241E+03
2.96492E+03
2.95814E+03
2.92815E+03
2.91804E+03
2.90795E+03
2.89806E+03

Energy Rate

L

Enthalpy

(Btu/lb)

(Btusec)
3.95318E+06
3.94164E+06
3.92996E+06
3.91927E+06
3.90839E+06
3.89652E+06
3.88601E+06
3.87497E+06
3.86527E+06
3.85457E+06
3.84343E+06
3.83384E+06
3.82373E+06
3.81367E+06
3.80365E+06
3.79322E+06
3.78330E+06
3.77339E+06
3.76352E+06
3.75370E+06
3.74432E+06
3.73493E+06
3.72515E+06
3.71581E+06
3.70651E+06
3.69722E+06
3.68791E+06
3.67864E+06
3.67008E+06
3.66067E+06
3.65212E+06
3.64269E+06
3.63403E+06
3.62537E+06
3.61668E+06
3.60801E+06
3.59936E+06
3.59066E+06
3.58286E+06
3.57396E+06
3.56611E+06
3.55726E+06
3.54924E+06
3.51328E+06
3.50133E+06
3.48941E+06
3.47772E+06

1197.5
1197.6
1197.6
1197.7
1197.8
1197.8
1197.9
1198.0
1198.0
1198.1
1198.2
1198.2
1198.3
1198.3
1198.4
1198.5
1198.5
1198.6
1198.6
1198.7
1198.7
1198.8
1198.9
1198.9
1199.0
1199.0
1199.1
1199.1
1199.2
1199.2
1199.3
1199.3
1199.4
1199.4
1199.5
1199.5
1199.6
1199.6
1199.7
1199.7
1199.7
1199.8
1199.8
1199.8
1199.9
1200.0
1200.0

6.7-27

I

Integral Mass
3,54613E+04
3.57909E+04
3.61195E+04
3.64471E+04
3.67738E+04
3.70996E+04
3.74244E+04
3.77484E+04
3.80714E+04
3.83935E+04
3.87148E+04
3.90351E+04
3.93546E+04
3.96732E+04
3,99910E+04
4.03079E+04
4.06239E+04
4.09391E+04
4,12535E+04
4.15670E+04
4.18798E+04
4.21917E+04
4.25028E+04
4.2813 IE+04
4.31226E+04
4.34313E+04
4.37392E+04
4.40464E+04
4.43528E+04
4.46584E+04
4.49632E+04
4.52673E+04
4.55707E+04
4.58733E+04
4.61751E+04
4.64763E+04
4.67767E+04
4.70763E+04
4.73753E+04
4.76735E+04
4.79710E+04
4.82679E+04
4.85640E+04
4.88590E+04
4,91512E+04
4.94425E+04
4.97327E+04

Integral Energy

I, 4.23127E+07

.1

4.27073E+07
4.3 1008E+07
4.34933E+07
4.38846E+07
4.42748E+07
4,46639E+07
4.50519E+07
4.54389E+07
4.58248E+07
4.62097E+07
4.65936E+07
4.69764E+07
4.73582E+07
4.77390E+07
4.81188E+07
4.84976E+07
4.88753E+07
4.92521E+07
4.96279E+07
5.00028E+07
5,03767E+07
5.07497E+07
5.11217E+07
5.14928E+07
5.18629E+07
5.22322E+07
5.26005E+07
5.29679E+07
5.33344E+07
5.36999E+07
5.40646E+07
5.44285E+07
5.47914E+07
5.51535E+07
5.55147E+07
5.58750E+07
5.62345E+07
5.6593 1E+07
5,69509E+07
5.73078E+07
5.76639E+07
5.80192E+07
5.83732E+07
5,87238E+07
5,90733E+07
5.94216E+07

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-9B (continued)
Timez
13.99
14.09
14.19
14.29
14.39
14.49
14.59
14.69
14.79
14.89
14,99
15.09
15.19
15.29
15.39
15.49
15.59
15.69
15.79
15.89
15.99
16.09
16.19
16.29
16.39
16.49
16.59
16.69
16.79
16.89
16.99
17.09
17.19
17.29
17.39
17.49
17.59
17.69
17.79
17.89
17.99
18.09
18.19
18.29
18.39
18.49
18.59

Amendment No. 16

Mass Rate
b/sec)
2.88814E+03
2.87845E+03
2.86887E+03
2.85942E+03
2.84987E+03
2.84061E+03
2.83134E+03
2.82212E+03
2.81293E+03
2.80408E+03
2.79529E+03
2.78642E+03
2.77749E+03
2.76889E+03
2.7603 1E+03
2.75201E+03
2.74339E+03
2.73530E+03
2.72738E+03
2.71964E+03
2.71173E+03
2.70392E+03
2.69651E+03
2.68889E+03
2.68133E+03
2.67381E+03
2.66662E+03
2.65914E+03
2.65197E+03
2.64477E+03
2.63783E+03
2.63054E+03
2.62377E+03
2.61661E+03
2.60996E+03
2.60318E+03
2.59627E+03
2.58950E+03
2.58286E+03
2.57626E+03
2.56962E+03
2.56339E+03
2.55692E+03
2.55024E+03
2.54389E+03
2.53756E+03
2.53155E+03

Energy
Rate
0Btulsec)
3.46600E+06
3.45454E+06
3.44320E+06
3.43204E+06
3.42073E+06
3.40977E+06
3.39880E+06
3.38789E+06
3.37701E+06
3.36653E+06
3.35612E+06
3.34561E+06
3.33503E+06
3.32485E+06
3.31469E+06
3.30485E+06
3.29463E+06
3.28505E+06
3.27566E+06
3.26648E+06
3.25710E+06
3.24785E+06
3.23907E+06
3.23003E+06
3.22106E+06
3.21214E+06
3.20361E+06
3.19474E+06
3.18623E+06
3.17769E+06
3.16945E+06
3.16080E+06
3.15276E+06
3.14426E+06
3.13637E+06
3.12832E+06
3.1201 1E+06
3.11206E+06
3.10418E+06
3.09634E+06
3.08844E+06
3.08104E+06
3.07336E+06
3.06541E+06
3.05786E+06
3.05034E+06
3.04318E+06

Enthalpy
(Btu/Ib)
1200.1
1200.1
1200.2
1200.3
1200.3
1200.4
1200.4
1200.5
1200.5
1200.6
1200.6
1200.7
1200.7
1200.8
1200.8
1200.9
1200.9
1201.0
1201.0
1201.1
1201.1
1201.2
1201.2
1201.3
1201.3
1201.3
1201.4
1201.4
1201.5
1201.5
1201.5
1201.6
1201.6
1201.7
1201.7
1201.7
1201.8
1201.8
1201.8
1201.9
1201.9
1201.9
1202.0
1202.0
1202.0
1202.1
1202.1

I

6.7-28

Integral Mass

L

5.00220E+04
5.03103E+04
5.05976E+04
5.08839E+04
5.11694E+04
5.14538E+04
5.17374E+04
5.20200E+04
5.23017E+04
5.25825E+04
5.28624E+04
5.31415E+04
5.34196E+04
5.36969E+04
5.39733E+04
5.42489E+04
5,45236E+04
5.47975E+04
5.50706E+04
5.53429E+04
5.56144E+04
5,58852E+04
5.61551E+04
5.64244E+04
5.66928E+04
5.69606E+04
5.72276E+04
5.74938E+04
5.77593E+04
5.80241E+04
5.82882E+04
5.85516E+04
5.88143E+04
5.90763E+04
5.93376E+04
5.95982E+04
5.98581E+04
6.01174E+04
6.03760E+04
6.06339E+04
6.08912E+04
6.11478E+04
6.14038E+04
6.16591E+04
6.19138E+04
6.21678E+04
6.24213E+04

I

Integral Energy

(Btu)

5.97687E+07
6.01147E+07
6.04595E+07
6.08032E+07
6.11458E+07
6.14873E+07
6.18276E+07
6.21669E+07
6.25051E+07
6.28422E+07
6.3 1783E+07
6.35133E+07
6.38473E+07
6.41803E+07
6.45122E+07
6.4843 1E+07
6.51730E+07
6.55020E+07
6.58300E+07
6.61570E+07
6.6483 1E+07
6.68083E+07
6.71326E+07
6.74560E+07
6.77785E+07
6.81002E+07
6.84209E+07
6.87408E+07
6.90598E+07
6.93780E+07
6.96953E+07
7.001 17E+07
7.03274E+07
7.06422E+07
7.09562E+07
7.12694E+07
7.15817E+07
7.18933E+07
7.22041E+07
7.25141E+07
7.28233E+07
7.31318E+07
7.34394E+07
7.37463E+07
7.40525E+07
7.43578E+07
7.46625E+07

j

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-9B (continued)
Time

Mass Rate

18.69
18.79
18.89
18.99
19.09
19.19
19.29
19.39
19.49
19.59
19.69
19.79
19.89
19.99
20.38
20.78
21.18
21.58
21.98
22.38
22.78
23.18
23.58
23.98
24.38
24.78
25.18
25.58
25.98
26.38
26.78
27.18
27.58
27.98
28.38
28.78
29.18
29.58
29.98
30.38
30.78
31.18
31.58
31.98
32.38
32.78

2.52522E+03
2.51918E+03
2.51307E+03
2.50693E+03
2.50100E+03
2.49498E+03
2.48915E+03
2.48320E+03
2.47741E+03
2.47146E+03
2.46565E+03
2.45996E+03
2.45435E+03
2.44883E+03
2.42713E+03
2.40586E+03
2.38497E+03
2.36465E+03
2.34486E+03
2,32566E+03
2.30771E+03
2.29020E+03
2.27285E+03
2.25620E+03
2.23971E+03
2.22373E+03
2.20832E+03
2.19296E+03
2.17805E+03
2.16366E+03
2.14924E+03
2.13548E+03
2.12181E+03
2.10861E+03
2.09570E+03
2.08384E+03
2,07317E+03
2.06271E+03
2.0522 lE+03
2.04185E+03
2,03165E+03
2.02189E+03
2.01194E+03
2.00230E+03
1.99282E+03
1.98338E+03

Amendment No. 16

L

Energy Rate
(Btu/sec)
3.03566E+06
3.02847E+06
3.02121E+06
3.01390E+06
3,00685E+06
2.99969E+06
2,99275E+06
2.98567E+06
2.97878E+06
2,97170E+06
2.96478E+06
2.95800E+06
2.95132E+06
2.94475E+06
2.91890E+06
2.89355E+06
2.86866E+06
2.84443E+06
2.82083E+06
2.79792E+06
2.77650E+06
2.75561E+06
2.73490E+06
2.71502E+06
2.69532E+06
2.67622E+06
2.65780E+06
2.63945E+06
2.62162E+06
2.6044 1E+06
2.58715E+06
2.57069E+06
2.55433E+06
2.53853E+06
2.52307E+06
2,50887E+06
2.49608E+06
2.48355E+06
2.47098E+06
2.45856E+06
2.44634E+06
2.43464E+06
2.42270E+06
2.41114E+06
2.39977E+06
2.38845E+06

L

Enthalpy
(ButAb)
1202.1
1202.2
1202.2
1202.2
1202.3
1202.3
1202.3
1202.4
1202.4
1202.4
1202.4
1202.5
1202.5
1202.5
1202.6
1202.7
1202.8
1202.9
1203.0
1203.1
1203.1
1203.2
1203.3
1203.4
1203.4
1203.5
1203.5
1203.6
1203.7
1203.7
1203.8
1203.8
1203.9
1203.9
1203.9
1204.0
1204.0
1204.0
1204.1
1204.1
1204.1
1204.1
1204.2
1204.2
1204.2
1204.2

6.7-29

I

Integral Mass

(lb)

6.26741E+04
6.29262E+04
6.31778E+04
6.34288E+04
6.36792E+04
6.39289E+04
6.41781E+04
6,44267E+04
6.46747E+04
6.49221E+04
6.51689E+04
6.54152E+04
6.56609E+04
6.59060E+04
6.6881 1E+04
6.78474E+04
6.88053E+04
6.97550E+04
7.06966E+04
7.16305E+04
7.25569E+04
7.34763E+04
7,43887E+04
7.52943E+04
7.61933E+04
7,70859E+04
7.79721E+04
7.88522E+04
7.97263E+04
8&05945E+04
8. 14569E+04
8.23137E+04
8.31650E+04
8.4011 OE+04
8.48517E+04
8.56873E+04
8.65186E+04
8.73456E+04
8.81685E+04
8.89872E+04
8.98018E+04
9.06124E+04
9.14191E+04
9.22218E+04
9.30208E+04
9.38159E+04

I

Integral Energy
(Btu)
7.49664E+07
7.52695E+07
7.55720E+07
7.58737E+07
7.61747E+07
7.64750E+07
7,67746E+07
7.70734E+07
7.73716E+07
7.76691E+07
7.79659E+07
7.82620E+07
7.85575E+07
7.88522E+07
8.00248E+07
8.11870E+07
8.23391E+07
8.34814E+07
8.46142E+07
8,57376E+07
8.68522E+07
8.79584E+07
8.90563E+07
9.01460E+07
9.12279E+07
9.23021E+07
9.33687E+07
9.44279E+07
9.54800E+07
9.65250E+07
9.7563 1E+07
9,85945E+07
9.96193E+07
1.00638E+08
1.01650E+08
1.02656E+08
1.03657E+08
1.04653E+08
1.05643E+08
1,06629E+08
1.07610E+08
1,08586E+08
1.09557E+08
1. 10524E+08
1.1 1486E+08
1. 12444E+08

j

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-9B (continued)
Time
33.18
33.58
33.98
34.38
34.78
35.18
35.58
35.98
36.38
36.78
37.18
37.58
37.98
38.38
38.78
39.18
39.58
39.98
40.38
40.78
41.18
41.58
41.98
42.38
42.78
43.18
43.58
43.98
44.38
44.78
45.18
45.58
45.98
46.38
46.78
47.18
47.58
47.98
48.38
48.78
49.18
49.58
49,98
51.98
53.98
55.98

Amendment No. 16

Mass Rate
Ob/se __
1.97417E+03
1.96503E+03
1.95589E+03
1.94721E+03
1.93843E+03
1.93014E+03
1.92192E+03
1.91368E+03
1.90572E+03
1.89776E+03
1.89001E+03
1.88223E+03
1.87466E+03
1.86699E+03
1.85949E+03
1.85216E+03
1.84497E+03
1.83758E+03
1.83052E+03
1.82347E+03
1.81638E+03
1.80947E+03
1.80270E+03
1.79572E+03
1.78903E+03
1.78255E+03
1.77601E+03
1.76932E+03
1.76298E+03
1.75639E+03
1.75009E+03
1.74375E+03
1.73761E+03
1.73132E+03
1.7252 1E+03
1.7 1923E+03
1.71321E+03
1.70729E+03
1.70118E+03
1.69543E+03
1.68944E+03
1.68378E+03
1.67785E+03
1.64972E+03
1.62263E+03
1.59629E+03

Energy Rate
(Btu/se)
2.37740E+06
2.36643E+06
2.35546E+06
2,34506E+06
2.33451E+06
2.32457E+06
2.31469E+06
2.30480E+06
2.29524E+06
2.28569E+06
2.27638E+06
2.26703E+06
2.25794E+06
2.24872E+06
2.23971E+06
2.23090E+06
2.22225E+06
2.21337E+06
2.20489E+06
2.19641E+06
2.18788E+06
2.17958E+06
2.17143E+06
2.16303E+06
2.15498E+06
2.14720E+06
2.13932E+06
2.13127E+06
2,12364E+06
2.11572E+06
2.10813E+06
2.10050E+06
2.093 10E+06
2.08554E+06
2.07817E+06
2.07097E+06
2.06372E+06
2.05660E+06
2.04924E+06
2.04230E+06
2.03509E+06
2.02828E+06
2.02113E+06
1.98723E+06
1.95456E+06
1.92279E+06

K

L

Enthalpy
(Btufb)
1204.3
1204.3
1204.3
1204.3
1204.3
1204.4
1204.4
1204.4
1204.4
1204.4
1204.4
1204.4
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.5
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.6
1204.5

6.7-30

I

Integral Energy

Integral Mass

(b)
9.46073E+04
9.53951E+04
9.61792E+04
9.69597E+04
9.77367E+04
9.85103E+04
9.92806E+04
1.00048E+05
1.00811E+05
1.01572E+05
1.02330E+05
1.03084E+05
1.03835E+05
1.04584E+05
1.05329E+05
1.06071E+05
1.06810E+05
1.07547E+05
1.08280E+05
1.09011E+05
1.09739E+05
1.10464E+05
1.11 186E+05
1.1 1906E+05
1. 12623E+05
1.13337E+05
1. 14049E+05
1.14758E+05
1. 15464E+05
1.16168E+05
1. 16869E+05
1. 17568E+05
1.18264E+05
1.18958E+05
1.19649E+05
1.20338E+05
1.21025E+05
1.21709E+05
1.22390E+05
1.23070E+05
1.23747E+05
1.24421E+05
1.25093E+05
1.28421E+05
1.31693E+05
1.34911E+05

I

(Btu)
1.13397E+08
1.14345E+08
1. 15290E+08
1.16230E+08
1.17165E+08
1.18097E+08
1. 19025E+08
1.19949E+08
1.20869E+08
1.21785E+08
1.22697E+08
1.23606E+08
1.2451 IE+08
1.25412E+08
1.26309E+08
1.27204E+08
1.28094E+08
1.28981E+08
1.29865E+08
1.30745E+08
1.31622E+08
1.32495E+08
1.33365E+08
1.34232E+08
1.35095E+08
1.35956E+08
1.36813E+08
1.37667E+08
1.38518E+08
1.39366E+08
1.4021 1E+08
1.41052E+08
1.41891E+08
1.42727E+08
1.43559E+08
1.44389E+08
1.45216E+08
1.46040E+08
1.46861E+08
1.47679E+08
1.48495E+08
1.49307E+08
1.50117E+08
1.54125E+08
1.58066E+08
1.61943E+08

A

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

TimeI

57.98
59.98
61.98
63.98
65.98
67.98
69.98
71.98
73.98
75.98
77.98
79.98
81.98
83.98
85.98
87.98
89.98
91.98
93.98
95.98
97.98
99.98
101.98
103.98
105.98
107.98
109.98
111.98
113.98
115.98
117.98
119.98
121.98
123.98
125.98
127.98
129.98
131.98
133.98
135.98
137.98
139.98
141.98
143.98
145.98
147.98

Amendment No. 16

Table 6.2-9B (continued)

Mass Rate

Energy Rate

(lb/sec)

(Btu/sec)

1.57090E+03
1.54477E+03
1.51939E+03
1.49415E+03
1.46941E+03
1.44477E+03
1.42065E+03
1.39710E+03
1.37413E+03
1.35186E+03
1.32995E+03
1.30872E+03
1.28782E+03
1.26769E+03
1.24777E+03
1.22828E+03
1.20934E+03
1.19101E+03
1.17287E+03
1.15521E+03
1.13812E+03
1.12101E+03
1.10421E+03
1.08764E+03
1.07138E+03
1.05560E+03
1.04002E+03
1.02467E+03
1.00978E+03
9.94824E+02
9.80480E+02
9.66325E+02
9.52647E+02
9.39001E+02
9.25650E+02
9.12626E+02
8.99943E+02
8.86993E+02
8.72774E+02
8.58362E+02
8.43380E+02
8.28501E+02
8.13477E+02
7.98588E+02
7.83754E+02
7.68857E+02

L

Enthalpy

(Btujb)

1.89216E+06
1.86063E+06
1.82999E+06
1.79951E+06
1.76963E+06
1.73986E+06
1.71071E+06
1.68225E+06
1.65447E+06
1.62754E+06
1.60104E+06
1.57536E+06
1.55006E+06
1.52570E+06
1.50159E+06
1.47801E+06
1.45507E+06
1.43287E+06
1.41091E+06
1.38951E+06
1.36882E+06
1.34809E+06
1.32773E+06
1.30766E+06
1.28796E+06
1.26883E+06
1.24995E+06
1.23134E+06
1.21330E+06
1.19517E+06
1. 17778E+06
1.16062E+06
1.14404E+06
1.12750E+06
1.11131E+06
1.09552E+06
1,08014E+06
1.06444E+06
1,04721E+06
1.02973E+06
1.01157E+06
9.93528E+05
9.753 15E+05
9.57265E+05
9.39282E+05
9.21223E+05

6.7-31

1204.5
1204.5
1204.4
1204.4
1204.3
1204.3
1204.2
1204.1
1204.0
1203.9
1203.8
1203.7
1203.6
1203.5
1203.4
1203.3
1203.2
1203.1
1203.0
1202.8
1202.7
1202.6
1202.4
1202.3
1202.2
1202.0
1201.9
1201.7
1201.5
1201.4
1201.2
1201.1
1200.9
1200.7
1200.6
1200.4
1200.2
1200.1
1199.9
1199.7
1199.4
1199.2
1199.0
1198.7
1198.4
1198.2

I

Integral Mass
(lb)
1.38078E+05
1.41193E+05
1.44257E+05
1.47271E+05
1.50234E+05
1.53148E+05
1.56013E+05
1.58831E+05
1.61602E+05
1.64327E+05
1.67009E+05
1.69648E+05
1.72244E+05
1.74799E+05
1.773 14E+05
1.79790E+05
1.82228E+05
1.84628E+05
1.86992E+05
1.89320E+05
1.91613E+05
1.93872E+05
1.96097E+05
1.98289E+05
2.00448E+05
2.02575E+05
2.04670E+05
2.06734E+05
2.08768E+05
2.10773E+05
2.12748E+05
2.14695E+05
2.16614E+05
2.18505E+05
2.20370E+05
2.22208E+05
2.24021E+05
2.25808E+05
2.27567E+05
2.29299E+05
2.3 1000E+05
2.32672E+05
2.34314E+05
2.35926E+05
2.37508E+05
2.39060E+05

I

Integral Energy

(Btu)

1.65758E+08
1.69510E+08
1.73200E+08
1.76830E+08
1.80399E+08
1.83908E+08
1.87358E+08
1.90751E+08
1.94087E+08
1,97369E+08
2.00597E+08
2.03774E+08
2.06899E+08
2.09974E+08
2.13001E+08
2.15980E+08
2.18914E+08
2.21801E+08
2.24645E+08
2.27445E+08
2.30203E+08
2.32920E+08
2.35596E+08
2.38231E+08
2.40827E+08
2.43383E+08
2.45902E+08
2.48383E+08
2.50827E+08
2.53235E+08
2.55608E+08
2.57946E+08
2.6025 IE408
2.62522E+08
2.64761E+08
2.66968E+08
2.69144E+08
2.71288E+08
2.73400E+08
2.75477E+08
2.77518E+08
2.79523E+08
2.81492E+08
2.83424E+08
2.85320E+08
2.87181E+08

.1

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-9B (continued)
i

Time
149.98
153.98
157.98
161.98
165.98
169.98
173.98
177.98
181.98
185.98
189.98
193.98
197.98
201.98
205.98
209.98
213.98
217.98
221.98
225.98
229.98
233.98
237.98
241.98
245.98
249.98
253.98
257.98
261.98
265.98
269.98
273.98
277.98
281.98
285.98
289.98
293.98
297.98
301.98
305.98
309.98
313,98
317.98
321.98
325.98
329.98

Amendment No. 16

Mass Rate
(lb/sec)
7.53630E+02
7,23124E+02
6.91934E+02
6.61424E+02
6.27651E+02
5.92266E+02
5.54756E+02
5.14895E+02
4.72498E+02
4.27696E+02
3.84523E+02
2.91549E+02
2.23272E+02
1.73870E+02
1.44265E+02
1. 150 1OE+02
9.53492E+01
4.6363 1E+0 I
1.56599E+01
1.55860E+01
1.54735E+01
1.52978E+01
1,53997E+01
1.52202E+01
1.53289E+01
1.52291E+01
1.51997E+01
1.51410E+01
1,51822E+01
1,51688E+01
1.50659E+01
1,50791E+01
1,51178E+01
1.51285E+01
1.50984E+01
1.50688E+01
1.50600E+01
1.50193E+01
1.49776E+01
1,50507E+01
1.50237E+01
1.50138E+01
1.49551E+01
1.50274E+01
1.50162E+01
1.49510E+01

1

Energy Rate
Stu/sec)
9.02768E+05
8.65795E+05
8.27999E+05
7.91006E+05
7.50099E+05
7.07254E+05
6.61857E+05
6.13640E+05
5.62392E+05
5.08287E+05
4.56133E+05
3.45261E+05
2.64134E+05
2.05549E+05
1.70471E+05
1.35859E+05
1.12611E+05
5.63722E+04
1.91251E+04
1.90374E+04
1.89049E+04
1.86908E+04
1.8817 1E+04
1.85993E+04
1.87327E+04
1.86121E+04
1.85769E+04
1.85062E+04
1.85576E+04
1.85420E+04
1.84174E+04
1,84345E+04
1.84828E+04
1.84971E+04
1.84615E+04
1.84265E+04
1.84171E+04
1.83688E+04
1.83194E+04
1.84105E+04
1.83792E+04
1.83690E+04
1.82992E+04
1.83896E+04
1.83781E+04
1.83004E+04

Enthalpy
(Btu/lb)
1197.9
1197.3
1196.6
1195.9
1195.1
1194.2
1193.1
1191.8
1190.3
1188.4
1186.2
1184.2
1183.0
1182.2
1181.7
1181.3
1181.0
1215.9
1221.3
1221.5
1221.8
1221.8
1221.9
1222.0
1222.1
1222.1
1222.2
1222.3
1222.3
1222.4
1222.5
1222.5
1222.6
1222.7
1222.7
1222.8
1222.9
1223.0
1223.1
1223.2
1223.4
1223.5
1223.6
1223.7
1223.9
1224.0

1

6.7-32

I

Integral Mass

Ob)

2.40583E+05
2.43536E+05
2.46367E+05
2.49073E+05
2.5165 1E+05
2.54091E+05
2.56386E+05
2.58526E+05
2.60501E+05
2.62301IE+05
2.63922E+05
2.65275E+05
2.66296E+05
2.67085E+05
2167708E+05
2.68219E+05
2.68638E+05
2.69004E+05
2.69093E+05
2.69155E+05
2.69217E+05
2.69279E+05
2.69340E+05
2.69401E+05
2.69462E+05
2,69523E+05
2.69584E+05
2.69645E+05
2.69706E+05
2.69766E+05
2.69827E+05
2.69887E+05
2.69948E+05
2.70008E+05
2.70068E+05
2.70129E+05
2,70189E+05
2.70249E+05
2.70309E+05
2.70369E+05
2.70429E+05
2.70490E+05
2.70550E+05
2.70610E+05
2.70670E+05
2.70729E+05

I- (Btu)

Integral Energy

j

2.89004E+08
2,92542E+08
2.95930E+08
2.99167E+08
3.02250E+08
3.05165E+08
3.07903E+08
3.10455E+08
3.12807E+08
3.14949E+08
3.1 6873E+08
3.18477E+08
3.19686E+08
3.20619E+08
3.21355E+08
3,21958E+08
3.22453E+08
3,22890E+08
3.22998E+08
3.23074E+08
3.23150E+08
3.23225E+08
3.23300E+08
3,23375E+08
3.23450E+08
3,23524E+08
3.23599E+08
3.23673E+08
3.23747E+08
3.23821E+08
3.23895E+08
3.23969E+08
3.24043E+08
3,24117E+08
3,24191E+08
3.24264E+08
3.24338E+08
3.24411E+08
3.24485E+08
3.24559E+08
3.24632E+08
3.24706E+08
3.24779E+08
3.24853E+08
3.24926E+08
3.24999E+08

I

I-- ................
..........
.
.......

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-9B (continued)
Time
333.98
337.98
341.98
345.98
349.98
353.98
357.98
361.98
365.98
369.98
373.98
377.98
381.98
385.98
389.98
393.98
397.98
400.00

Amendment No. 16

Mass Rate
ib/sec)
1.49896E+01
1.49635E+01
1.49140E+01
1.49220E+01
1.49598E+01
1.48542E+01
1.48970E+01
1.48824E+01
1.49201E+01
1.48789E+01
1.48699E+01
1.48812E+01
1.48683E+01
1.48435E+01
1.47732E+01
1.48188E+01
1.48211E+01
1.48065E+01

Energy Rate
(Btu/sec)
1.83500E+04
1.83203E+04
1.82618E+04
1.82739E+04
1.83225E+04
1.81954E+04
1.82499E+04
1.82342E+04
1.82825E+04
1.82340E+04
1,82249E+04
1.82408E+04
1.82268E+04
1.81982E+04
1.81 137E+04
1.81714E+04
1.81760E+04
1.81589E+04

I

I

Enthalpy
(Btu/lb)
1224.2
1224.3
1224.5
1224.6
1224.8
1224.9
1225.1
1225.2
1225.4
1225.5
1225.6
1225.8
1225.9
1226.0
1226.1
1226.2
1226.4
1226.4

6.7-33

I

Integral Mass
Qb)
2.70789E+05
2.70849E+05
2.70909E+05
2.70969E+05
2.71029E+05
2.71088E+05
2.71148E+05
2.71208E+05
2.71267E+05
2.71327E+05
2.71386E+05
2.71445E+05
2.7 1505E+05
2.71564E+05
2.71623E+05
2.71683E+05
2.71742E+05
2,71772E+05

I

Integral Energy
(Btu)
3.25073E+08
3.25 146E+08
3.25219E+08
3.25292E+08
3.25366E+08
3.25439E+08
3.25512E+08
3.25585E+08
3.25658E+08
3.2573 IE+08
3.25803E+08
3.25876E+08
3.25949E+08
3.26022E+08
3.26094E+08
3.26167E+08
3.26240E+08
3,26276E+08
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-9C
MAXIMUM CONTAINMENT PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE RESULTS (MSLB)
Peak Pressure
sec.
psig

Power 1 Failure
102% Main feedwater pump to trip
94.9% Main feedwater pump to trip

55.3

141.8

410

43.1

54.9

149.0

409

43.0

54.0

157.8

407

42.8

50%

Condensate pump to trip
Main feedwater pump to trip

55.4

182.4

405

42.5

25%

Condensate pump to trip

55.3

228.0

403

42.2

0%

Containment Spray Train
1 Train of Containment Sprays and 1 Train
of Containment Air Coolers (Tech. Spec.
LCO case)

57.7

196.6

398

45.5

58.3

196.4

398

45.6

75%

0%2

Note:

I
2

Peak Temperature
FSec

a slot break of 1.94 ft2.
All cases were double-ended guillotine breaks except the 0%Power cases which was
This case does not represent the DBA. This case, however, does represent the limiting case for the Technical Specification

(TS) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO). In addition to the typical single failure peak containment pressure cases

presented in the original FSAR, other cases have been assessed to determine the results of peak pressure conditions under the
bounding TS LCO action statements (One CSS and one CCS available bounds two CSS available and two CCS out of service)
for containment heat removal systems. The results of these additional analyses demonstrate that peak pressures are bounded

by the containment design pressure of 59 psig.

Table 6.2-9D
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
LIMITING CONTAINMENT PEAK PRESSURE ANALYSIS (MSLB)
(Slot break initiated from 0% power with failure of one containment spray train)
Time (sec) Event Description
Start of Event
0.0
3,2
Containment Air Cooler Actuation Signal (CPH)
7.0
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CPHH)
12.1

MSIV shuts

27.1

196.6

Backup MFIVs shut
Containment Air Coolers Start
Containment Spray Starts (time of peak containment temperature)
Time of Peak Containment Pressure

400.0

End of Analysis

33.2
45.6

Amendment No. 16
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-10
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-8E)

Table 6.2-11
DELETED

I
I

(Historical Information Replaced by Tables 6.2-8A and 6.2-8F)

Amendment No. 16

6.7-35

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-11A
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Tables 6.2-9A and 6.2-9D)

Table 6.2-12
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-8G)

Amendment No. 16

6.7-36

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-12A
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-9C)

Table 6.2-13
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-8B)

Amendment No. 16

6.7-37

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-13A
DELETED
(Historical Information)

Table 6.2-13B
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-9B)

Amendment No. 16

6.7-38

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-14
DELETED
(Historical Information)

Table 6.2-15
DELETED

I
I

(Historical Information)

Amendment No. 16
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-16
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced with Table 6.2-8H)

Amendment No. 16

6.7-40

I

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-22
CCS AIR COOLER DATA
Characteristics
Equipment Number

Data
2VSF1A,B,C,D

Quantity

four

Design heat removal rate, BTU/hr (per unit)
at design service water flow rate of 1250 gpm

To be determined'

Cooling fluid design temperature, 'F

120
chilled water
Service water

Cooling fluid, normal operation
emergency operation
Cooling coils:
normal coils

emergency coils -

four per unit
64
finned
90-10 cupronickel
eight per unit
192
finned
90-10 cupronickel

number
tubes per coil
tube type
tube material
number
tubes per coil
tube type
tube material

Fans:
number per unit
type
blade material

one
vaneaxial
steel

Fan motor:
type
service factor
nameplate rating, hp.
voltage
RPM

squirrel cage induction
1.0
75
460
1180
steel

Unit casing, material
Design operating pressure, psig

59

Design operating temperature, 'F

300

Design operating relative humidity, %

100

STesting during 2P-99 will validate the performance assumptions listed in SAR Table 6.2-81.
Amendment No. 16
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-23
CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM SINGLE FAILURE ANALYSIS
Component
Refueling Water Tank Outlet
Valve

Malfunction
Fails to open on SIAS
Fails to close on RAS

Comments and Consequences
Only one of two valves is required to open
Only one of two valves is required to close

Refueling Water Tank Supply
to CVCS Isolation Valve

Fails open

CVCS pressure boundary integrity is still
maintained and RWT drains through charging pumps
in addition to CSS, HPSI, and LPSI pumps

Containment Sump Isolation
Valve

Fails to open on RAS

Both valves on either suction header are
required to open

Spray Pump

Fails to start on CSAS

Only one of two pumps is required to start

Spray Pump Minimum Flow
Isolation Valve

Fails to close on RAS

Only one of two valves in series is required
to close to terminate minimum flow from each pump

Premature RAS (partial)

A) Common valve (2CV-5628-2) - no single

Fails to open on CSAS

Only one of two valves is required to open.

Spray Header Isolation
Valve
No~re: .For containment prezsurer

with no

n

r

incoet jpnwnLmnglfailure analsi.sTabe_.-2, 62-24,nd_.34aremblined
for the Limitjin gCdition for Operaion_-ti-

6,2-8J and_62:.9.

Amendment No. 16

failure or partial RAS can close this valve.
B) Individual pump valves (2CV-5672-1,
2CV-5673-1) no single failure or
partial RAS can close both valves.

6.7-76
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 6.2-24
CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM SINGLE FAILURE ANALYSIS
COMPONENT

FAILURE

COMMENTS AND CONSEQUENCES

Bypass damper

One damper fails to open
after CCAS

CHRS heat removal require
ments will be satisfied by
the two trains of contain
ment spray.

Vaneaxial fan

One fan fails to operate

CHRS heat removal require
ments will be satisfied by
the two trains of contain
ment spray.

Distribution
ducts

Duct collapse or flow
is blocked by missile
damage at one point in
the distribution system.

CHRS heat removal require
ments will be satisfied by
the two trains of contain
ment spray.

grotection considering MSLB in containment. single failure analysis Tables
Note: For containment pressure
6.2-23. 6.2-24. and 10,3-4 are combined with no more than one active single failure except for the Limiting
Condition for Operation Action Statement cases as defined in SAR Tables 6.2-8J and 6.2-9C,

Amendment No. 16
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-30
DELETED
(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-8D)

Table 6.2-31
DELETED
(Historical Information)

Amendment No. 16

6.7-96

I

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2

Table 6.2-32
DELETED

I
I

(Historical Information Replaced by Table 6.2-8J)

Table 6.2-33
PENETRATION INDEX

DELETED
(See Table 6.2-26)

Amendment No. 16
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SAR Chapter 6
FIGURES

DELETED
(SEE REFERENCE 88)
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(SEE REFERENCE 88)
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SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-3A
AMENDMENT 16

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
UNIT
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RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS
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SERVICE WATER TEMPERATURES
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SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-3B
AMENDMENT 16

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
UNIT 2

RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS
TEMPERATURE
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PEAK PRESSURE ANALYS12
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(SEE TABLE 6.2-8F)
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DELETED
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SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-5
AMENDMENT 16

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
UNIT 2

RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS
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DELETED
(HISTORICAL INFORMATION)
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AMENDMENT 16
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DELETED
(HISTORICAL INFORMATION)

SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-7
AMENDMENT 16
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
UNIT 2
RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS
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DELETED
(HISTORICAL INFORMATION)
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AMENDMENT 16
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DELETED
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SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-8A
AMENDMENT 16
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DELETED
(HISTORICAL INFORMATION)

SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-8B
AMENDMENT 16

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONEME
UNIT 2

SCALE:
DRAWN:
DESIGN:
CAD NO:
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NONE
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SHEET

DELETED
(HISTORICAL INFORMATION)

SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-8C
AMENDMENT 16

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
UNIT 2
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CONDENSING HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICENT FOR MSLB
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SCALE:
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SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-8D
AMENDMENT 16
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SAR FIGURE NO. 6.2-10
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SAR Chapter 7
TABLES

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
Unit 2
Table 7.5-3 (continued)
R.G. 1.97 POST ACCIDENT MONITORING VARIABLES
CODE

()DENOTES
RG. 1.97 TERMC'OILUi¥Y CAIEG-ýKY

B09

Coolant Inventory

I

BI0

Degrees of Subcooling

2

TYPE

n

K

yIrNJfl

rYr.

fl1T 'TTA ).TIVV

POWER
OTMDT V
rI,,

CR
tNTQDT

AV

,.

QPflQ

1rflUU1rL-m! X.-A

..

Fuel Alignment
plate to top
of Dome

Yes
(2 Channels)

IE

CRT
(ICC micro
processor)

Yes

0-200°F

Yes
(2 Channels)

IE

2 Indicators
1 Recorder

Yes
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Maintaining RCS Interity
RCS Pressure

I
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2
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Containment Water Level
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B13

Containment Pressure

I

See previous listing.
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(0-56")

N/A

IE

1 Indicator

Yes
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(2 Channels)

IE
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(-15-195 psig)
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I Recorder
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I
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B14
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Containment Pressure
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In the event of an accident some systems are required to function under adverse
environmental conditions to initiate or monitor engineered safety features. Typical
components related to some of these systems are electrical penetration assemblies.
During an accident event these assemblies are exposed to high levels of pressure and
superheated containment conditions which they must be able to withstand without
loss of function.
The following narar-aphs describe historical analyses pertaining to the MSLB. The
MSLB analyses completed for the new Westinghouse steam generators along with
power uprated conditions produce lower temperatures than that presented below
due to the flow limiting devices installed in the outlet of the new steam generator
nozzles (refer to SAR section 6.2). As a result. the historical analyses that follows
are considered bounding for the new Westinghouse steam generators and power
uprated conditions,
In order to examine the influence of accident events on safety-related component
temperatures an analysis was conducted with the Bechtel COPATTA computer code.
For the analysis, a typical containment penetration was modeled as a slab, with a
1/16-inch steel cover, 2-inch air gap to a simulated cable consisting of 0.1-inch
insulation and 0.2-inch thick copper core. The outside surface is covered with
organic paint of 0.006-inch thickness.
For reasons of high containment superheated temperature conditions during a Main
Steam Line Break (MSLB) event (exceeding 400 'F), a transient temperature analysis
was performed to determine the effect of superheat on safety-related equipment. The
calculations were carried out using assumptions for containment initial conditions,
heat removal systems, blowdown data and condensing heat transfer coefficients that
maximize heat transfer to exposed components. A 60 percent break area MSLB with
a realistic spray initiation time of 56 seconds produced a temperature of 410 'F at 46
seconds. The surface temperature of the electrical penetration reached a peak value of
255 "F which is well below the design temperature of 300 'F. This substantial
difference in containment vapor temperature and component temperature is due to the
fact that the energy transferred into the heat sinks is a function of the heat transfer
mechanism. Energy transfer into heat sinks is a maximum as long as the heat sink
surface temperature is lower than T(SAT) since condensation occurs. When the heat
sink temperature equals T(SAT), energy transfer is restricted to convective heat
transfer which is significantly lower than heat transfer by condensation. Therefore,
this change in heat transfer mechanism is responsible for heat sink surface
temperatures following containment saturation temperature and exceeds it only if
superheated conditions prevail over a longer time period than those under
consideration. This result implies that maximum heat sink temperatures are produced
by an accident that furnished the highest saturation temperature and hence saturation
pressure. This accident event is the DBA LOCA which is therefore the design basis
for safety-related equipment qualification.
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9.4.5.2

System Description

The system schematic is shown on Figure 9.4-4.
The CCS utilizes four cooling units located in the containment outside the secondary shielding.
Each cooling unit is equipped with a vaneaxial type fan and two sets of coils. One is a chilled
water coil for normal cooling and the other is a service water coil for emergency cooling
following a postulated DBA. Ductwork distributes air from the cooling units to lower areas of
the building, steam generator cavities and the reactor cavity. The air then flows upward through
the building and is picked up by return ductwork just below the crane rail. Three drain ports are
provided on the bottom of each cooling unit. The drain ports are adequately sized t. drain the
eondensate oeut of the un~its during normal and post aeciden prtin to avoid flooding of the
The drains are sized to accommodate condensate out of the units during normal
eeeling-e...and post-accident operation.
A single vaneaxial fan is mounted vertically on top of each cooling unit. The fan motors are of
the type that have been tested in accordance with IEEE Report No. NSF/TCS/SC2-A, "Proposed
Guide for Qualification Tests for Class I Motors Installed within the Containment of Nuclear
Fueled Generating Stations." A bypass damper is provided on top of the unit between the chilled
water coils and the service water coils. The damper is a positive opening type that will open on a
Containment Cooling Actuation Signal (CCAS) when the containment pressure reaches a nominal
value of 18.3 4-14psia. The damper allows the steam-air mixture in the containment to bypass the
return air duct and the chilled water cooling coils and to go through only the service water coils.
The position of the damper is indicated in the control room. The decrease in pressure drop due to
the bypassing of the return air ducts and chilled water cooling coils will permit the fan in the unit
to handle the necessary quantity of air for cooling purposes at the same speed as required for
normal operation.
Figure 9.4-5 shows the containment cooling characteristics versus containment ambient conditions
for these cooling units operating with 85°F service water.
The containment has four recirculation fans with separate duct systems. The fans take suction
from the dome and discharge air to a minimum elevation of 376 feet. Following a postulated
accident, the fans are started by the operator with control switches located in the control room.
The ducts are provided with duct relief valves, designed in accordance with AAF TR-7101, for
protection from pressure transients. The fans, the fan supports and the duct supports are designed
to meet Seismic Category I requirements.
The fans and motors of the containment cooling and recirculation systems are supplied by Joy
Manufacturing Company and are of the type that have been tested in accordance with IEEE
Report No. NSF/TCS/SC2-A, June 1969, "Proposed Guide for Qualification Tests for Class I
Motors Installed Within the Containment of Nuclear Fueled Generating Stations." This test
included aging simulation including radiation effects, seismic force simulation, and operation
under a simulated environment as recommended by the IEEE guide. The test results have been
documented in the supplier's document entitled "Qualification Tests of a Fan and Motor Designed
For Service in Nuclear Containments." IEEE 334-1971, which meets the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.40, incorporates some minor changes from IEEE Report No. NSF/TCS/SC2
A; the principle difference being that the recommended test pressure of 80 psig was increased to
Amendment No. 165
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adequate test basis since the fans and motors within the containment would not experience
pressure greater than -4-59-psig under DBA conditions.
The normal purge supply system for containment accessibility consists of a centrifugal type fan, a
hot water heating coil and roll type filter. The purge exhaust system consists of a vaneaxial fan, a
roughing filter, a HEPA filter and a charcoal absorber. All components of the purge system,
except interior ducts and two isolation valves, are located outside the containment. Ducts are
provided inside the containment for adequate distribution. The normal purge system discharge to
the atmosphere is monitored for radioactive material and alarmed to prevent release exceeding
acceptable limits.
The containment is equipped with four cooling units to cool the Control Element Drive
Mechanism (CEDM) shroud. The units are mounted on the removable missile shield at Elevation
426 feet, 6 inches and are ducted down to the shroud. Three units operate continuously during
normal conditions with one unit as a standby. The cooling units consist of a fan-coil unit
containing a low efficiency filter, a cooling coil and a centrifugal type fan. The units use chilled
water and are on the main chilled water system.
The reactor cavity cooling system is designed to take air from the CCS ductwork and supply it
around the reactor cavity area to maintain a maximum temperature of 110 'F. The system is
equipped with two vaneaxial type fans. One fan operates continuously with the other as a
standby.
Following the postulated DBA, a potentially major source of hydrogen production results from
the decomposition of water by radiolysis. The elimination of the hydrogen in the containment is
accomplished by two hydrogen recombiners (See Section 6.2.5.). Hydrogen samplers indicate the
concentration of hydrogen in the containment.
A description of the major system components is given below:
Containment Purge Supply System
Fan (2VSF-2)
Type
Capacity, cfm

Centrifugal
40,000

Type
Horsepower rating, hp
Voltage, V
Phase
Enclosure
Insulation class

Induction
60
480
3
Open drip-proof
B

Motor

Amendment No. 1_.6-5
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Reactor Cavity Booster Fans
Fans (2VSF-34A&B)
Type
Capacity, cfm

Vaneaxial
12,000

Type
Horsepower rating, hp
Voltage, V
Phase
Enclosure
Insulation class

Induction
40
460
3
Totally enclosed air over
RN

Motors

9.4.5.3

Safety Evaluation

The CCS provides the design heat removal capacity for the containment following a postulated
LOCA, assuming that the core residual heat is released to the containment as steam. The system
accomplishes this by continuously recirculating the air-steam mixture through cooling coils to
transfer heat from the containment to the SWS.
Any of the following combinations of equipment will provide sufficient heat removal capability to
maintain the post-accident containment pressure below the design value:
A.

all four containment cooling units

B.

both containment sprays-headers or

C.

two of the four
heade

none containment cooling unit-sgrrop and one containment spray

A single failure analysis is presented in Section 6.2.2.
The casing design for the cooling units is of a special nature to preclude the possibility of pressure
wave collapse as described in Section 6.2.2.2.2 with quick opening relief valves incorporated into
the design to maintain post-accident operability. The relief valves are provided on the unit
pressure of 0.3
.ontainment
at a
housing and the supply air ducts. They are designed to cpcn
psig. This cntainent pr-essurc ocurs in 0.03 seeend based en maximum ruptur" rlýievegth
housing when pressure differential exceeds 0.3 sid. The cooling units are located outside the
secondary shield at elevations above the water level in the containment at post-accident conditions
and below concrete floor slabs. In these locations, the cooling units are protected from missiles,
flooding, and from foreign objects falling into or being sucked into the units through the bypass
damper. The concrete floor slabs shield the bypass damper openings from the spray water. The
condensate is drained through drain ports so that the cooling coils are protected from flooding.

Amendment No. 164
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10.3.3

SAFETY EVALUATION

Heat dissipation requirements during plant startup, hot shutdown, and cooldown are normally met
by bypassing steam to the condenser via the turbine bypass system described in Section 10.4.4. If
the bypass system is not available, the atmospheric dump valves are adequately sized to remove
decay heat in the event of plant shutdowns. The 74 percent design capacity of the SDBS (in full
automatic) permits full load rejection to house load without reactor trip and without lifting any
main steam safety valves. Failure of the SDBS to function during turbine reactor power mismatch
will result in a reactor trip and main steam pressure will rise. However, the main steam safety
valves, which are adequately sized to permit load rejection from full power, will open and prevent
pressure rise above 110 percent of the maximum allowable pressure for the steam generators.
In the unlikely event of a main steam line rupture, a Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS) or
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) terminates feedwater flow to the affected steam
generator and provides for timely isolation of the intact steam generator. (See Section
7.3.1.1.11.4.)
The main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) will receive a. CSAS or an MSIS close signal and the
valves will close in 3.0 ±0.3 seconds. The air operators for these valves are furnished with
redundant solenoid supply and vent valves to insure that no single electrical failure will prevent
MSIV closure, If the break occurs upstream of the valve, the valve will be maintained in the
closed position due to downstream line pressure being internally ported to the topside of the main
valve disk. The leakage through the valve in the direction towards the break (reverse flow) will
not exceed 5 cfs. This is less than the maximum allowable leak inward to the containment (15
cfs). If the failure occurs downstream of the MSIV, the pressure acting on the disc will maintain
the valve tightly closed and will show no discernable leakage. CSAS and MSIS are provided to
close the main feedwater isolation valves, the backup isolation valves, and the main feedwater
pump turbine steam supply valves. The condensate pumps in both condensate/feedwater trains
and the heater drain pumps are also tripped by C.SASndMSIS. This prevents the addition of
feedwater to the affected steam generator. A MSIS is also provided to each motor operated
atmospheric dump isolation valve as additional conservatism and to ensure closure. Table 10.3-4
contains a single failure analysis which demonstrates the adequacy of CSAS or MSIS to perform
the above described design function. Either train of CSAS or MSIS will actuate isolation of main
feedwater and main steam. The flow restrictors in the main steam lines limit the rate of blowdown
of steam from the steam generators following a postulated steam line break.
Following a main steam line break, the water level in the intact steam generator is maintained by
the emergency feedwater (EFW) system, which is described in Section 10.4.9. Emergency
feedwater system actuation and control are described in Section 7.3.1.1.11.8. The main steam
system is arranged such that steam is always available to the emergency feedwater pump turbine
driver from either or both steam generators, even when the MSIVs are closed. The steam line to
the turbine driver is routed from a header which connects to the two main steam lines upstream of
the MSIVs. The motor operated isolation valves installed in the header are normally open.
Although the inlet block valve to the turbine is normally closed, during turbine startup a small
bypass line is used to pre-heat the turbine before the inlet block valve opens. This arrangement
prevents thermal and steam shock to the turbine and the EFW system steam piping system. Flow
between the steam generators is prevented by check valves in the lines from each main steam
header.
Amendment No. 1-5416
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load, or transient conditions when crossover steam is either not available or of insufficient
pressure.
The feedwater heaters are U-tube type with integral drain coolers except the 2E3A and 2E3B
feedwater heaters which have no drain cooling sections. The 2E6A, 2E6B, 2E7A and 2E7B
feedwater heaters are installed in the condenser necks. Data for all the feedwater heaters are
given in Table 10.4-7.
The main feedwater lines just before the containment building penetrations and the crossover
piping between the feedwater pumps' suction are furnished with motor operated control valves.
Manually operated valves are provided at the suction and discharge side of each pump and at
appropriate points in the feedwater trains as required for isolation of a feedwater heater or string
of feedwater heaters. Air operated feedwater control valves (2CV-0748 and 2CV-0740) with
their corresponding bypass valves (2CV-0753 and 2CV-0744, respectively) are provided
downstream of the main feedwater pumps just after the discharge cross-tie piping, and just
upstream of the high pressure heaters. At a location outside the containment between the
feedwater control valves and the main feedwater isolation valves, a backup main feedwater
isolation valve was added in each train. The two motor-operated main feedwater isolation valves,
2CV-1024-1 and 2CV-1074-1, the two motor-operated main feedwater isolation valves,
2CV-1023-2 and 2CV-1073-2, and the two check valves downstream of the containment
penetrations are Seismic Category 1 valves. The emergency feedwater line for each steam
generator joins the main feedwater lines to the steam generators inside the containment, just
downstream of the main feedwater line check valves. The emergency feedwater lines are similarly
furnished with Seismic Category I motor operated control valves located just outside of the
containment and two Seismic Category 1 check valves located inside the containment. The motor
operated control valves are further described in Section 10.4.9.2.1.
During normal plant operation, when the plant load output is less than 50 percent of rated load,
and with maximum availability of pumps and feedwater heaters, there may be two condensate
pumps, two main feedwater pumps, and one heater drain pump running in the two feedwater
trains. At over 50 percent load output, three condensate pumps, two main feedwater pumps and
two heater drain pumps may be running in the two trains. When one main feedwater pump is out
of service, the system has the capability to continuously supply feedwater flow and maintain a
plant load output of up to 80 percent of rated. Two condensate pumps, two feedwater pumps
and two heater pumps running can deliver flow to maintain 100 percent output, although loss of
one of the remaining condensate pumps could result in a reactor trip. When one or both of the
heater drain pumps are out of service, 100 percent feedwater flow can be supplied by the system,
but the load will not be full load due to reduced feedwater temperature supplied into the steam
generators.
The main feedwater pumps are tripped automatically on any of the following trip signals:
A.

Channel One or Two Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS)

B.

Channel One or Two Containment Sporay Actuation Signal (CSAS)

C.

high pressure feedwater heaters outlet pressure high and main feedwater pump
discharge pressure high

Amendment No. 4-S-0-6
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GD. low pump suction pressure
DE. low pump flow (may be bypassed)
BE.

low lube oil pressure

FG_.

pump turbine driver overspeed

G_.

turbine driver exhaust pressure high

14I.

thrust bearing wear.

The main feedwater pump for which the preferred trip selector switch is positioned will trip when
the main turbine trips. The active feedwater pump which remains running after a turbine trip will
be accelerated to match the demand of the steam generators to prevent a reactor trip. After a
reactor trip without a MSIS or CSAS, the feedwater pump will be run at minimum speed to
provide inventory for steam generator level control.
The two steam generators are operated in parallel with each generator's Feedwater Control
System (FWCS) maintaining its downcomer water level within acceptable limits. The FWCS for
each steam generator consists of a low power mode and a high power mode. In the low power
mode, the FWCS operates as a single element control system based on steam generator level. In
the high power mode, the FWCS operates as a three-element control system based on steam
generator level, feedwater flow, and main steam flow. The FWCS program logic develops a flow
demand which controls the main and bypass control valves and feedwater pump speed to maintain
steam generator levels at the desired setpoint.
TThe CFWS is isolated from the steam generators by closing the main feedwater valves, 2CV
1024-1 and 2CV-1074-1, and the redundant main feedwater isolation valves, 2CV-1023-2 and
2CV-1073-2, upon a MSIS or CSAS from either channel. The signal to close the isolation valves
will also trip the feedwater pump turbine drivers to prevent shutoff head pressure operation on the
high pressure feedwater heaters.
A full description and logic diagrams for the feedwater flow control system and feedwater
isolation system are contained in Section 7.3.
The total water volume in the CFWS can be maintained through makeup and return of condensate
to the condensate storage tank by means of control valves 2CV-0634 and 2CV-0633 and 2CV
0632. Control of these valves is described in Section 9.2.6. The system water quality is
maintained through the injection of hydrazine and ammonia and/or amine into the condensate.
Ammonia and/or amine and hydrazine injection is controlled by pH and dissolved oxygen
controllers which continually monitor a sample flow from the system. In addition, the Molar
Ratio Control System may be used for chemical addition to control the ratio of cations to anions
in steam generator crevices. The condensate and feedwater chemical feed system is shown in
Figure 10.4-5.

Amendment No. 4-514
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A condensate system fill connection is provided in the existing cross connect line between
condensate storage tanks 2T-41A & B and T-41. The 2-inch fill connection line consists of a
manual gate valve, and a check valve to prevent drainage of the condensate storage tanks in the
event of a line break in vendor equipment providing demineralized makeup.
10.4.7.3

Design Evaluation

The CFWS has been designed with ample margin to ensure that the loss of a single component,
such as when one feedwater pump is out of service, or when one of the two trains of low pressure
feedwater heaters has been isolated, the system can still safely operate and maintain plant output
up to 80 percent of rated power. The loss of one of the four condensate pumps does not reduce
the system capability to maintain feedwater supply for 100 percent load. The loss of one or both
heater drain pumps still permits safe and continuous operation at reduced unit output.
The Seismic Category 2 portion of the CFWS, including the condensate pumps, low pressure and
high pressure feedwater heaters, the main feedwater pumps and the main feedwater piping up to
the motor-operated isolation valves, is not essential for safe shutdown of the plant. In the event
of failure of both main feedwater pumps, the emergency feedwater pumps will be started and will
supply water for safe shutdown of the plant. If there is a break in the Seismic Category piping of
the condensate and feedwater piping, the steam generator level will fall. Low level in the steam
generator will trip the reactor which will also trip the main turbine generator unit and cause one
main feedwater pump to trip.
Feedwater line isolation limits the blowdown energy release and the magnitude of RCS cooldown
in case of a main steam line break. To assure isolation of the steam generators from CFWS after
an MSIS or CSAS, two separate control channels are provided. A signal from either channel will
cause closure of the isolation of- a pvalves as described previously.
System transients initiated by or resulting in a reactor trip can cause uncovering of the feedwater
sparger in the steam generator or the steam generator feedwater inlet nozzles. This allows steam
to enter portions of the feedwater piping and can result in transmission of pressure waves through
the piping. Operating experience at similar plants, particularly the water hammer event at Indian
Point 2 on November 13, 1973, shows that such pressure waves can damage the feedwater
piping. To reduce the possibility of steam bubble formation in the feedwater piping during normal
operating transients, the following piping design modifications were incorporated in Unit 2:
A.

The routing of the main feedwater piping was revised to minimize the volume of
water which could drain into the steam generator following a decrease in steam
generator water level below the sparger ring;

B.

The sparger ring design was modified to cap the bottom holes and replaced with
reducing elbows on top of the ring. These terminate at an elevation above the ring
but remain open to the downcomer annulus at that elevation. This greatly reduces the
rate of sparger ring drainage when generator water level falls below the sparger ring.
In addition, this modification increases the available vent area to which any trapped
steam can escape, thereby reducing the severity of any feed waterhammer transients.
Tests performed on steam generators with similar feedwater sparger ring designs
indicated that this modification makes severe waterhammer events highly unlikely.

Amendment No. 4-61_§
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TABLE 10.3-4
MAIN STEAM ISOLATION SYSTEM
SINGLE FAILURE ANALYSIS

COMPONENT

FAILURE

COMMENTS AND CONSEQUENCES

Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV)
(2CV-1060-2, 2CV-1010-1)

Electrical failure of MSIS or CSAS actuation
circuitry to MSIV.

Redundant solenoid valves are provided on the air supply and
exhaust lines to the air cylinders on each of the MSIVs.
Redundant power supplies.CAS and MSIS signals to these
solenoid valves preclude the possibility of a single electrical
failure resulting in the failure of the MSIV to close.

Mechanical failure resulting in failure of
MSIV of either steam generator to close on
MSIS.

The MSIVs are designed such that they will close upon loss
of air with the springs only. A mechanical failure resulting in
the failure of the MSIV to close is not considered credible.

Affected steam generator feedwater isolation
valve fails to close on MSIS or-CSAS.

MSIS oriiCSA-S-trips the main feedwater pump turbine
drivers, trips the condensate pumps and the heater drain
pumps. Redundant MFWIV closes. (See-Note 1.)

Unaffected steam generator feedwater
isolation valve fails to close on MSIS-or
CSAS.

MSIS oQrCSAS-trips the main feedwater pump turbine
drivers, trips the condensate pumps and the heater drain
pumps. (See Note 1.) Emergency feedwater sy.stem maint.ain
steam generator- water level and chcck valve in an
feedwater- lines pr-events baek flew of feedwater- through main
feedwater-p~i. g

Main Feedwater Isolation Valves
(2CV- 1024-1, 2CV- 1074-1,
2CV-1023-2, 2CV-1073-2)
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Table 10.3-4 (continued)

FAILURE

COMPONENT
Main Feedwater Pumps (2P1A,B)

Condensate Pumps (2P2AB,C,D)

MSIS oC.SAS fails to trip a main feedwater
pump turbine driver.

MSIS orCS-A-Sfails to trip one condensate
pump.

COMMENTS AND CONSEQUENCES
MSIS orCSAS closes main feedwater isolation valves.
Closure of MSIV's results in loss of steam supply to
main feedwater pump turbine driver. All other CFWS
pumps trip on MSIS or CSAS. Note_2.
MSIS or CSAS closes main feedwater isolation valves
and trips other CFWS pumps. Operating condensate
pump subsequently trips on hgh discharge pressture.
Both channels of MSIS-nd CSAS-are appl-ihed tgeac~h
pump. NoteZ

Heater Drain Pumps (2P8AB)

MSIS •r__LSASfails to trip one heater drain
pump.

MSIS Qor SAS-closes main feedwater isolation valves
and trips all other CFWS pumps. Both channelsof
Niedtea pump.
e
-S-Ar~
n

Atmospheric Steam Dump
Isolation Valves (2CV- 1002, 2CV- 1052)

Spurious "OPEN" signal.

Valves are normally closed. MSIS provides backup
"CLOSE" command and prevent spurious "OPEN"
signal.

Steam Generator Blowdown Tank
Isolation Valves (2CV-1016-1,
2CV-1066-1)

Spurious "OPEN" signal or failure of one
MSIS to provide "CLOSE" signal.

Valves fail closed on loss of air. Redundant and
independent MSIS signals are provided to separate air
supply solenoid valves to ensure that the blowdown
tank isolation valves close even if one solenoid valve
fails.
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NOTES:
(1) (-)-The main feedwater turbine driver steam supply valves and the condensate pumps are non-Class 1E equipment and are
nmain
he heater drain, cnnst
powered from non-vital power supplies. Bothbannsof MSS and CSAS wi
presents
6.2.1
Section
feedwater pumps. During a loss of off-site power, these are de-energized which is the safe condition.
an analysis of the most limiting single failure and its effect on containment pressure.
(2) For containmentprssure protctiononsidering MSLB incontainment, sinl failure analysis Tables 6.2-23, 6,24, and 10.3-4 =combined

with no more than one active single failure..exce
6.2-8J and 6.2-9C.

Amendment No. 1t516
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Cooldown of the plant following the accident is conservatively assumed to take place using the
to
atmospheric dump valves. This results in additional release due to the venting of steam directly
primary-to
the atmosphere. Also, it is assumed that the iodine transported through the assumed
0.5 gpm
secondary leak in the ruptured steam generator is discharged directly to atmosphere. A
primary-to-secondary leak is assumed in the ruptured steam generator and a 0.5 gpm primary-to
secondary leak is assumed in the intact steam generator.
the
Since it is assumed that all the iodine contained in the damaged steam generator exits through
for
rupture, the iodine release calculated for this accident is conservative. No credit is taken
decontamination in the damaged unit.
The resulting 2-hour and 8-hour thyroid dose for both cases is less than 10.0 rem and 5.0 rem,
respectively. This resulting 2-hour and 8-hour whole body dose for both cases is less than 0.03
rem and 0.01 rem respectively. These results are well within 10CFRI00 limits and are considered
acceptable.
15.1.14.2

Feedwater Line Break Accident

15.1.14.2.1

Identification of Causes

A feedwater line rupture accident is defined as the failure of a main feedwater system pipe during
plant operation. The main feedwater and condensate system on which these analyses are based,
are described in Section 10.4.7. A rupture in the main feedwater system rapidly reduces the steam
generator inventory causing a partial loss of the main steam heat sink, thereby allowing heatup of
the RCS. Depending on initial conditions, break size, break location and steam generator
inventory, any of several plant protective system actions may occur. A decrease in the steam
generator water level will initiate a reactor trip signal on low steam generator water level. In
addition, the decrease in the steam generator pressure may result in a low steam generator
pressure trip signal and cause the main steam isolation valves and the main feedwater isolation
valves to close. Additional protection against loss of the main steam heat sink is provided by
automatic initiation of emergency feedwater to the intact steam generator. The RCS is protected
from overpressurization by the high RCS pressurizer pressure trip and the pressurizer safety
valves.
If the feedwater line breaks outside of containment or inside containment but upstream of the
feedwater line check valves, steam generator blowdown is prevented by the closure of the check
valves. The consequences of these feedwater line breaks are the same as the consequences of the
loss of normal feedwater flow incidents (Section 15.1.8).
If the feedwater line rupture occurs between the steam generator and the feedwater line check
valves, blowdown of the affected steam generator continues until the steam generator pressure
equals the containment back pressure. However, termination of the feedwater flow from the
intact steam generator as well as the intact lines on the damaged steam generator occurs with
closure of the check valves. In addition, the main feedwater isolation valves close on a main
steam isolation signal or containment sprav actuation signal.
The steam generators are designed to withstand RCS operating pressure on the tube side with
atmospheric pressure on'the shell side; therefore, the integrity of the RCPB is assured.
Amendment No. 4--516
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SAFETY ANALYSIS IMPACT OF UPRATING
THE ANO-2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING TO 59 PSIG

A. Introduction
The replacement steam generators (RSGs) differ in several respects from the original steam
generators (OSGs). The RSGs have a greater water volume on the primary and secondary
sides, higher secondary side operating pressure, a flow limiting device in the steam outlet
nozzle, greater heat transfer area, and a larger metal mass. These differences, and the
differences that will result from the planned 7.5% power uprate will affect the post-accident
performance of the containment building. A license amendment(s) will be submitted in
advance of refueling outage 2RI5 for a 7.5% power uprate from 2815 to 3026 MWt for Cycle
16 and beyond.
Analyses have been performed to assess the impact of the above described changes on the
containment building structure, containment post-accident response, as well as components
inside the containment building for operation during Cycle 15 following installation of the
RSGs and operation during Cycle 16 following the power uprate. The containment has been
conservatively analyzed at a core power rating of 3087 MWt, which accounts for a 2%
instrument uncertainty. The differences listed above, and the differences that will result from
the power uprate being planned for Cycle 16, will affect the post-accident performance of the
containment building, i.e., peak pressure and temperature and the environmental conditions
experienced by equipment required to mitigate the DBAs.
The following sections describe the analyses of the containment response to the large break
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and main steam line break (MSLB) that were performed to
demonstrate the adequacy of the safety system settings and the safety system performance.
The impact on these and other safety analyses by the new CSAS actuation to isolate main
steam and feedwater is also discussed in the following sections. Additional details regarding
the inputs used, assumptions, etc. can be found in the SAR sections in Enclosure 2.
B. Analysis Description
1. Loss of Coolant Accident
The LOCA causes a rapid depressurization of the RCS, which quickly falls below the
shut-off heads of the HPSI and LPSI pumps. The safety injection pumps are the
primary source of core cooling for the majority of the event and will start in response to
a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) on either containment pressure high or low
pressurizer pressure. Once RCS pressure decreases below the pressure in the Safety
Injection Tanks (SITs), the SIT check valves will open and SIT water will be
discharged into the RCS.
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The larger primary inventory of the RSGs affects the hot leg breaks, which peak at the
end of blowdown. Following the initial blowdown, the reactor is first refilled by the
incoming safety injection flow, including SITs, and then reflooded as the core becomes
quenched. The effect of the SGs on the mass and energy to containment is important
for cold leg breaks after blowdown because the exiting steam passes through the SGs
prior to exiting the RCS to the containment.
The refill phase (the time period during which the reactor vessel fills with safety
injection (SI) liquid to the bottom of the active core) is conservatively omitted for
containment calculations. The next phase of the transient simulation is the reflood
phase, which is defined as the time period during which the coolant accumulating in the
reactor vessel increases from the bottom of the active core to two feet below the top of
the active core. At this point, the core is considered to be quenched and the
entrainment of liquid in the steam leaving the core reduces significantly.
During the post-reflood phase, the energy in the RCS and SGs was transferred to
containment via the exiting break flow. The end of the post-reflood phase occurs when
the RCS and SG inventory and heat structures have cooled to the point that the
generation of steam is dominated by fission product decay heat.
The long-term cooling phase of the LOCA completes the transient simulation of this event.
In this phase, the analysis accounts for all residual energy in the primary and secondary
systems and decay heat. This analysis is typically run until the containment temperature
returns to its initial value.
2. Main Steam Line Break
Similar to the LOCA, the MSLB containment event is characterized by the rapid
blowdown of steam into the containment due to the rupture of a main steam line. The
location of the break is at one of the steam generator nozzles. Although a full guillotine
break was considered, because of the integral flow limiting device installed in the steam
generator outlet nozzle, the full break area as seen by the steam generators is limited to
1.9 ff 2.

Until the MSIVs close, the initial portion of the transient is characterized by the
blowdown of both steam generators. Reactor trip is initiated on containment pressure
high. When the containment pressure exceeds the high-high containment pressure
(CPHH) setpoint, the containment spray pumps are started, the MSIVs, MFIVs and
Back-up MFIVs are closed, and the MEW, condensate and heater drain pumps are
stopped. Following the closure of the MSIVs, the flow to the containment from the
intact SG and isolated steam line ceases. When the affected steam generator boils dry,
blowdown to containment ends. The event is essentially over within 400 seconds after
the break occurs.
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Prior MSLB analyses credit low steam generator pressure, reactor trip and MSIS
actuation to secure feedwater. Due to the flow limiting device delaying the time of low
steam generator pressure MSIS, this analysis credits the containment pressure high and
containment pressure high-high actuations.
C. Computer Codes Used for Safety Reanalysis
The safety reanalysis was performed to the extent possible using the original methodology.
Where necessary, the methodology has been updated using methods approved by the
NRC. The following table provides a listing of the safety analysis computer codes used,
their application and basis for use:

no

July 31, 1986

FLOOD-MOD2

LOCA Blowdown
(replaces CEFLASH-4)
No longer used

yes

Original ANO-2 SER

FLOOD3
COPATTA

Replaced FLOOD-MOD2
Containment peak

no
yes

December 31, 1975
Original ANO-2 SER

no

April 6, 1976

yes

NUREG-0800, Rev 1,
page 6.2.1.4-3, July
1981
March 12, 1998,
section 3.2.2 (letter

CEFLASH-4A

temperature/pressure

SGNIII

analysis
Sensible energy inputs
into containment
MSLB blowdown

RELAP5 MOD3

Feedwater addition to SG

CONTRANS

.....

no (was used in the 30%
tube plugging submittal)

2CNA039802)

References to the computer codes listed above are located in section 6.2.1 of the SAP,
(see Enclosure 2).
D. Methodology Used in Safety Analysis
Consistent with the original design analyses, the mass and energy released into
containment during a LOCA and MSLB has been calculated by the nuclear steam supply
system vendor. This information was then used for calculating transient containment
Some of the methodologies used to perform the
pressure/temperature response.
containment safety reanalysis supporting the 59 psig design pressure were changed
primarily due to the vintage of the original calculations. Since the original license was
issued, updates to the original computer codes have been made. Also a revised decay heat
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calculation has been implemented in the vendor supplied reflood calculations. The
following subsections will outline the changes made in both LOCA and MSLB analyses:
I. Loss of Coolant Accident
The LOCA containment analysis is performed in two parts. The CEFLASH-4A and
FLOOD3 computer codes calculated the mass and energy discharged from the RCS
into the containment. This information was used to calculate the containment response
using the COPATTA computer code. This subsection provides both an overview of
the analysis methodology and a summary of the important analysis inputs and results.
a. LOCA Mass and Energy Analysis
The LOCA mass and energy analysis was performed using methods that were
similar to the analysis described in the original ANO-2 FSAR. The analytical
simulation of the LOCA event is initiated from 102% power and is characterized by
four distinct phases - blowdown, reflood, post-reflood and long term cooldown
phase. The following sections will present the major differences between the original
analyses used to support licensing the plant and the revised analysis.
Blowdown Phase - The blowdown phase of the LOCA is simulated with the
CEFLASH-4A code. CEFLASH-4A has replaced the CEFLASH-4 code that is
referenced in the ANO-2 FSAR and SER. CEFLASH-4A is also used for
1OCFR50.46, Appendix K ECCS performance analysis.
Several of the analysis input assumptions for the new CEFLASH-4A analyses
have used assumptions different than those currently noted in the SAR.
1) The CEFLASH-4A code allows for only one wall per node in the metal-to
coolant heat transfer model. A lumped parameter wall heat model is
employed which takes a weighted average of the thermal conductors in each
node, versus the FSAR analysis approaches of using the thinnest material and
ignoring selected material properties.
2) The Colburn forced convection heat transfer correlation is not used in this
analysis, rather methods consistent with CENPD-133P (Reference 1) were
utilized.
3) The CEFLASH-4A core-to-coolant heat transfer model is described in the
The containment related
CEFLASH-4A topical report, CENPD-133P.
CEFLASH-4A analysis models the core as five axial nodes (i.e. five axial
zones and one radial zone). In solving the conduction equation, the fuel rod is
divided into 9 sub-regions (7 for the fuel pellet, one for the pellet-cladding gap
and one for the cladding). The energy transfer between the fuel rod and
coolant is dependent on the heat transfer regime at the rod surface conditions.
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All heat transfer regimes are permitted and are selected on a dynamic basis.
Hence, the code varies the fuel/clad related properties as a function of
localized conditions.
4) The core-to-coolant heat transfer model considers extended nucleate boiling
in the core. The Thorn Nucleate Boiling correlation (versus Jens-Lottes) was
used when the core surface is exposed to primary coolant. When nucleate
boiling can no longer be supported, CEFLASH-4A considers a variety of
transitional boiling or convective heat transfer correlations, depending on the
localized conditions. These are described in CENPD-133P.
5) Core stored energy is based on average pellet and clad temperatures
computed at core average linear heat rates combined with specific heat and
summed for the core average stored energy component from the fuel rods.
Fresh, once-burned, and twice burned fuel were calculated and a weighted
average used to credit the reduced temperatures due to gap closure from
bum-up.
6) FATES information provided for input to CEFLASH-4A consists of
maximum fuel centerline temperature as a function of linear heat rate (kw/ft)
at up to 20 axial positions. Typically, values come from early in core life
following complete local densification. The FATES related information is
translated into five axial nodes for input to CEFLASH-4A.
Reflood and Post-Reflood Phasesfor Cold Leg Breaks - The reflood and post
reflood phases of the LOCA are simulated using the NRC-approved
FLOODMOD2 methodology. The FLOOD3 computer code is used to implement
this methodology. The FLOOD3 code replaced the FLOODMOD2 code and
froth calculations that were used in the previous analysis during the reflood and
post-reflood phases. The modeling of carryout rate fraction is consistent with the
original licensed methodology. The FLOOD3 methodology has been used in
other applications, (e.g., Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, May 23, 1996)
which have been reviewed by NRC. The important features implemented by the
FLOOD3 code are summarized below:
"* Intact and broken loops were treated individually.
"* Specific volumes of the fluids in the primary loop were varied with time.
"* A uniform methodology was used for both reflood and post-reflood time
frames.
"* A rigorous heat transfer scheme was used for treating the transfer of energy
from the loop and steam generator walls to the fluid in the primary loop.
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"* Containment backpressure was bounded conservatively.
", Safety injection flow rates were computed explicitly.
"* The fluid in the vessel was heated mechanistically.
"* SIT and safety injection pump flow enthalpies and specific volumes were input
separately.
"* The decay heat modeled in FLOOD3 was calculated using the ANSI/ANS
5.1-1979 (+2a) decay heat standard (similar to the Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station submittal dated May 23, 1996).
The rate of energy release to the containment is biased conservatively by
considering the heat transfer from the core to the reactor coolant to be always in
the nucleate boiling regime. As a result, the cladding temperature has been
calculated to remain below 800'F. Since the metal-water reaction rate is
insignificant at low cladding temperature, the amount of cladding that would
oxidize is negligible. Therefore, the contribution to the energy release rate from
the metal-water reaction is negligible and was not included in the analysis.
Long-Term Cooldown Phase - The mass and energy calculation and the containment
response calculation are performed using the COPATTA containment code. The
CONTRANS code was used to calculate the heat addition from the reactor
vessel, fuel, and internals. CONTRANS was also used to calculate the heat
addition from the RCS loop and SGs starting from the primary fluid temperature
Residual energy was
at the end of post-reflood period for cold leg breaks.
modeled as follows:
"• Commencing with the end of blowdown, the residual energy associated with
the pressurizer was added directly to the containment atmosphere.
"

Commencing with the end of post-reflood phase, the residual stored energy
associated with the RCS loop and the SGs was added directly to the
containment atmosphere.

"

Commencing with the end of the post-reflood phase, the residual energy
associated with the reactor vessel upper head and its miscellaneous internal
hardware was added directly to the containment atmosphere.

The resulting time dependent energy addition was used as an input to the
COPATTA analysis by adding it to the reactor vessel or directly to the
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containment atmosphere. In this manner, all sources of energy were explicitly
modeled. CONTRANS has replace manual estimates of the heat addition rates.
The decay heat input to COPATTA during the long-term cooling phase was
based on Branch Technical Position ASB 9-2 (consistent with SRP Section
6.2.1.3).
b. LOCA Containment Response Analysis
The mass and energy release data was used by the COPATTA computer code to
calculate the containment pressure and temperature response. The containment
atmosphere air cooler units and shutdown cooling heat exchanger, which are cooled
by service water from the emergency cooling pond, remove energy from the vapor
and sump region of the containment, respectively. Unlike the original analysis,
which considered a constant service water temperature, the time-dependent service
water temperature was used as the heat sink for the containment air coolers and
shutdown cooling heat exchangers.
2. Main Steam Line Break
a. Methodology Used for this Evaluation
Similar to the LOCA, the MSLB containment analysis is performed in two parts.
The SGNIII computer code was used to determine the mass and energy discharged
from each SG into the containment. These data were used to determine the
containment response using the COPATTA computer code.
b. MSLB Mass and Energy Analysis
The MSLB mass and energy analysis was performed using the same methodology
that is presented in the analysis for license amendment 189. This methodology is
described in correspondence from ANO to the NRC dated September 23, 1997
(2CAN099703), as supplemented by correspondence dated February 27, 1998
(2CAN029807), and March 4, 1998 (2CAN039801).
The mass and energy release calculation assumed that the reactor was tripped on
containment high pressure and main steam and main feedwater were isolated on
containment high-high pressure. Previously, the analyses credited a reactor trip on
low steam generator pressure. Due to the flow limiting device in the RSG, the low
steam generator pressure setpoint is received much later. To minimize the mass
and energy transferred to the containment by the main steam and main feedwater,
it became necessary to limit the energy produced by the reactor after the break.
The new analyses credit the containment high pressure reactor trip, which occurs
sooner than the low steam generator pressure reactor trip, to satisfy the acceptance
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criteria. A new signal on containment pressure high-high was added to isolate
main steam and main feedwater flow thus limiting the mass and energy addition.
The RELAP5 MOD3 code was used to calculate the contribution of main
feedwater, including flashing, to the affected and intact SGs. The code simulated
the ANO-2 main feedwater trains including the main feedwater, condensate, and
heater drain pumps, various valves and feedwater heaters. No credit was taken for
the main feedwater regulating valves. The primary inputs to the RELAP5 MOD3
code were the transient pressures of the intact and affected SGs. The time
dependent RELAP5 MOD3 outputs of feedwater flow rate and its associated
enthalpy (to each SG) were input directly to SGNIII. While the mass and energy
release analysis was conducted separately from the containment response analysis,
the COPATTA containment code was used to predict the times for the
containment pressure to reach the CPH and CPHH setpoints.
c. MSLB Containment Response Analysis
The containment pressure and temperature response to a MSLB is calculated using
the COPATTA Computer Program.
E. Single Failure Considerations
For both LOCA and MSLB single failures of equipment were considered. The following
is a discussion for each accident.
1. LOCA
For LOCA the limiting single failure was the loss of an emergency diesel generator
which results in less mass being added to the reactor coolant system due to the loss of
a high pressure and low pressure safety injection pump. The loss of an emergency
diesel generator also results in the loss of both a containment cooler and containment
spray train. Other single failures of only a containment spray or a containment air
cooler were also considered (in those cases both EDGs are available). For cold leg
breaks, the loss of a containment spray train was more limiting than loss of a
containment air cooler. For the hot leg break, safety injection pumps, containment
spray and air coolers were not in operation until after peak containment pressure
occurred; hence, a single failure of these components have no impact on the peak
pressure.
2. MSLB
For MSLB the limiting single active failure was loss of a containment spray train at 0%
power. Offsite power available is more limiting than a loss of offsite power. Although
the loss of offsite power delays the actuation of containment heat removal systems, the
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influence of running reactor coolant pumps, transferring reactor coolant system energy
to the affected steam generator, is a more dominant effect. The analysis also
considered single active failures of equipment such as a failure of MFIVs or back-up
MiFIVs to close, failure of a MFW, condensate or heater drain pump to trip, failure of
containment cooling, or failure of containment spray.
F. Environmental Qualification Considerations
The results of the DBA are used as input for the development of the Equipment
Qualification (EQ) requirements. The current DBA for EQ considerations is the double
ended suction leg slot break with a single failure of the containment spray system. Based
upon the analysis supporting this submittal, a double ended discharge leg slot break at the
discharge of the reactor coolant pump with the single failure of an emergency diesel
generator produces the highest peak pressure and is designated the DBA. The EQ
program has been evaluated to reflect the new DBA. The method used for qualification is
consistent with the original methodology.
G. Results

For both the MSLB and LOCA analysis the peak containment pressure (Pa) was 57.7 psig.
For LOCA, the DBA bounds operation within the Limiting Conditions for Operation
(LCOs) action statements provided in the technical specifications. For MSLB, this
distinction is not as clear since under an LCO action statement the peak pressure exceeds
the indicated accident pressure (but is less than the 59 psig design pressure.). Operations
within LCO action statements are not considered to be normal operating conditions, i.e.,
the time frame for operation under these conditions is considered to be limited. As such,
we do not evaluate DBAs starting from LCO action statement conditions.
For 1OCFR50 Appendix J considerations P. is determined from the limiting LOCA for
evaluation of containment leakage. Pa is not based upon results of the MSLB since this
event could have a release either inside or outside containment and does not result in a
source term comparable to a LOCA. A revision to the Technical Specification Bases is
being recommended to include the new value for Pa. The acceptance criteria for
containment leakage will remain unchanged.
A re-write of the containment peak pressure accident analysis section of SAR Section
6.2.1 is provided in Enclosure 2. The specific containment assumptions used in the
analyses and results are provided in this section. The re-write includes eliminating
excessive detail, and re-numeration and reorganization of the text.
A revision to Technical Specification Figure 3.6-1 is also proposed. The write-up in the
SAR will be directly related to this figure. Historically, the SAR quoted the peak
containment pressure assuming initial containment conditions of 14.7 psia, 120 'F, and 0%
relative humidity. The limiting case considered for the RSG and power uprate analysis
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will be at the quoted maximum temperature and pressure allowed by the figure assuming
0% relative humidity.
H. Addition of Containment Spray Actuation Signal to Selected Components
The Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) is to be extended to provide a parallel
actuation of selected MSIS-actuated components. A simplified sketch of the existing
engineered safety features actuation system for main feedwater and main steam isolation is
provided on Figure 3-1. Figure 3-2 is a simplified sketch that reflects the proposed
modification.
The analyses revealed that low steam generator pressure sensing to initiate a Main Steam
Isolation Signal (MSIS) will not occur soon enough to keep the containment pressure
below the existing design pressure of 54 psig. This is due to larger inventory and the flow
limiting device included in the design of the RSGs. The flow limiting device consists of
seven 7" inside diameter venturis installed in the steam outlet nozzle. The device is
designed to reduce the rate of energy release into containment during a postulated steam
line break. The device also reduces the loads on the steam generator internals during such
an event.
Due to the reduced rate of blowdown of the RSG because of the flow limiting device, it
would take longer to reach the low steam generator pressure setpoint that actuates MSIS.
Analysis shows that the resulting mass and energy release into containment would result in
exceeding the 59 psig design pressure; therefore, a Containment Spray Actuation Signal
(CSAS) will be added to selected components to terminate forced main feedwater flow,
isolate main feedwater and terminate main steam flow upon receipt of high-high
containment building pressure. There will be no change to the CSAS setpoint.
Of the analyzed events in the SAR, only the MSLB and LOCA containment analyses
credit the new CSAS actuation function. The limiting MSLB containment analyses credit
the new CSAS actuation, but the MSLB reactor overcooling analyses do not. The limiting
LOCA containment analysis, with loss of offsite power (LOOP) does credit the new
CSAS function, which provides a small decrease in containment peak pressure due to
isolation valve closure. The decrease is small since the LOOP has always credited tripping
the condensate, feedwater and heater drain pumps. The LOCA I OCFR50.46 analyses do
not credit the new function.
Evaluations were conducted to demonstrate that: 1) event analyses that do not credit the
CSAS actuation, but which might result in containment pressures reaching the high-high
setpoint, would not be adversely affected by the actuation, 2) the design of the new CSAS
actuation, to actuate only a portion of those components actuated by MSIS, does not
adversely affect any accident analyses, and 3) inadvertent CSAS actuation during power
operations produces no unacceptable transient conditions.
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I. Safety Analysis Report Changes
The containment analysis peak accident pressure sections of the SAR Section 6.2.1 will be
re-written. This revised section is provided in Enclosure 2. A marked up version is not
provided for SAR section 6.2.1 since this section has been significantly rewritten and
reformatted to eliminate excessive detail and to reorganize the text. However, a cross
reference table is provided at the beginning of SAR section 6.2.1 that indicates where
comparable information with respect to the new analysis can be found.
Additionally, SAR sections 3.6, "Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with the
Postulated Rupture of Piping," and 10.4, "Main Steam Supply System," are revised to
include information regarding the new application of CSAS.
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Figure 3-1, Existing ESFT Actuation Sketch
for Main Feedwater and Main Steam Isolation
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Figure 3-2, Proposed ESF Actuation Sketch
For Main Feedwater and Main Steam Isolation
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS IMPACT OF UPRATING
THE ANO-2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING TO 59 PSIG

A. Containment Description
The ANO-2 containment building is a prestressed concrete building consisting of a flat
circular basemat (also referred to as a base slab), a right circular cylinder, and a sphere
torus dome. The containment building houses the reactor coolant system and support
systems and is the final barrier against the release of radioactive fission products to the
environment. The containment has a height of 211 '-9" with an internal cylinder radius of
58'-0" and an internal dome radius of 87'-6".
The dome is 3'-3" thick concrete with steel reinforcing bars and has three groups of
prestressing tendons oriented at 1200 to each other. The tendons are anchored along the
outside of the ring girder.
The walls are 3'-9" thick reinforced with steel reinforcing bars and post-tensioned with
hoop and vertical tendons. The hoop tendons span 240 degrees around the containment
building and alternately anchored at each end to two of the three equally spaced vertical
buttresses. The vertical tendons are seated and shimmed at the top of the ring girder and
anchored at the bottom of base slab in the tendon gallery.
The dome and cylindrical concrete have a 90-day design strength of 5750 psi.
ASTM A-615 Grade 60 reinforcing steel supplements the tendons where required such as
at discontinuities and around openings. The tendons are made of 186-1/4" diameter wires
with an ultimate strength of 240 ksi. The ultimate capability of the tendon is 2191 kips.
The inside of the containment building is continuously lined with welded 1/4" thick carbon
steel plate (SA 516 Grade 60) anchored into the concrete providing a continuous leak
proof membrane barrier. The basemat is 9'- 0" thick and is normally reinforced (i.e.,
rebar, no tendons) and is founded on competent rock. The basemat concrete has a 90 day
design strength of 4000 psi and is reinforced with ASTM A-615 Grade 60 steel
reinforcement bars.
Penetration assemblies are fabricated out of steel, attached to the containment liner plate,
and anchored into the concrete structure. These include the equipment hatch, personnel
lock, personnel escape lock, fuel transfer tube, piping, and electrical penetrations.
B. Comparison of the ANO-1 and ANO-2 Containment Buildings
The ANO-1 and ANO-2 containment buildings are very similar (see Figures 1 and 2 at the
end of Enclosure 4). The dimensions are the same for wall thickness, dome thickness,
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buttress, ring girder, and basemat. There are differences of the internal structures such as
the placement of the reactor vessels, sump location, and secondary shield wall
configurations. Subtle differences exist in the two containment structures such as
differences in concrete design strength of 5500 psi for ANO-1 to 5750 psi for ANO-2.
The liner plates are of slightly different materials and the dome tendons on ANO-2 are
moved slightly higher in the dome concrete.
The major differences are in the number of tendons in the three locations in the
containment. ANO-1 has 90 dome tendons (three groups of 30 tendons), 102 vertical
tendons, and 169 hoop tendons (171 locations minus 2 that could not be installed during
construction). ANO-2 has 84 dome tendons (three groups of 28 tendons), 115 vertical
tendons, and 159 hoop tendons. The differences were dictated by the different design
conditions that were imposed for ANO-1 and ANO-2. The two major design conditions
that affected containment design were the design pressure and the seismic design criteria.
The design pressure for ANO-1 is 59 psig while ANO-2 is 54 psig. These design
pressures were determined by Bechtel Power Corporation based on input from the NSSS
vendors -- Babcock and Wilcox for ANO-1 and ABB Combustion Engineering for
ANO-2. The seismic design criteria was evolving during the time these two plants were
being designed and constructed. ANO-1 was designed to the seismic criteria proposed by
Dr. Housner. This was later determined to be not as conservative as desired and ANO-2
was designed to the Newmark criteria. The NRC was also developing its own criteria
found in Regulatory Guide 1.60, "Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear
Power Plants". Since ANO-2 containment was already designed by this time Bechtel and
the NRC reviewed the Newmark design and determined even though it did not strictly
meet the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.60, the ANO-2 design met the intent. For
the design of the containment, all this means is that the earthquake forces used in the
design of the ANO-2 containment are higher (37% for OBE and 21% for SSE) than that
used for the design of ANO-1 containment. This shows up in the number of vertical
tendons required for the containment. ANO-1 has 102 vertical tendons while ANO-2 has
115 vertical tendons. The vertical tendons resist both the vertical design pressure and the
lateral overturning forces from an earthquake. Although the design pressure was lower
for ANO-2, the higher seismic forces more than made up for the required vertical tendons.
The ANO-1 and 2 containment buildings were designed to the same criteria because they
were designed very close to the same time with respect to the required industry criteria.
They were both designed initially to the July 11, 1967 General Design Criteria (GDC)
proposed by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). On July 15, 1971, the AEC issued
the revised GDC which greatly expanded the 1967 requirements. ANO assessed the plant
designs against the revised criteria of 10CFR50, Appendix A. ANO-1 presented this
assessment in Amendment No. 25 to the FSAR. Therefore, the 1971 criteria are the
agreed upon structural analysis design requirements for the ANO 1 and 2 containment
buildings.
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ANO-1 and ANO-2 both had Structural Integrity Tests (SIT) performed prior to the
operation of the plants. These tests were performed per Regulatory Guide 1.18,
"Structural Acceptance Test for Concrete Primary Reactor Containments, "to demonstrate
the structural adequacy of the containments. Tendon surveillances were performed at
both units for years 1, 3, and 5 following the initial SITs, and every 5 years thereafter.
ANO-2 will have a SIT performed again prior the operation following the Steam
Generator Replacement outage to demonstrate the adequacy of the containment at
59 psig. No additional tendon surveillances (1, 3, and 5 years) on ANO-2 following the
containment pressure uprate SIT are planned.
Tendon surveillances were performed on both containments per the guidance in
Regulatory Guide 1.35, "Inservice Surveillance of Ungrouted Tendons in Prestressed
Concrete Containment Structures." ANO-2 is different than ANO-1 in that it does not
have lift-offs and detensioning of the tendons performed per the guidance of Regulatory
Guide 1.35 for similarly constructed containments located on the same site. ANO-1
tendon surveillance requirements have been changed to ASME Section XM, Subsection
1WL for the 1999 tendon surveillance and thereafter. ANO-2 tendon surveillance
requirements will be changed to IWL requirements for the next surveillance in 5 years.
C. Computer Codes Used for Structural Reanalysis
Computer programs used in the original containment design analysis are tabulated in SAR
Table 3.8-3. The containment reanalysis makes use of two finite element computer codes,
ALGOR and Bechtel Structural Analysis Program (BSAP). Both codes possess similar or
improved capabilities in comparison to those used in the original design. Both ALGOR
and BSAP were developed and are administered in accordance with NRC-approved
IOCFR50, Appendix B Quality Assurance Programs; therefore, both satisfy the quality
The provisions of
assurance requirements for use on safety related structures.
1OCFR Part 21 also apply to both computer codes.
Software verification has been rigorously performed for both ALGOR and BSAP. The
analyzed solutions to an extensive set of test problems for each program were found to be
in agreement to known results presented in various recognized texts, publications, and
technical journals.
The containment structural reanalysis consists of five primary analysis models. Four
models are 3-dimensional, full circumference models using finite element techniques for
the cylindrical shell, dome, basemat and equipment hatch. The fifth finite element model is
a complete axisymmetric model similar to that used in the original design. Although each
model deviates in some way from an ideal physical condition, the combined five analytical
models were created to provide a comprehensive structural analysis evaluation of the
pressure uprated condition of 59 psig.
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Collectively, these models make use of several unique modeling techniques to provide a
more detailed and rigorous analysis. Some examples of this can be found in the basemat
analysis where the uplift of the structure is investigated by a series of reiterative analyses
where the basemat is allowed to experience uplift and the zero bearing pressure line (null
line) due to flexure is converged upon. Also, the equipment hatch area was modeled using
-1600 brick elements combined with plate and truss elements representing liner plate and
tendons respectively. The tendon prestress loads around the opening were then applied
using pseudo thermal methods on the -500 interlaced truss elements.
In general, these analysis models consist of 10,000 to 12,000 elements and, when
appropriate, include the internal D-ring structure, reactor and steam generator pedestals,
and the rock foundation. Collectively, the use of all five analysis models results in a
rigorous and comprehensive design evaluation for the increase in the containment design
pressure.
D. Methodology for Structural Analysis
The ANO-2 containment building was reanalyzed to a 59 psig design pressure using the
original design requirements. The reanalysis was performed using the concrete stress
allowables of the ASME Section III, Division 2, 1975 design code in the BSAP computer
programs. The ACI 318-1963 original concrete allowables were compared to the ASME
design concrete allowables and the latter were found to be more stringent. The code of
record, however, remains the ACI 318-1963 concrete code. The ANO-2 containment
design for 59 psig was compared to similarly designed Bechtel containments with respect
to the minimum required prestress levels and the ratio of the minimum required prestress
levels to the design pressure. Both the minimum required prestress levels and the ratio
compared favorably. The margins of safety associated with the design and construction of
the containment are, as a minimum, the accepted margins associated with nationally
recognized codes of practice.
The ANO-2 containment is a Newmark seismic design that was later reviewed against
Regulatory Guide 1.60 and found to meet the intent of the Regulatory Guide. The
building was designed to meet the requirements of the American Concrete Institute,
Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete (ACI 318-63) for the concrete and
reinforcing steel.
The existing original calculations, design details, safety analysis report, technical
specifications, and other design basis documents were reviewed in detail to determine
where additional capacity to resist the increased design pressure could be explored.
ANO-1 calculations were also reviewed because the design is very similar and some of the
ANO-2 designs for items such as the piping and electrical penetrations were borrowed
from ANO-1. The concrete design code for ANO-1 and ANO-2 is ACI-318-63. The
reevaluation of the ANO-2 Containment for uprate from 54 psig to 59 psig does not
change our original commitments of the previous evaluation. ANO-2 remains committed
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to Regulatory Guide 1.18, "Structural Acceptance Test for Concrete Primary Reactor
Containment," and Regulatory Guide 1.35, "Inservice Surveillance of Ungrouted Tendons
Seismic requirements remain
in Prestressed Concrete Containment Structures."
1.60 as discussed above.
Guide
unchanged with ANO-2 meeting the intent of Regulatory
Other prestressed containment designs by Bechtel were reviewed and their design
parameters compared with ANO-2 containment design parameters to see how the 59 psig
design pressure change for ANO-2 compare. The 59-psig design pressure for ANO-2
compares favorably with both the earlier and later containment designs regarding both
prestress-to-design pressure ratios and ultimate capacity ratios. Table 4-1 on the
following page provides a comparison between ANO-2 (at the 59 psig design pressure)
and Farley 1, Millstone 2 and Calvert Cliffs based on the simplified formula for the
ultimate capacity pressure ratio to the design pressure as used for the ANO- 1 and ANO-2
t
Individual Plant Examination (IPE), Level 2 analyses. ANO-2 s ratio was approximately
equal to, or higher, than the three other plants. Table 4-2, located at the end of
Enclosure 4, provides a comparison of the prestress-to-design pressure ratios between
ANO-2 at 59 psig and other Bechtel designed containment buildings (licensed both before
and after ANO-2). The early prestressed containments designed by Bechtel, including
ANO-I and ANO-2, used a higher prestress level than the later containment designs.
Containment designers later determined they could use less prestress and still meet the
design requirements. ANO-2, with the 59 psig design pressure, has a higher prestress
level than most the other containments designed about the same time or slightly later.
Table 4-1, Containment Ultimate Capacity Comparison
Parameters/

ANO-2

Farley I

ANO-1

Millstone 2

Calvert

59 psig

54 psig

54 psig

Cliffs
50 psig

151 psiJg( 2 '

162 psijg')

123 psiJg( 3)

158 psig*(S)

160 psig*(4)

Pltt/Design
Press. (WPE)

2.8 /---

2.75

2.27

2.9

3.2

P,,, Using
Simplified
Formula* *
P,,t/Design
Press. Using
Simplified
Formula**

151 psig

162 psig

134.5 psig

128 psig

128.5 psig

2.8 / 2.55

2.75

2.39

2.37

2.57

Plants
Design

54 psig/59

Pressure

psig

Pult- Hoop

membrane
(WE)
....

*

Based on 4000 F

**

Pult/Pd = (1/RcPd) (fhy Ah + fry Ar + fly Al)
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References for Table 4-1:
1. ANO-1 Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities Generic Letter 88-20
submittal, Section 4.4, ANO-1 Containment Failure Characterization, dated 4/29/93 (1CAN049301)
2. ANO-2 Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities - Generic Letter 88-20
submittal, Section 4.4, ANO-2 Containment Failure Characterization, dated 8/28/92 (2CAN089201)
3. Farley Nuclear Plants Units 1 and 2, Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident
Vulnerabilities, March 1993, (FAI/91-107)
4. Technical Evaluation Report of the Calvert Cliffs Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident
Vulnerabilities Back-End Submittal, Final Report, January 1996, (ERIiNRC 95-107).
5. Millstone ANO-2, Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities, December 1993,
(314702)

New computer models were constructed for the overall shell, dome, basemat, equipment
hatch area, and an axisymmetric model of the ring girder and wall skirt areas to analyze
the ANO-2 containment for the higher design pressure. The new models eliminate some
of the original simplifying assumptions that were used because sophisticated techniques
were not available during the original design. For example, the original computer model
could only handle axisymmetric structures with axisymmetric loads. Asymmetric loads
had to be converted to section loads and then combined by manual analysis. The
computations of concrete, reinforcing steel, prestressing steel and liner plate stresses and
strains were done by manual calculations. The complexity of the analysis and the labor
intensive efforts required to combine the different loading conditions lead to simplified

conservative analysis which bounded the actual levels of stresses and strains. The
conservatism increased as the number of load and stress combinations increased because
of the difficulty in predicting how the combinations effected each loading condition.
The evaluation to increase the containment design pressure to 59 psi uses the Bechtel
BSAP computer program which is more sophisticated and has greater capacity than the
computer program originally used. The Bechtel BSAP computer programs combine the
loading conditions within the programs as they actually effect each other and allow all of
the combinations to be explored. This ability insures the most critical condition be
determined for design.
This capability also allows larger and more inclusive models to be assembled to more
accurately model how all of the different parts of the containment and internal structures
interact under all of the different loading conditions and combinations.
The reanalysis of the ANO-2 containment building meets all of the original design basis
requirements and codes. Some of the original design values were re-evaluated (such as
the creep value of the concrete) and revised values were used which are logical and
defendable based on either more accurate information or a better understanding of the
methodologies available at this time. The BSAP computer program used ASME Section
III, Division 2 allowable stress criteria. In most cases these were either the same criteria
as originally used or more restrictive. Only two conditions were determined to be less
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restrictive but these conditions either did not apply to the uprate analysis or did not
control the design.
The original and the present design values are the same for the concrete and reinforcing.
The concrete breaking strengths and Certified Material Test Report (CMTR) values for
the reinforcing steel were higher than the minimum required strengths. These values show
additional strengths inherent in the design but not used in the analysis to increase the
structural capacity.
During construction of the containment building, nine (9) surveillance tendons (3 dome,
3 hoop, and 3 vertical) were installed but not credited in the original analysis. In addition
to the surveillance tendons, nine (9) additional tendons were installed (6 hoop and
3 vertical) but not credited in the original analysis toward meeting the minimum prestress
levels. The reanalysis credits all of the tendons, i.e., eighteen (18) tendons more than the
original analysis, to meet the required prestress levels for containment uprate. Broken
wires and detensioned tendons during tendon surveillance activities, where one tendon is
detensioned at a time during operations of the plants, is not considered in the reanalysis.
There are five main computer models used for the analysis. They are: 1) the overall shell
model, 2) the dome model, 3) the axisymmetric model, 4) the equipment hatch model, and
5) the basemat model.
The cylindrical shell model includes the basemat, cylinder, dome elements, the interior
walls and a portion of the rock foundation as shell elements and was used to evaluate the
basic cylinder wall design. The shell tendon forces were modeled into the shell model
using pseudothermal methods. The side shell model is used to check the adequacy of the
side shell even though it has a dome and basemat in the model.
The dome model consists of the dome, cylinder, and basemat modeled as shell elements
and was used to analyze the dome design. The tendons were modeled in three layers to
accurately depict the tendon layout. The dome tendon forces were simulated using
vectored forces normal to the tendon locations. The dome is used in determining the
adequacy of the dome area only, even though it contains elements of the rest of the
containment to accurately simulate the boundary conditions at the transition areas of the
dome.
The axisymmetric model consists of a vertical slice of the containment cut from the center
of the top of the containment continuing down to the center of the basemat for one half of
the containment. This slice includes a portion of the rock under the basemat. The tendons
are modeled as pressure forces at the top of the shell wall and at the bottom of the
basemat for the vertical tendons and along the sides of the slice for the hoop tendons. The
dome tendon forces are modeled as vectored forces normal to the dome tendon locations.
The axisymmetric model is used to look at the transition areas of the ring girder between
the dome and side shell, and the skirt between the basemat and the side shell.

-.
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The equipment hatch model includes the equipment hatch area modeled with eight (8)
sided brick elements and a liner plate in a containment shell model consisting of a fixed
based cylinder and dome. The equipment hatch model focuses on the concrete and liner
plate. The shell and dome included in the model accurately simulate the boundary
conditions around the hatch area.
The basemat model includes the basemat, a containment shell and dome, the interior walls,
and a portion of the rock foundation to accurately analyze the stresses and strains in the
basemat and underlying rock foundation. An iterative process to allow only compression
foundation pressures for seismic overturning resistance removed the tension forces
calculated by the computer program between the basemat and the rock foundation. The
basemat reanalysis looks at the basemat only with the shell applying the boundary forces
into it for accuracy.
Additional information is contained in the SAR markup provided in Enclosure 2.
E. Conservatism Assumed
When Bechtel Power Corporation first began designing and building prestressed concrete
reactor containment buildings for nuclear power plants, they were very conservative.
Enough effective prestress was used so that the containment could resist design pressures
fifty percent higher than the design accident with little or no membrane tensile concrete
cracking. At this overload condition, the prestressing tendons would only be at about
60% of their ultimate strength, which is about 75% of yield strength. It was common for
normally reinforced containments without prestressing to be at 90% of yield. Therefore, it
became apparent that the containments were over-designed. This conservatism remains in
the uprate reanalysis.
About the time the ANO-1 and ANO-2 containment buildings were being designed, the
transition was in progress to use lower effective prestress levels. This is illustrated in
Table 1, which gives a chronology of Bechtel prestressed containment designs for
containments using shallow domes. This table shows that the ANO-2 containment with a
pressure increase from 54 to 59 psig would still have prestress-to-pressure ratios
consistent with other containments designed at about the same time or slightly later. By
the time ANO-2 was being designed, the lower level of prestress was becoming more
common but ANO-2 used the same 1.5 criteria as ANO-1. Since ANO-I and ANO-2
containments were designed with the higher prestress levels there is significant reserve
margin in each. The ANO-2 containment was robustly designed and has ample margin for
the uprate.
Other conservative aspects of the design are as follows:
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1. Conservative prestress losses
The original creep losses used in the existing calculations were found to be overly
conservative following a review of later Bechtel calculations. A more accurate value
for concrete creep was determined using the 20 years of tendon surveillances
performed on ANO-1 and the original concrete creep testing completed at the
University of California at Berkeley by Dr. Pirtz. The original values used for the
creep loss calculations were 500 x 10-6 inches per inch (500 4iin/in) for the vertical and
hoop tendons, and 570t in/in for the dome tendons. More accurate values resulting
from the above reviews and analysis used for the present analysis are 289 pt in/in for
vertical tendons, 440 pt in/in for dome tendons, and 485 pt in/in for hoop tendons.
These values are considered conservative ANO-2 has not had surveillance of the
tendon forces as ANO-1 has; however, ANO-2 is similar to ANO-1 in both
construction dimensions and concrete and reinforcement so that similar conclusions
are valid for both units. The new creep values are lower resulting in more remaining
prestressing forces in the in/in for hoop tendons.
2. Conservative tendon relaxation values
Tendon installation data show that the steel relaxation values originally used are
conservative. The tendon vendor used a 0.085 steel relaxation loss value for ANO-2
versus 0.08 relaxation loss value used for ANO-1. No difference in the tendon steel
used was found which indicates that the designer elected to use a more conservative
design for ANO-2 than for ANO-1. The 0.085 steel relaxation value was retained in
the reanalysis.
3. ANO-1 design used for ANO-2
The general approach for the ANO-2 design was to duplicate the ANO-ldesign using
fewer tendons in the cylinder hoop and dome and more vertical tendons to resist the
increased seismic forces and the lower 54 psig design pressure. This resulted in many
areas of the ANO-2 containment (such as the penetrations) being designed for the
ANO-1 accident pressure of 59 psig. Reanalysis of structural capacity was provided
where needed such as the large penetrations for the equipment hatch, personnel locks,
main steam, and feedwater piping.
4. Higher compressive concrete strengths
The reanalysis used concrete design compressive strength of 5750 psi @ 90 days.
ANO-1 used 5500 psi concrete compressive strength. ANO-2 analysis used 5500 psi
concrete compressive strength for design until May 1973 and 5750 psi following that
time to allow for a greater tolerance in the wall thickness of the containment during
the construction. The increased design strength was justified because the actual
concrete breaks were consistently above 6700 psi at 90 days and usually exceeded
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7000 psi. The concrete strength has increased since that time providing increased
conservatism.
F. Results
The new analysis has verified that the original criteria are satisfied for the increased
pressure of 59 psig. The increased pressure capability is due mainly to using the extra
tendons included in the original design and to the more accurate analytical techniques
(BSAP computer program) that eliminate unnecessary conservative approximations that
were previously needed. Additional capacity was found using the extra tendons and more
accurate concrete creep values increasing the effective prestress remaining in the concrete
after prestress losses. It should be noted that there is additional conservatism remaining in
the concrete since actual test strengths and reinforcement bar strengths are considerably
higher. The ANO-2 containment was robustly designed and has ample margin for the
uprate. The uprate of the containment building to 59 psig is considered to be acceptable
and represents only a minimum reduction in the margin of safety.
G. Safety Analysis Report Changes
SAR Section 3.1, "Conformance with AEC General Design Criteria" will be revised to
specifically,
pressure,
building design
containment
reflect the increased
Additionally,
Basis.
Design
Containment
GDC 16 - Containment Design, and GDC 50
Section 3.8, "Design of Category I Structures", is revised to reflect the increased design
pressure. Changes to these SAR sections are provided in Enclosure 2.
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Table 4-2, Comparison of Constructed Prestressed Containment
Buildings Illustrating Effective Prestress-to-Design Pressure Ratios

designed
The table illustrates that even with an increased design from 54 to 59 psig there is sufficient prestress when compared to similar Bechtel
The first
pressure.
design
over
15%
was
which
pressure,
test
than
containments. The amount of required prestress was not a set number. It was set higher
satisfy
still
and
used
be
could
4 containments had the highest level in the dome and cylinder hoop direction. Later designs realized that lower prestress
design requirements. The vertical direction was dependent on the earthquake level. ANO-2, at 59 psig, compares favorably to other similar containment
later. It
buildings. In almost all cases, ANO-2, at 59 psig, has a higher prestress level than the containments designed about the same time or slightly
groups,
prestressing
three
all
In
should be noted that all the other containments are either on the East Coast or Midwest except Rancho Seco in California.
chronological
ANO-2 with 59 psig will have a larger prestress ratio than Rancho Seco. In the table below, the contaimnents are listed in the approximate
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3.75

3.25
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54
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Figure 4-1, ANO-1 Containment Building
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Figure 4-2, ANO-2 Containment Building
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IMPACT OF UPRATING THE ANO-2 CONTAINMENT
BUILDING ON CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES AND
COMPONENTS
In addition to reanalysis of the containment structure and the safety analyses, evaluations
were performed on the following affected containment systems, structures and
components (SSCs). In each case, the SSC or issue, e.g. compartment pressurization,
evaluated was determined to be acceptable for increased containment accident conditions
or a modification is planned to make the component acceptable. Two of the SSCs
discussed below will be modified during refueling outage 2R14:
1. The seals or modules for fifteen Amphenol Sams electrical penetrations will be
modified due to aging of seals and reduced qualification margin,
2. The pitch on the containment service water cooling coil (CSWCC) fans will be
reduced, and
A third SSC, the containment service cooling coil drains, is being evaluated and its
capability may be increased.
For a fourth SSC, the containment wide range pressure transmitters, concurrence is
requested for our conclusion that the current transmitter ranges adequately satisfy the
intent of Regulatory Guide 1.97. Bases for this conclusion are provided in section G.2
below.
Additional information on the SSCs that were evaluated is provided below.
A. Structural/Piping/Compartment Pressurization
1.

Containment building piping and vessel differential pressure issues - Piping,
containment penetrations, and vessels inside containment that provide a
containment integrity function, or that serve a process function during a DBA
such as safety injection, were evaluated.
For the systems that provide a process function, the effect of the increased
pressure on the outside of the pipe, vessel or penetration reduces the differential
pressure across the piping/vessel wall and reduces the pressure stress. Therefore,
the increase to 59 psig is acceptable.
For systems that may not contain an internal pressure that opposes the external
pressure, the increase from 54 to 59 psig is not considered to be significant with
regard to the potential for damaging the pressure boundary. This is based on the
strength and structural characteristics of the piping. The rules of ASME piping

. ...............
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analysis were developed with the acknowledgement that there would be
occasional events that would cause the actual pressure to exceed the normal
"design" value, and the new accident pressure condition may appropriately be
included in such loadings where applicable.
2.

Containment Piping Penetrations - Containment piping penetrations were
evaluated. The containment penetrations that interface with the containment
building structure were evaluated in the structural evaluation presented in
Enclosure 4. Flued heads used for process piping containment penetrations were
procured to specifications that required qualification for plastic loads and an axial
pressure reaction. Containment environmental loads, including those due to
containment uprate, are insignificant when compared to the qualified loads.

3.

Generic Letter 96-06 issues - Generic Letter 96-06, "Assurance of Equipment
Operability and Containment Integrity During Design-Basis Accident
Conditions," requested addressees determine whether or not piping systems that
penetrate the containment are susceptible to thermal expansion of fluid so that
over pressurization of piping could occur. The requested actions also stated that
in addition to the individual addressee's postulated accident conditions, these
items should be reviewed with respect to the scenarios referenced in the generic
letter.
An evaluation of the seventy-six (76) ANO-2 containment building mechanical
penetrations was done. Of these, seven (7) remain potentially susceptible to
overpressurization following an LOCA. The screening process was not
dependent on temperature and pressure; therefore, neither power uprate or
replacement steam generators affected the results.
ANO management has decided to make physical modifications to the potentially
susceptible penetrations by the end of 2R14, in order to eliminate the possibility
of overpressurization. These modifications will provide relief paths for trapped
fluids during accidents or ambient temperature increases. The relief valves will be
designed for 59 psig backpressure and 300 'F. The piping stress analysis will also
consider the 59 psig and elevated temperature. It is not known what effect on the
piping analysis these power uprate values will have. Additional supports or piping
replacement will be added if necessary.
An ANO calculation provides an operability position for the penetrations prior to
the planned 2R14 modifications. This calculation is dependent on temperature
and pressure and was done to the current conditions. Once the 2R14
modifications are completed, this calculation will only be used if a relief valve is
leaking and has to be gagged. In that case, the calculation will be revised to take
into account the new temperature and pressure.
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Generic Letter 96-06 also included a request for licensees to evaluate cooling
water systems that serve containment air coolers to assure that they are not
vulnerable to water hammer and two-phase flow conditions. The water hammer
mitigation devices in service for ANO-2 prevent severe water hammers not only
in the containment fan cooler portion of the ANO-2 service water system but in
all ANO-2 cooling water systems. The response to the NRC contained ANO
correspondence 0CAN019702 and 0CAN129802 demonstrate the adequacy of
the ANO-2 design. Uprating the containment does not change the validity of the
responses contained in these correspondences.
4.

Snubbers - Mechanical and hydraulic snubbers were evaluated. The mechanical
snubbers are not sensitive to containment pressure changes since their operation is
not dependent on elastomer seals or hydraulic fluids, the internals of the snubber
are open to the atmosphere, and the snubber bodies are structurally robust.
The hydraulic snubbers are sensitive to changes in pressure because they have
elastomer seals and hydraulic fluids. Written confirmation has been obtained from
the snubber manufacturers that all hydraulic snubbers inside containment are
capable of withstanding the new containment environment of 59 psig.

5.

Equipment hatch, personnel airlock and emergency escape hatch - Re-rating of
these components to 59 psig will be performed in accordance with the 1992
ASME Section XI Code, Subsection IWA. The N stamp plate on the personnel
airlock and the emergency escape airlock will be revised following the completion
of pressure testing. No code stamp was required for the equipment hatch
although code authorized inspection, data forms, and all other code
documentation was provided.

6.

Fuel transfer tube - The transfer tube was designed for 62.5 psig and 3000 F plus
seismic plus gravity plus mechanical loads due to carriage loads.

7.

Polar crane - The polar crane has a box girder design for structural stability. As a
result, it has sealed internal compartments. These sealed compartments have
various size vent holes through the girder wall, allowing the pressure inside the
polar crane girder and the containment atmosphere to equalize. Each sealed
structural section of the polar crane was re-evaluated to determine the effects of
rapid pressurization upon the component's structural integrity. The new time rate
pressurization curves were used and the existing vents were found sufficient to
allow equalization of pressure without exceeding the design basis for the crane of
one psi differential pressure (1 psid). The polar crane is qualified for the 59 psig
containment pressure without modification.

8.

Compartment pressure issues - The primary shield walls around the reactor vessel
and the secondary shield walls around the steam generators are adequate for the

...............
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increased pressure because the original design criteria bound the new
compartment pressures and equipment loads. The new compartment pressures
and equipment loads do credit a leak-before-break (LBB) analysis and ANO-2 has
been approved for LBB considerations. Entergy's letter to the NRC dated
October 2, 1998 (2CAN109802), documents the applicability of the use of LBB
for structural analyses performed in association with the replacement steam
generator project along with its design considerations and limitations.
9.

Ductwork Ap issues - The ductwork associated with the CSWCC fan housing,
distribution plenum and supply recirculation ducts and purge air and supply ducts
was evaluated. Duct relief valves are located within the ductwork for adequate
protection from a rapid rise in containment accident pressure and temperature.
The allowable pressure increase rate for the relief valves is greater than the rapid
rise in the containment pressure. The relief valves and duct supply registers
prevent damage to ventilation supply cooling units and ductwork during periods
of an accident when high differential pressure between the ducting and
containment can exist.

B. Containment Fan Systems
1.

CSWCCs and fan motor horse power - Fan motor horsepower will not exceed the
motor nameplate rating during accident conditions. Increased peak accident
pressure results in increased density that causes CSWCC fan motor horsepower
to increase. Peak required fan motor horsepower occurs early in the DBA.
Required horsepower then decreases and continues to decrease for the duration of
the event. The horsepower required for normal cooling is approximately 1/3 of
the peak accident horsepower. Two factors will be changed to offset the
increased horsepower. First, the pitch of the CSWCC fans will be reduced.
Secondly, the initial containment pressure in upper left quadrant (region of
acceptable operation) of revised Technical Specification Figure 3.6-1 is reduced
to 15.5 psia from the current figure acceptable pressure of 16. 1 psia.
Background
The heat transfer assumed in the safety analyses for the CSWCCs is stated in SAR
Table 6.2-81 (and is shown in SAR Figure 6.2-3A). The heat removal capability
of the CSWCCs with the reduced pitch fans will be evaluated and must be equal
to, or greater than, the heat removal listed in the table. Analytical results,
validated by performance testing, will be inserted in the SAR as a new Chapter 6
table. The new table will demonstrate and state that the heat transfer assumptions
of Table 6.2-8I are valid. The new SAR table will be referenced in SAR Table
6.2-22.

.................
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Reducing Fan Horsepower by Reducing Fan Pitch
CSWCC fan horsepower is a function of actual cubic feet per minute (ACFM)
flow. Reducing ACFM flow by a reduced fan pitch will decrease fan horsepower.
Heat transfer is also a function of ACFM. Testing during the 2P99 mid-cycle
outage, scheduled for November 1999, will confirm that required ACFM flow is
available for both DBA and normal cooling.
Reducing Fan Horsepower By Limiting Containment Initial Air Mass
Another means of reducing the CSWCC fan motor horsepower during DBA
conditions is to reduce the maximum initial air mass. Technical Specification
Figure 3.6-1 provides the locus of initial containment pressure and temperature
conditions for the DBA. The upper left quadrant of the figure is an area of high
containment pressure and low containment temperature. The upper left comer of
this quadrant is the containment air state that maximizes the air mass in
containment for initial and, therefore, DBA conditions. A DBA initiating from
the pressure and temperature conditions listed for this comer results in the
greatest mass fraction and partial air pressure in the DBA air/steam environment
and therefore the greatest DBA mixture density. CSWCC fan motor horsepower
is proportional to the ratio of DBA mixture density to initial air density. The
reduced upper left quadrant acceptable initial containment pressure of the figure
reduces this initial mass and therefore the ratio.
Note: During SAR and technical specification bases reviews for the CSWCCs, several
errors were noted in which the CSWCC system is stated to be redundant to the
containment spray units. These statements are no longer true since they are no longer
supported by safety analyses. Operation in the plant configuration that is implied by
these statements, e.g., no containment sprays operable, is not allowed by Technical
Specifications. Operation with no containment coolers for 72 hours, one containment
spray and one containment cooler out of service for 72 hours, and one train of
containment coolers out of service for seven days is allowed. A condition report has
been issued and the statements will be revised in accordance with the ANO
1OCFR50.59 program. Therefore, two of these statements, contained in SAR sections
3.6.4.2.3.2 and 9.4.5.3 of this submittal, are intentionally not corrected. Two technical
specification bases containing the error, but not included in the submittal are 3/4.6.2.1
and 3/4.6.2.3.
Also: In certain SAR sections and the technical specification bases, the CSWCC are
referred to as containment cooling coils. However, on piping and instrumentation
drawings (P&IDs) the same equipment is more properly referred to as CSWCCs in
order to be distinct from the containment chilled water cooling coils (CCWCCs),
which are used for normal containment cooling.
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2.

Containment recirculation fans - As discussed above, the containment
environment density increase causes the motor horsepower to increase. The
motor horsepower requirements for these fans are below the motor nameplate
rating.

3.

CSWCC drains - The design physical configuration and flow capacity of the
CSWCC drains have been evaluated for the increase in containment design
pressure. The CSWCC drain system may be modified during refueling outage
2R14 to adequately drain condensate from the units during normal and post
accident operation.

C. Valves
1. Motor Operated Valves - A review of the ANO MOV program valves was
performed to determine which valves the higher design pressure would affect.
Those that are affected have been evaluated and found to be acceptable for
operation at the higher pressure. Other non-program MOVs located inside the
containment building may be impacted by the increased pressure. However, there
will be no safety implications since these valves are not required to operate during
peak containment pressure conditions.
2.

Air Operated Valves - A review of AOVs was done to determine which valves
the higher design pressure would affect. Those that are affected have been
evaluated and found to be acceptable for operation at the higher pressure or have
no safety significance.

3.

Solenoid operated valves - A review of solenoid operated valves (SOVs) was
performed to determine which valves will be affected by the higher containment
design pressure. Affected SOVs have been evaluated and found acceptable.

4.

Containment purge valves - The containment purge valves are rated for higher
temperatures and pressures than required by containment design. Since they have
no active safety function during accident conditions, these valves are structurally
acceptable for operation at the higher design pressure.

D. ECCS Subsystem
1.

High pressure safety injection sizing - The HPSI system will continue to meet
design requirements under the higher containment pressure. The increased
pressure does not cause the required performance to exceed the capability of the
systems. The available net positive suction head (NPSH) will not be negatively
impacted by the increase in maximum sump temperature used in the NPSH
calculation. Required NPSH remains constant. The higher temperature will
result in lower density and, consequently, less head loss between the sump and the
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pump suction. No credit is taken for building pressure, which is assumed to be at
the saturation pressure corresponding to the sump temperature. In addition,
NPSH available will improve since the containment sump level will increase due
to increased primary and secondary volumes. For flow out of the containment
sump, an installed vortex suppressor eliminates vortexing concerns for uprated
conditions.
2.

Low pressure safety injection sizing - The LPSI system will continue to meet
design requirements under the higher containment pressure. The LPSI system
does not take suction from the containment sump, nor does it discharge directly
to the containment atmosphere. The increased containment pressure does not
cause the required performance to exceed the capability of the system.

3.

Containment spray system flow rates - The containment spray system will
continue to meet design requirements under the higher containment pressure. As
a result of increasing the containment building design pressure to 59 psig, the
containment spray pump performance curves were recalculated at the new
pressure. The reanalysis removed some of the excessive margin included in the
original calculations. In addition to credit for the addition of CSAS to selected
components, less restrictive containment spray flow rates, credited in the safety
analyses, permit increasing the allowable containment spray pump degradation
above the percentage currently allowed by the technical specifications. As a result
of the analyses, allowable containment spray pump degradation may be increased
from 6.3% to 10%, to be in accordance with ASME B&PV code Section XI,
without compromising the required containment spray flow that must be delivered
to the containment building.
With pump degradation of 10% and a maximum containment pressure of 59 psig,
each spray train will deliver a minimum of 1875 gpm during the injection mode.
At the start of recirculation, with suction from the containment sump, minimum
spray flow increases to the nominal design minimum of 2,000 gpm. The reduced
spray flow during injection results in a slightly larger mass equivalent drop size of
925 microns, decreasing to the nominal 880 microns during recirculation. The
increased drop size has been included in the determination of iodine removal
efficiency during injection.
Net positive suction head (NPSH) considerations for the containment spray
pumps will not be negatively impacted as discussed above for the HPSI pumps.

E. Electrical and Environmental Qualification
1.

Containment electrical penetration qualification - The Conax feed-through
modules and the modified Amphenol penetrations have been qualified to accident
test conditions that envelop ANO-2 increased post-accident conditions.
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Amphenol SAMS electrical penetrations were reviewed to the uprated
containment conditions. However, due to aging of the modules seals, these
penetrations will be replaced with either Conax feed-through modules or new
seals will be installed prior to containment uprate and steam generator
replacement, i.e., prior to the end of refueling outage 2R14.
2.

Environmental qualification considerations - The limiting DBA defines the
temperature and pressure profile for EQ. The current methodology for defining
the DBA for EQ will not change. While the margin between the tested conditions
and required conditions has been reduced, ANO-2 EQ equipment remains
qualified for the new accident conditions including containment flood level, which
will increase slightly. There will be no impact on qualification of equipment
located in containment. Calculations associated with EQ equipment were
reviewed for potential pressure and temperature impacts from power uprate and
steam generator replacement and have either been revised or identified for
revision. For RSG and power uprate, the EQ profile will be consistent with and
acceptable for the pressure and temperature profiles from the LOCA DBA, as
presented in the SAR. Radiological, high energy line break and other impacts on
EQ equipment will be unchanged for Cycle 15 and are being evaluated for power
uprate.

F. Post Accident Sampling
1.

Hydrogen recombiners - Although the time at which the recombiners will become
fully effective will increase, the recombiners remain functional under the increased
containment design pressure. A single failure of a recombiner is assumed. When
the surviving recombiner is placed in service at 2% hydrogen concentration, some
recombination will occur. However, the flow rate through the recombiner will be
reduced until containment pressure decays to 26.7 psia. By this time, hydrogen
concentration could reach a maximum of 2.7% if no recombination is assumed.
Since
At 26.7 psia, the recombiner will operate as originally designed.
assumed
recombiner efficiency is restored to 95% prior to reaching the 3.5% limit
in the hydrogen generation calculation, sufficient margin exists in the current
design to satisfy operating requirements at the increased containment design
pressure.

2.

Hydrogen analyzer and PASS containment air radionuclide detector issues - The
change in peak containment design pressure will not affect the operation of the
hydrogen analyzer or PASS containment air radionuclide detector for a large
These systems, isolated from containment conditions by
break LOCA.
containment isolation valves and system isolation valves, will not be placed in
service at pressures that exceed their design maximum operating conditions. The
normally open containment isolation valves receive a containment isolation signal
(CIS) to close.
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G. Instrumentation
1.

Instrumentation Uncertainty and Setpoints - Instrumentation needed for safety
functions during or after an accident was evaluated for the effects of higher
accident containment pressure on instrument accuracy, setpoints and range. The
increased accident environment affects numerous instrument uncertainty analyses.
The results of instrument uncertainty calculations referenced in the Emergency
Operating Procedure (EOP) setpoint bases will be provided as inputs to
organization responsible for updating the EOP setpoint bases. This will ensure
that affected operator action points in the EOPs remain consistent and appropriate
for the revised safety analyses.
No hardware modifications due to setpoint changes are necessary with the
exception of those related to the Plant Protection System (PPS). Due to revised
safety analyses associated with steam generator replacement and power uprate,
several setpoints in this system are affected: low SG pressure reactor trip, MSIS,
low SG level reactor trip, emergency feedwater actuation signal, low pressurizer
pressure reactor trip, safety injection, and containment cooling actuation. The
setpoint analysis requires application of instrument uncertainty to the safety
analysis analytical limit to derive the setpoint. As discussed previously, although
increases in instrument uncertainty result from the accident containment pressure
increase, the setpoint changes will be presented in a separate technical
specification change submittal for the steam generator replacement-related PPS
setpoint changes.

The following sections discuss instrument range considerations.
2.

Containment Wide Range Pressure Transmitters Range - The containment wide
range pressure transmitters are required by Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.97 to
possess a range of three times the containment absolute design pressure of 74.
This variable is listed as type code B13 in RG 1.97 SAR Table 7.5-3. The
variable is also listed in SAR Tables 6.3-4, 7.5-1 and 7.5-2.
For the uprated containment condition, the upper range value would be 222 psia.
The current transmitters have a calibrated range of 0-210 psia based on a
containment design pressure of 54 psig (69 psia). Therefore, the transmitters fall
12 psi below the required range and would require a modification to recalibrate
the existing transmitters for a wider range, with corresponding replacement of
indicator and recorder scales. The modification to these instruments would have
to be completed during refueling outage 2R14. We request concurrence with our
conclusion that the current transmitter range satisfies the intent of RG 1.97
requirements. This conclusion is made because of the small difference between
the required range and the current calibrated range capability of the installed
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instruments. In addition, the current upper range value is significantly above the
ultimate pressure capability of the containment building.
3.

Containment Atmospheric Temperature Range - The following background
information is provided to address the RG 1.97 containment atmosphere
temperature instrument range listed in SAR Table 7.5-3. The maximum range for
this parameter (variable type code D24) is listed as 0 - 300 OF which is the design
temperature. However, in reviewing the correspondence between ANO and the
NRC regarding the RG 1.97 requirements, it was discovered that the original RG
1.97 requirement was for a maximum range of 400 OF. In letters exchanged
between ANO and the NRC dated April 13, 1984 (2CAN948404), April 30, 1985
(2CNA048506), July 1, 1985 (2CAN078501), and October 23, 1986
(2CNA108607), ANO justified and was granted a deviation by the NRC for a
maximum range of 300 'F. The basis for the justification was that the 300 OF
range bounded the actual safety analysis-based peak temperature. Since this basis
is still true even though the peak temperature will increase, ANO does not plan to
increase the range of measurement based on past NRC acceptance of the range
deviation.
Other than the potential containment wide range pressure modification and
containment atmospheric temperature indication discussed above, no other
instrument range modifications were identified.

H. Miscellaneous Topics
1.

Containment coatings - The coatings used for structures, systems and components
inside the containment building were evaluated for the increased containment
design pressure. The coatings used in the containment building were determined
to maintain their integrity for the higher pressure of 59 psig. The coatings were
previously evaluated for the 300 OF design temperature.

I. Testing
Appendix J testing procedures - An evaluation has been completed that identifies
the integrated leak rate test (ILRT) and local leak rate test (LLRT) procedures
must be revised to accommodate the proposed increased containment design
pressure. No new test equipment will be necessary. Numerous local leak rate
tests have been performed using pressures in the 59 to 60 psig range with no
significant difference in leakage results. Based on the leakage testing history, no
problems are expected from the proposed increase in design pressure.
2.

Structural Integrity Test - The acceptance criterion for the uprated containment
building is the successful completion of the structural integrity test (SIT), which is
being developed. Prior to resuming plant operation following replacement of the
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steam generators, a structural integrity test will be performed at 1.15 times the
new design pressure of 59 psig. This test will yield information on the overall
response of the containment and the response of localized areas such as major
penetrations, which are important to its design function. The SIT will provide
acceptance criteria to assure that measured responses are within the limits
predicted by analyses. The limits are predicted based on test load combinations
and code allowable values for stress, strain, or gross deformation for the range of
material properties and construction tolerances. The margins of safety associated
with the design and construction of the containment are, as a minimum, the
accepted margins associated with nationally recognized codes of practice.
The test will be performed in a manner that will not damage SSCs. The current
ILRT and original SIT procedures will be used as a starting point and a guide in
developing the new SIT procedure.

ENCLOSURE 6 *

COMPARISON OF REPLACEMENT STEAM GENERATORS
TO ORIGINAL STEAM GENERATORS

* Provided for information only

. ........
.........
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Table 6-1
Comparison of Physical Differences
RSG

OSG

PARAMETER
Type

Vertical U-Tube

Vertical U-Tube

Number of Tubes

8411

10637

Tubes Outside Diameter, in.

0.750

0.688

Tube Wall Thickness, in.

0.048

0.040

Nozzles and Manways
Primary Inlet Nozzle, ID, in.
Primary Outlet Nozzles, ID, in.
Steam Nozzle, ID, in.
Feedwater Nozzle, nominal, in.
Instrumentation Taps, ID, in.
Primary Manways, ID, in.
Secondary Manways, ID, in.
Secondary Handholes, ID, in.

1 each @ 42 in.
2 each @ 30 in.
I each @ 34 in.
I each @ 18 in.
14 each @_ 1in.
2 each @ 16 in.
2 each @ 16 in.
2 each @ 6 in.
I each @ 2 in.

I each @41.65 in.
2 each @(29.65 in.
I each @ 34 in.
I each @ 18 in.
14 each @ 0.75 in.
2 each @18 in.
2 each @18 in.
4 each @ 8 in.
2 each @ 6 in.
14 each @ 3 in,
2 each @ 2 in.

2500
650
2833

2500
650
2833 (Cy 15)

"BottomBlowdown Nozzle, nominal, in.
Reactor Coolant Side
Design Pressure, psi
Design Temperature, IF
Design Thermal Power (NSSS), Mwt
Coolant Flow, each, lb/hr
Coolant Volume, each, ft3

60.2 x
1598

106

Secondary Side

3044 (Cy 16)
66.06 x 106

1838

Design Pressure, psi
Design Temperature, IF
Number of Steam Separators, each
Number of Steam Dryers, each
Inventory d 100% power, normal level Ibm

1100
560
166
126
138,195

1100
560
240
8 Separator Banks
165,000

Dimensions
Overall Height, Including Support Skirt, in.
Upper Shell Outside Diameter, in.
Lower Shell Outside Diameter, in.

740-7/8
240-1/4
165.75

742
240.69
169.75

1,041,987

1,167,000

Weight

Dry, lb

-----------..---. .......
.......
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Table 6-1 (Con't)
TUBE BUNDLE
Tube Pitch, in.
Pitch Arrangement
Tube Bundle Height above Tube Sheet, in.

1.0
Triangular
353.2

0.95
Triangular
370.6

7 egg crate supports
2 partial egg crate supports
2 partial drilled plates
Batwing

8 flat-contact broached
trifoil tube hole plates

WATER LEVEL
Normal Water Level, in. (above tube sheet)

410

436

SLUDGE COLLECTOR
Settling Area (ft2)

n/a

100

MOISTURE SEPARATORS_
Number of Primary Separators
Primary Separator Design
Secondary Separators

166
Centrifugal
126 Dryers

240
Centrifugal
8 Separator Banks

TUBE SUPPORT STRUCTURES
Number of Straight Leg Tube Supports

Type of U-bend Supports

Staggered AVBs
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Table 6-2
of Construction
Materials
of
Comparison
OSG

COMPONENT

RSG

SA 508, Class 2 (forging)
SA 533, Grade B, Class I (plate)

SA 508 Class 3a (forging) with SA
508 Class 3a Nozzle Ends

Weld Deposited Stainless Steel,
Type 304, and NiCrFe Alloy

Weld Deposited Stainless Steel
with Cobalt < 0.10%

Tube Sheet

SA 508, Class 2 (forging)

SA 508 Class 3a (forging)

Tube Sheet Cladding I

Weld Deposited NiCrFe Alloy
(equivalent to SB 168)

Weld Deposited Alloy 690 with
Cobalt < 0.10%

Tubes •

SB 163 Alloy 600 MA

SB 163 Alloy 690 Tr

Shell

SA 533 Grades A and B, Class 1 SA 508 Class 3a (forging)
and SA 516 Grade 70

Transition Cone

SA 533 Grade B Class 1

SA 508 Class 3a (forging)

Straight Leg Tube Supports

SA 36, SA 570 Grades D/C
(carbon steel)

SA 240 405 SS
(tube support plates)

U-Bend Supports

SA 36, SA 570 Grades D/C

SA 479 405 SS

(carbon steel)

(anti-vibration bars)

Primary Channel Head

Primary Channel Head Cladding

()

[Note (1): Indicates material exposed to reactor coolant.]
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Table 6-3
Comparison of Operational Differences

RSG

RSG/Uprate

(Cycle 15)

(Cycle 16)

2833

2833

3044

1416.5
4834.4 x 106

1416.5
4834.4 x 106

1522
5194.5 x 106

354,000 (1)
132 x 106 (1)
549 (1)
604 (1)
575 (1)
2200
649.4

354,200
133 x 106
549
604
576
2200
649.4

354,200
133 x 106
551
609
580
2200
649.4

452 (1)
940 (1)
6.36 x 106 (1)
0.2 (1)

444
958
6.25 x

453
930
6.82 x 106

OSG

POWER
NSSS Power, Total, Mwt (w/ 18 MWt
...
pump heat)
NSSS Power, per SG, Mwt
Heat Transfer, per SG, Btu/hr
PRIMARY SIDE
RCS Flow, gpm

RCS Flow, lb/hr
Tcold, 'F
Thot, OF
Tavg, OF
Przr Pressure, psia
Przr Temperature, OF
SECONDARY SIDE
Feedwater Temperature, TF
Steam Pressure, psia (Dome)
Steam Flow/SG, lb/hr
Steam Moisture Content, max, %
Tube Plugging Allowance

106

0.1

0.1

10

10

[Note (1): Approximate actual values prior to steam generator tube plugging.]
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Figure 6-1, RSG and OSG Design Features

ANO-2 Steam Generators

Internal Flow Orifice
u7

i6II
S.

2D

Original SG

Replacement SG

Note: The RSG drawing does not show the interior nozzle closure ring.

